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ME.AbURES 
.PREPEREr CE CHECKS 
CBAPTD I 
PROBLEM D RBVIE OP Ll i'URB 
1. Introduot1aa 
Thla study i c011oernect wlth the evaluation ot word 
ua e 1 asons to improve transfer ot words they have 
learned 1n apell1n to writteD language situations. 
The purpose ot the study 1a to determ1nea 
1. he b1l1ty ot the pupils to tranater the 
apell1Dg word to rttte lan uago aituat10Da 
atter practice tn using these word 1R a 
Yartety ot aaantDstul situations 
2. The ab111tJ of the pupils to apell aocuratelJ 
the woraa studied when they have been stimu-
lated to uae them 1n rttten laDgu ga situations. 
3· fbe ability ot the children to learn to spell 
the derived torma ot the apell1na words as they 
bad the opportunity to use them 1n ritten 
langu ge exera1aea 
~. tbe ability ot th children to increa their 
knowled a ot meanings ot ap lllng ords through 
written ua ge , 
-1-
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The plan or the study waa to stimulate the fifth 
grade pupila to use the apellLng words or their derived 
forms 1n a variety of controlled written language 
exercises. 
2. Justification of the Stud~ 
"Spelling is an 1n8eJ:ar ble part of written 
language, 11 states Stx-iclcland ~ , "and the spelling or the 
words must conform to common practice if written 
material is to be read vith ease and the assurance of 
correct interpretation. The major objective of spelling 
inst~ction ia to enable children to vr1te what they 
want and need to write." 
With this understanding of spelling instruction as a 
needed tool for writing, a simple but thorough 
experi.ment was carried on 1n Staunton, Ill1no1a. Y The 
educators felt the need to reevaluate the work be~g 
done 1n spelling. For three and a half years a standard 
aeries of workbook spellers was used with typically good 
results. The superintendent questioned the function and 
devised a testing program. 
y Strickland, Ruth C., ~ lllnguase Arts 1n the 
Elementary School, D. C. Heath and Company,~ton,-r95l. 
2 
y Curtis, H.A., and Dolch, E. W. , "Do Spelling Books 
Teach Spelling?" Elementary School Journal 39s584-592 
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A spelling list of seventy words vas made up from 
each book from 8radea tvo to seven, and eighty vords 
from grade eight, totaling fivo hWldred words. The 
children were tested on ten tests of fifty words each, 
vith seven words fl'om each ~a.de two thl-ough eight on 
each teet. Testing vas done each Friday for ten 
consecutive weeks and recorda were kept. Computations 
were made on three areas: 1, aveNge percent of 
correct spellings by each grade of words studied 1n the 
books; 21 average percent of the correct spell~e of 
the ~orde studied previous to the paat tvelve months; 
and 3 1 the average percent of correct spellings of the 
words not yet studied. 
Reeul ts showed three things: nl. ) Most of the 
learning of spelling aeeme to be done before the year of 
teaching or after tha. t year 2. ) The good ape llere do 
most of the learning of spelling lofithout teaching while 
the poor spellers apparently need the teaching and even 
more teaching than is given to them 3.) Certain easy 
worda, rather than all words, are learned without 
teach~g by the good spellers. Hard words are not even 
learned through teaching by the good spellers. 
At leaet this investigation points out that it 1s 
not entirely satisfactory merely to buy a good spelling 
book and carefully to follow ita directions. One 
solution is the adoption of a language arts program. 
Such a program gives attention to words primarily as 
tools of thought and expression, but it b~inge in, at 
appropr.tate points, attention to \lord forma and to 1aya 
of learning vord forma and thus encourages the continual, 
natural learning of &J>Gll1ng." Y 
Gunderson Y has expressed the need for change 1n 
spelling methods as ehe :::~tates, ''The haruh;riting on the 
wall indicates that all 1o not ~ell with the spelling 
situation in tho schools. It seems evident that the 
plan o£ teaching liats of wordo, as schools have been 
doing for generations is not an effective way of 
teaching spelling or the criticiam would not be heard 
that tho childr n who go through tl e school , have not 
developed the ability to ep 11 correctly th vords 
needed 111 their 'WI"it1ng. '1 
In purnuing this be~ief, an experiment was carried 
on substituting ~rec ~Titing for visual spell~g lessons. 
Answers verc sought to the following questions& 
1:} Ibid 
gj Gunderson; Agnes G., "Writing Vocabularies of 
Seven Yea1• OldsJ 11 El.amentary School Journal. 43:590-596, 
1944. 
1. How aan the school effectively help a child 
learn to epell vorda? 
2. 'What correlation is there betvaen vocabulary 
used by a child in hie tre vriting &nd the 
vocabulary of hla text book 1n opelling? 
She concluded: l~ that the opelling book vould not 
have erv d the vr1t1ng noeda of th children; 2 1 that 
writing voca.bulllries re not general but 1ndlv1dual; 
3, the.t writing ai<.tSin developing a 3P lling conscience. 
Th questlon of the spelling Pl'of1n1oncy of our 
pupils today hs long been discussed both pro and con. 
A comparn tive study as conducted in lleot Illinois Y 
in 191+5. The Buckingham Lint ws.s g:1.ven to 926 pupils 
represent1ng each erade. In the ooti!"e aot, rna.rks 
5 
ranged from 0-100 on three pe.pera. It vas fO'lL"l.d thB. t 
there mey be a place for a pallor otrenaing feyer ~ords, 
but more key word vhich h will meet 1n his writing 
needs for everyday llfev 
In the Cassis 8choo~ Report, Horn and Otto Y hs.ve 
y 8t1fferd, Calvin 8., 11A Survey or Spelling 
Ab1.11ty 11 , Elem nta:r:y School Journnl. 47:340-346, 1947. 
y Horn, Thomas, and Otto. Henry. A Curriculum 1i1de 
Approo~ & ~ Cassis School Facul.tz. Uni.veraity of-
Texas. Austin, Texao, 1954. 
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said that a child becomes inter sted 1n learning to spell 
beoaus~ he wants to write something. Howove~, bero~e he 
can v~1te~ he must have samethu1g to say~ This 
functional type of v.r1t~g baa as 1ts purpose~ tha develop-
ment or favorable attitudes toward prof1c1onoy in written 
liOl'k nnd. toward accuracy :tn opell1ng. 
ParkeY I!!Skee the atatom nt that 11Cle..esroom practice 
lags far b hind the rocommendat1ons of research workers. 
Most childrm1 ne d practical mot1vo.t1on, In the field or 
spelling, childr n muot see e. lifo ne cd; a prs.ctica.l uGe 
for a skill into vh1ch they are cxpeated to p~t cont1nu3d 
effort and to achieve complete accuracy." The teach l' 
muot be alel't to language situations 1n 'Whl.Ch the child 
may use his spelling aa th1o provides motivation to 
spell ace ately. 
'!'he psychological p~inc~pl vhich statoc that \loot-
ever is to be learned should be introduced ~ a 
mean1.11gf'ul a1 tua tion !is now ao.cepted e.s a vell 
e~tabliabed prinoiplo in education. To be tru1y 
effectlv ~ learning muet be meaningful. This principle 
had definite application in the caoe or spelling 
1/ Pa:rl:e, Margaret, "A Nev Look at Spelling~ 11 
Elementary English .• 32:101-109, Feb!'llElry, 1955· 
instruction, where meaning of vorda must be understood 
be.rore the child can u e this spelling word 1n his 
written language. 
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"If' a child does not knOll or understand the word, he 
111 not uee it in his vritten or hie oral language."!.../ 
says Johnson. 
Parke Y states that "ther 1 .e. strong public 
demand for better spelling.. A v t s.mount or 1' arch 
is available to aesiet educators ~ m~et1ng this de nd. 
Hou ver progre should be de particularly in te.!!,Ching 
spelling 1n closer relation to ~itt n expression and 
v~th due oono1derat1on to each child's backgr und ~ 
speech and reading." 
R lizing the cloa relationship bP.t,·een pelling 
success and vocabulary knovl~dg , 3pache Jl po1.nted out 
L~ a ummary of a recent study that e "lov mean1ng 
vocabulary is mor likely to cause spelling disability 
1/ Johnson, Eleanor K., "'l'wo Key Factors 'Wh1ah 
~~~'1fl~~ mwt,il}9~~ll1ng, II Education hagazinEl, 
gj Parke, Margtirat, op. alt. 
3/ SJX!,che, George., "Spelling Disability Correlat o-
Casual Factors in Spallin Di ability~" Journa.l of 
Educational Research, 34:561-586, April, 1941. 
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th&n low reading ability." Every oppo~tunity should be 
presented to the child 80 that he ma.y increase his 
undel:'"stand1ng i.rt. order that he ~111 be able to use this 
\101-d in 11r1 t t n language • 
The x-esearch in the field of Apelling hae b en 
la.recl::; 1n the e.reas or phoninn ~ the teaching 01' 
:;!pelling, phcnogl'a.Ill , 1~ual memory, vocab, lary, Md 
gt::nm:•e.lizi.ng. Altbol1.,&11 t,here 1 little .z-esearch 1.n the 
area of tranofer t o the written language eituations, the 
author! ties point out con.tj.n.ua.lly the importance of' 
trallsfer . !Iatchott e.nd Hughe3 Y make the P.mphntio 
stat ~ent t~~t "the upreme teet of p lling ia the use 
of vords in the essential vri ting in school e.nd O'.Jteide 
the school. 8uccese ~ ep lling is not determined by 
thF. percentage of orde •hich children sp~ll correctl7 
fl'om tho eata.blinhed 'WO!•d liat, but hov "; 11 thoy spell 
vhenevel' they wT1t . 11 
Spelling a chicvcment ha been low in schools vhere 
the subject has been taught ~ isolation. Long lists of 
vords hav been memorized and eoon forgotten. Herrick 
!/ Hatchett, Ethel L.~ and Hugheo, Donald H.~ 
Teaching the Languase Art~ 1n the Elementa~ Schools, 
Ronnld Presa Co.! !New-'Yor"k:-195ti. P• 258-
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and Jacobs !I state fui•thel"' that uhlees spelling is 
recognized aa a worthwhile activity in 11~e, it vill 
not be of much concern to the child, and. therefore vill 
not be len1•ned. 
HlUlllioutt U has made th t tem nt that 11 p lling 
must be integr-ated with otl".Le:r- subjects in tll c:\\rriculum 
:1.."1 o:ro.e!l' tha. t t ere y o an nplla s1 on ea.n1ng and 
correct u:;;ege, and e. .)r>a.ctiool npplica tion of th 
prof.icleu~~· aoqui:roed through the regulaza spelling pel"iod. 11 
Spel.l.ing 1n the sp lll.llB timo alone 1a ... ot Buff':tcient. 
The pupil v~o can lea~n the ~orda of the we k ~ith 
perfect accuracy, 'but can.~ot spell the uorda he noeda 1n 
o1•der to expreso hi ... ideas in e cr ydtly languag , 11 ..1..B 
phcnomGnon "Whioh is perple=:ing ma.ny t ao .. e~s atatea 
H!ldrc:. th. .3/ This child is no :fulf .... llin the needo of 
1/ Herrick. Virg~l E., end ~acobs, Leland B., 
Ch1lal:·e and the Ianau.a.ge Al•t 1 Prentice Rall, Inc., 
Engl wood-rr!i'f'fii, l 955· -
gj Hwmicutt, C. \oJ. , and Iverson, W. J . , (Edi toi~s), 
Rc~earch in the Tl~ee n•s, l~rpor and Brothe~a, New York, 
1958. -- -
')I Hil dreth, Gertrude, T achin.s ~Wlling, Hel"-ry Holt 
and ~ompany, New York, 1955. 
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spelling which has its applica.t!on .in the m'"itten 
material .. 
This ar9a of t~ansfer of spelling 10rds to written 
language !s endorsed by authorities in the ~1eld with 
little research available an how to mak this t~sfer. 
It is a ~t:"ecogn:tzed .fact t!lat the written le.nguaga akill 
is handicapped by clifi"icul.ty in spellL"lg for many 
ch ldr n.. ".Language is one of th"' most unpopt.&la.r 
subjects~ 11 states Crc,ssley Y, "Written language rateB 
lo1ter than the oral skills. w • There a:--e mult:!.ple 
examples of all kinda of research in spelling~ but £ew 
have been planned so tba t we liiAY discover wya of 
motivating the pupils to ·rite to increase their 
organization skill in ~ritt~n language or to at~ulate 
the flo't: of ide s . " 
3. Review of Literature 
Op1nlons expresEe<; ~ pro!'eaaiol1Jll ltr1tere .Q!! the 
purpoa~ ££ ~llina.-- The ability to spell haD become 
an essent1n1 napect of ~itten expression as it eases 
the task of putting ideas down on paper. 
~ Crossley, Allee B., "Can We Help Children to 
Wz·1te?" Journal of Education, Boston University School 
of Education, 1391rro~3, 1957. 
Fernald Y has stated that language should be related 
di~ectly to the teaching or spell~g. The children 
learn to spell better when they have a deep interest 
11 
1n actually writing oomethi.ng which requires these 
words. The mean~ga of the words must be known before 
the child can uae them. Spelline; beoomes a "vital tool" 
when it is associated with the idea of writing 
something that expresses thoughts and ideas. 
In the opinion or Cole Y, "!l'here is nothing simple 
about expressing oneself 1n writing." In order to 
produce the written language activities which the child 
reels th6 need of and wants to write, several basic 
skillo and attitudes muot be coordinated 1n the school 
program. Brogan and Fox ~~ state that the two very 
necessary skille to be developed in the written 
language program are the ability to express ideas and 
the ab111ty to spell correct~y the words needed. This 
!/ Fernald, Grace, Din~ootic and Remedial Work Ln 
~ Banic Skills, McGraw-Hi 1, New-york~ !9ij3. ------
~ Cole~ Louelli, Psychology ~~Elementary School Sub~ct , Parra~ and RLnehart, New York, 1934. 
J1 Broe;an,. James, and Fox, R., Helping Children 
Learn, World Book Co .• 1955. 
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direct relationship of ability to spe11 and expressions 
of ideas is to be developed and fostered in the spelling 
and language program. 11Spell1ng will not transfer to 
writing, that 1a, words will not be written correctly, 
if 1n practice they are not seen or used in context1 and 
if ayetema tic instruction i• not given 1n spelling to 
write." 
Fernald !I feels that it is essential to written 
ca.aun1cat1on that the students have the power to 
interpret vordsJI use them. and spell them accurately. 
Yr1t1ng !e enhanced by the knowledge or words, as the 
writer uses the words meaningfully to convey his message. 
Children need guidance 1n learning to spell the words 
accurately as well as to know their uses in vritten 
language. 
The functional aspect of spelling has been emphasized 
by Hildreth 21 sa ehe states that "apelling is a sort of 
draft horae of Yritten expression. The ideas to be 
expressed may be tmpelllng, the language ex~esaion of 
!/ Fernald, Gracet op. cit. 
gj Hildreth, Gertrude, op. cit. p. 
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the best., but without the vehicle of spelling the load 
of vork 1n spelling cannot be easily done.,. 
Fitzgerald ll stated that this nev philosophy makes 
spelling s part of life, a akill wlrlch if properly 
mastered facilitates w.Pitten expression and makes living 
much more pleasant and adequate. Children must learn to 
spell the ,·orde 'Which they need L"l order to express 
themselves with clarity in situations vhieh cell for 
meaning. 
"Spelling is d1ff'1cul t for el"t..ildren to learn when it 
beco ea an academic subject Yithout a ~ecogn1zed ~~pose 
to those who are learning," sta.teo Hildreth zl, she 
feelc also that lists canr~ot be used rigidly as th1D 
causes a wide d1apa.ri ty betvreen practice and we.ya 1n 
vh1ch theee word3 are used in vr1t1ng . The .individual 
need~ can be discovered and met more effectively ~ 
context lfr1 t1ng. Teaching oh~.ldren to express their 
ideas in writing and to find satisfaction in doing eo is 
a continuing aim of schooling at all levele. 
1/ Fitzgemld, Ja.me , Lea.~ninf to Spell, UrU.vera1t)' 
or the State of New Yo~k, Albany, 9~~ 
g) Hildreth, Gertrude., "Spelling as a Is.nguage Tool," 
Elementary School Journal, 48~33-40, 1947" 
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Teache~s today recognize that the maJor objective of 
spelling is to make thG spelling vor·ds function 1n 
w~itten language situation. This need to write has 
becom an 1nsE)parablo pe.I-t of the \7l'1tten language 
pro~..ro.m. II ery occasion 11hicil call for v~itten 
oxp:z-e~oion constitutes a pelllng lesson," is th manner 
1n which F1tzgarald 11 ~~s expreosed 1t. 
Horn and Otto Y ~.;tated that .,eucc sa in spelling is 
not dotc:z-mined slone by the percentage of vords that the 
children spell coFrectly £ram a word liat, but also how 
vell they apell vhenever they 'til" ito. 11 
The lsck of un<1ox-atand1n~ 1n thE? p3;s1 ... -- The atudy or 
spallL'"lg has renl value to the ext nt that the program 
incorporateD the exprGssion of ideas and th accuracy or 
spelling. The vorda leal"ned e.re the vo1•ds ths."t the child 
vill uaG ~ tho future to carry on tho overyday affaire 
of life. "This aimpl truth which 1 co videly accepted 
today ·va.a little understood 1n the ~st., t! tat a 
Hildreth. 3d 
!/ 1tzgci'ald, Jame ... , op~ cit. 
y Horn, Tholl".aa, and Otto, H., op. cit~ 
'J} Hildl-eths Gertrud· ... ll., op. cit. 
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The l1m1t~t1ons of the old traditional methods of 
the taaoh1ng of spelling are v 11 known nov. Noah Webster's 
Blue Black Speller was the text,. v1th its long 11 to or 
difficult and unusual voras . Oral d~llls -with ''mechanical 
glibr eoa" in tho eonsU..nt repet1.t1on and the "spelling 
bee )• -yare popula!t :practice a for these long 11ate of 
words. Tha 11nta 1er just1ri~d on the thoory that formal 
discipline and the tranefer of training wer~ to be gained 
by the pupils as they w~ro confronted by these herd vorda. 
Horace Mann questioned the5e techniques as he doubted 
t he transfer to the written language, since Bo much stress 
bad been pl~oed on tho oral rote typ of praotioe. The 
difficult and u~_l'}card of vords of the word lists bo.r·a no 
relation to vhat the children needed in their writing . 
Thene lieta were adhered to ao rigidly by the sohoolm9.eter 
that there wan no opportunity to bring ~any words which 
were needed .. 
The futility or theae traditional methods aroused 
the i.nt£rest of research vorkers who realized that the 
practice in spelling did not yield the results which 
could be expected in proportion to the time and effort 
spent during the school dsy. !I 
!/ H~ldreth, Oortruds, op. cit. 
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Horn lf discover d that th schools which devoted 
11 ttle time to formal tl'aining 1n spelling vera 
acccmp11eh1ng as much as thoe schools carrying on th 
long for l p riods of trajning. 
In an lLve tigation to determine children's n ed 
for pelli:ag, R1cnmOLd Y found toot the :r su~t achieved 
in ~he teac ing o apoll~ have not been satisf ctory 
hen mea ured by th effect voness with w~ch ch~dren 
spell ~ sit tiona calling for vr1tten expreo~ion. 
She imed to disco er the spelling needa of the 1xth 
gra.de and co suggest procedures 1'or teaching sp 111.ng~ 
She suggo ... ted t t the functional approach to spelling 
r quires t, t opportunitiee should he provided for 
writi.ng in natural sii.uationB, and that 1net1(!:-.c ion oi' 
tnis skill be 1nd1vidualiz~d. 
Parke J1 predicts rapid 1mprovem nt 1n the s ill or 
spell:L.np; s the demand from the public is strong. 'rhis 
1/ Horn_. Ern at"" n.Princtpl s of' Uethod 1n T aching 
~peiling" Yearbook of National Society f.f>!:. Study of 
Education, l9l9. 
g) Richmond:; Annie, "Childroen 1 s Spelling Needs and 
Impl1ca t1ons for Research, u Elementary English, 
33:500-051 December~ 1956. 
;d Pa.rke .. Uarga.ret, op. cit. 
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PI-ogress ehould be ma.de particularly in "teach:1n, 
epelling 1n close~ ~elation to written expression and 
with due aans1derat!an to the background in speech end 
reed1ng . " 
The importance ot mE;_an1pg vocabulary in epellin~. --
Meaning 1mB fou.cd to be a very important .factol" in the 
success of children in learning to spell vords . 
Associet1ng the word t~ the meaning helps to make an 
1mP!"cesion upon the child. The problem 13 to provide 
exporioncea \7h1ch make the words e. part of the life of 
the child, 11 
Dur~cll sf has et&ted that wo~ds vhose meanL~gs 
are Ullk.no'm to the child '9hot ld not h :Ul~ludnd in the 
spelling lesson.. Even dr.tlla 1Jh1ch enrich l ol'd . eanings 
and tho lrord l'ecogni tion ekilln 111 not insure the 
later us of the ~ords . It se6med advisable to avoid 
the teaching or th~ vords that tho <"lh11CI.ren have 
neither the deai.rc nor th.; ability to use~ 
1/ Almsck and Staf.flebe.ck,. 11Relat d Factors in 
SpelTing Methode,'' b":l£mentar;t School Joul'n.a.l, 34 &273-85., 
December, 1933. 
gj Durrell, Donald D. I rmprovine !!!.,Sic Rea.din.s 
Abilities, World Book Company, 1940. Po ~ 
18 
In considering the problem of words which the child 
vants to u e, Cole!/, hes said that if the child is going 
to use wr!.t1ng to exp:re o his ideas, he should b able to 
spell n1n out of ten ':ords that he wants to usc. Other-
wise there is so m\ch concentration on how to spell th 
verde that he forgets what he is trying to say. 
Wallin 2f repo~ted tbet the appearance of n v vords 
in meaningful eituationa and eequenoes adds a nev 
flacsoctate to ~rther the proces ot r call, namely the 
lement of menning. Meaning content will tend to 
nuggest the spelling form becau form is often 
d liberately associated 1ith meaning. The meaning of 
the sentenc l~ll aid in upplying the m aning of a 
given word, ~~d thin L~ turn ill receiv ita proper 
spelling." 
Meanings are likely to enlarge and to become ore 
comp~chens~ve as the child mak6S fu~ther contacts with 
tho term in different contexts. The words which th 
children use 1n their £unctional writ~g have a depth 
of meaning for them. This provides an apparent r anon 
1/ Cole, Louella, op. cit. 
y Tlilllin, Wallace J .11> . , "Spelling Ef.f1c1ency 1n 
Relation to ge, Grade, Sex, and th Que tion of 
Trans.fer1 11 Educational Psychology MonotFaPht~, Wa.rv1ck 
and York, Inc., Baltimore, l9llo 
for learning, and these words make the spelling 
process much easier. !/ 
19 
Johnson Y predicts that growth 1n meaningful 
vocabulary vill take place on all the language fronts 
" s children develop multiple eaninga as they use 
these vords. Ut111r.ing childrens' ~teresto will en-
rich the language program and keep all phase of language 
advancing together . 
In her study of exper~ental methods~ Zyve J/ 
reported on a atudy of vordo oolely from the l1sto 
compared vith the ~riting o~ wo~ds 1n sentences during 
atudy list context method. In th "study of wordo from 
lists," the children studied entirely apart from 
context lfith the :besting done ea 11list test:1.ng. 11 
In the "list-context method", the ch1ldl' n \lrote 
the vo:rde miseed in hie oun sentences. T.he teacher 
dictated the 1.'0~ in sentences. The wordg ,~e~e 
studied in isolation on one day and written in sentences 
!/ Jera1ld, Arthur T. , Child Psychology, Prent1ce-
fla11~ Inc~ , Nev York, 1940~ 
gj Johnson, Eleanor Z.L, "Two Key Fe.ctora in Spelling 
Succe , 11 Education, 46:272-76, Jan'Wl:ry, 1956~ 
~ Zyve, Claire , "An Expec-iments.l. Study of Methods," 
Contributions to Ed cation, I~o. 466, Bureau of 
PUblications:~· Teach.ers' College, Columbia University, 
New Yor-, 1931. 
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on tvo other daye. 
Th·? ufle of sentence~ as an element in method 1:h~n 
combined \Jlth thl3 us_ of 11st1.1 gave better reeulte than 
the single uee of liats alone. 
In !lu.mi::Jary of 148 <>.a.sa studies with ~mpl.ics.tiona 
for poe~ible causes of spelling d1s.b111tyJ S~~chs ~_/ 
conclud~d "vocabulary k!lo?rledge 15 a o:re sig..'"l.i.ficant 
dete~mins.nt of spelling eu~oess than intelligen.c ~ 
pnrticul~~ly in the f.iret five grades~ •.• a low 
meaning vocabulary is more likely to be a cauae of 
epelling di.fficulty than a lo~~ reading ability. 
:.r e.. child uses 1n lrritt~r.. expresa1on the l~Ol"'da 
he !a learning to spell~ he ~ill master spelling ~ore 
quickly. The more opport~~ities the child has for 
··r·1 ti.ng 1 tema of in erest to him, the more readily he 
learns to spell. ~ 
The meaning must be ti~mly e5tablished in the 
mind of tb.e p".lpil, and Dolch ;3./ feels ths.t "the words 
1/ 5pa.che, George, "Spelling Disa.b.tlity," Journal 
£.! Education ReaGa.rch, 34:561-86, April, 1941 .. 
£11 Joh:nsonl Eleanor J.1., "T-wo Key J<'ectors in 
~pellL'le;J ,, ~~.£!!..~1.£!!, 76:271-276, Jnnus.ry, 1956. 
'j/ Dolch, Edward W., ~et ter §.E.tllil}£1 The Garrard 
Prasu 1 Cham~ign, IlllluJie, l94~. 
should be usf;d 1n cntencee. 'l'h mean1nB hould be 
explained in familiar terms, and correct uns.ge should 
be checked. 11 Teaching the meanings of words leosens 
the difficulty of learning to spell and therefore is 
worthy of ita use. 
Morphett and Washburne !I state that it is 
deoirable that ch1ldPen should know the mean~gs of 
words. The training of children to spell words when 
meanings are not known is absurd. 
uapelling dealo with a limited number or the most 
useful words 1n the language, •• sa.ys Ross. To 
achieve permanent spelling ability, it is necsssary 
for children to absorb each of these words as a whole 
intobis vocabulary. This means more than me:t"ely 
giving attention to the ordel' of letters within a 
vord. It means making the word a permanent part of 
the child's endowment for expression. It means 
providing these opportunities fol' using each word to 
express real mean~g . 
!/ Mol'phett, M.V . and Waahbwane, C., 11A Sample 
Technique for Determining Whether Children Know the 
Meaning of Spelling Words," Journal 2f !~.ucational 
Research, 19:196-200, 1929. 
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1/ Rosa, Charles S., "Using Words as an Approach to 
Language Spelling and Child GI"owth, 11 ~ Resourceful 
Teacher, Silver Burdett Co., New York, Vol. 5, No.1. 
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Holmes Y expr eses th opinion that 1llo1dental 
mean1ngful use of a new word by the teacher is not 
auf~icient for learning to establish new meanings. 
Attention should be dra n to the meaning, and the need 
to use it meaningfully in speech and writing should be 
felt • 
.Explor~g new meaning of known words and being led 
to discover nev meanings of unknown words will provide 
an added experience 1n spelling and using words 1n 
meaningful a1 tua tiona, ta tee aill1ngton Y, a she 
too emphasizes meaning. 
McKee 21, vho has worked extensively 1n language, 
ha expressed the statement "in writing one must be 
able to spell the vorda, 11' he performs the activity 
succesafull7. Thus, because spelling presents such an 
important need 1n writing, it does not present such an 
important difficulty in other activities. The selection 
1/ Holmes, Eleanor, nvocabulary Instruction and 
ReadTn , " Elementary English Review, Vol. XI, 103-;f, 193'+ 
gj Billington, L:1111an E., "Spelling and Child 
Growth," The Resourceful Teacher, Silver Burdett Co., 
New York, '"VOl. V, lfo. 1. 
J1 McKee, Paul, Ian Wise ,!.!! ~ Elementary School, 
Houghton-~frlin Co., New ork, 1939. 
of words vhich elementary school pupils should bo 
taught to spell 1e limited to the vocabulary used 
in writing s.ctivitiee or life." Y 
In 1918 Hollingsworth g; reported that although 
children can spell correctly many words which they 
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cannot define or ueeJ and vice-versa, knowledge of word 
meaning '\.ras probably an important factor in spelling. 
She selected 15 children of average ability in most 
subjects, but low ~ spelling. While the group was 
too small to make the findings significant, it was 
found that 66 2/3 ~ of the group had more misspelled words 
when they did not know the meaning. 
In their functional writing, the children use the 
words which have meanings for them. Hatchett and 
Hughes 2f have stated that this provides an apparent 
reason for learning to spell these words and make the 
lea~nine process much easier. In having a depth of 
understanding of the meaning of words, the children 
!/ cKee, Paul, op. cit. p. 
gj Hollingsworth, Leta S., The Ps~chology g! 
Special Disability in Spelline, Contri ution to 
Education, Teachers~College, Columbia University~ 
New York, 1918, No. 88. 
J1 Hatchett, E.L., and Hughes, D., op. cit. 
le&J"Il to spell the worda aore eaa11J ucS know the 
value ot learninc to spell words correctlY. 
Hom ll ta ot the op1D101l that whenever the moat 
commOD meantaga ot a word are not knowa, ~· aeanta1 
should be developed b7 the teache.-. thele MalllDII 
.. y be ade clear by oral esplanatlan and !llustratiODa, 
and by the use oftbe d1ct1anary plu• enr1c~nt exorc1••• 
whloh show_, u.e• ot 'h' word. 
Reaeargb 1n traa•t•r Qt aptlltgg wo£41.~9 tht 
yrlttep 1epgpact. 
There 1a verr little research on the tranater ot 
apel11nc word• to written lall&ua •· !'he atat ... ta ot 
the author1t1e• point out very definitely that 1pelllac 
11 taught as a laaluac• related skill whlob sene• the 
oh114's purpoa a 1ft written expression both 1n aa4 out 
ot obool. Spelltn& 1a to be learned as a tuDctlonal 
tool tor written wort. However, ttJe actual rase rah oe 
th1a is soaroe. 
While the study was ooaductQd back in 1902, 
t{ Bora, !rile at, "Spelliae • Elllrs~=esa .At ~~~· PPtJ Rt311fgh, llaom111111l ao. ~e· or. 125'-6, 
19 • 
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Cornman Y tried the experiment of' tea ch1ng cpelling 
as an ~tegrated study in two elementary schools 1n 
Philadelphia. At the end of three years, results were 
studied by mea.ns of composition testa. Spelling was 
fully as good as before~ when it was taught in isolated 
drill periods. 
Tyler g; reported that sixth grade pupils doing 
"spelling to write" did more extensive written work and 
learned more spelling than those having conventional 
content subject teaching. 
In an experiment of firot and second grade classes 
conducted by Howland 1/ each child learned to spell the 
words needed in v~1ting. Individual drill vas provided. 
In fifty per cent of the cases, the pupils learned from 
two to .five times as many words as by the for1w.1l method 
ordinarily used in these grades~ and the learning was 
1f Cornman, Oliver P. ~ Sielling 1n the Elementary 
School: An ExPerimental lUld ;:;ta t1at1cal-riivest1.ga tion, 
Ginn and CO. , !~02. 
gj •ryler, Keith I., 115pelling as Secondary Learning," 
Teachers' Q£llege Contributions 1£ Education, No. 781. 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers• College, Columbia 
University, 1939. 
3) Hovland, Helen, 11A Ney Procedure in Teaching 
J,s.nguageJ 11 Elementar: English Review, 13:90-93, 1936. 
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accomplished vith leas drill. 
While Cates 11 did not vork with spelling vo~da 
she did try to determine the relationship bet~een two 
types of testa on children ' s vritten vocabulary. It 
waa found that children were able to recognize 
appr~~imately four times as many vorda as they recall. 
Recall testa predict only slightly more than recognition 
test3, the length and Quality of vritten vocabulary. 
In the opinion of Wstts g/ lt is very clear that 
"t;'le vocabularies at the command ot ch~ldren for the 
purpose ot wr iting must be larger than those which serve 
for every day speech. In writing, many vorda flow 
readily from the pen which do not come trippingly £rom 
the tongue." 
Herrick and Howell J1 investigated the ~portent 
problem of increasing the maturity of children's 
!f Ca. tea, Margaret A., Relat1onah1P bet'!leen Two 
Teats on Chil dr en's Written Vocabular~,=unpublish~ 
~t~rT6 Thea1s. Boston Univers1ty,oaton, Mssa., 1957. 
gj Watts, A . P . , ~ IB.ngua.se and Mental Developnent 
of Children, (An Essay in Educationaf Psychology ) , 
Geo. Harrop and Company, Ltd.~ 1944. 
:J Herrick, Virgil E., and Howell, Miriam, ••orowth 
in the Maturity of 'W'riti.ng Vocabularies or Pl-ima.ry and 
tliddle-Grade Children, n The Elementaq School Joui•na.14 University of Cnicago r~esa, 53&338-4 I ~Ebruary, l95 • 
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'.fri t1ng ocabula.r ios. They compa~ed the vorda ueed by 
25 seven yea~ old children 1n directed and ~dependent 
~?itin~ over five montha or the second grad~ with the 
ordo t t Fitzgcr ld !/ listed ao vords used by fourth, 
fifth, and sixth graders 1n socia~ and bueineee letters 
written out of achool. 
The 25 .eond grado children used 1,539 different 
~orda in their directed and ind pendent writing over a 
P-riod of five months. When compared with the 7, JJ42 
different words on the Fltzgcr-ld £1 list~ it was found 
that 1~331 1 or 86 per cent of the vordo uoed by the 
GevEn year oldo 1 wer amon the 7, 1~42 'WOrds ueed by the 
chlld.ren whose agen ranged from eight to twelve years or 
older. '114a.tur1ty in vocabulary beyond the gz.~osc gains 
in t e number of words ae ms to be more intimat ly 
associated 'ith an increa e of quality of u a. Here, 
three ideas of what constitute~ quality seemed to be 
used; 1 ) an increase 1n number of meanings a given word 
1/ Fitzgerald" James H. 1 "The Vocabulary, Sp lling Er~ors, and. 81tuat1~~s of Fourth, Fifth, and SiXth Grade 
Children's Lettera Uritten outside the School." 
Unpubl 1aned Doctor's Dissertation, Univer sity of Iowa, 1931. 
g) Ibid 
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is used to convey; 2) an increase ~ the precision with 
which a vord is used; and 3) the extent to which fewer 
words are used to convey a meaning formerly conveyed by 
many words. " Y 
In determining the implications for the teachers, 
it was suggested that 1.) children snould have a V8alth 
of expe~iences wnich will create the desire for self 
expression; 2.) childzoen should be helped in refining the 
meanings of the words they already use; 3.) that children 
should be encouraged to use words on the margin of 
comprehension; 4.) that children should be helped~ 
writing clearly; 5.) that children should be helped to 
develop not only prosaic but also poetic vocabulary; 
6.) that children should keep a notebook; 7.) and that 
children ehould be helped vith \lords which give them 
trouble in spelling. 
In a study of the evaluation of the effectiveness 
or spelling enrichment exercises as an aid to learning, 
and retention 1n the ei~~th grade, Catteral £1 planned 
procedure of the control group to be the study-test-study 
!/ Herrick and Hovell, op. cit. 
gj Catteral, Margaret, Evaluation of ~ Effective-
~ .2f. Spelling Enr.ichment Exercises !_! !!! !1£ to 
Learning and Retention in Urade VIII, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis. Boston Univere1ty 1 Boston, Maas., 1957. 
plan. The experimental group followed the same plan 
~ith twelve enrichment exercises added three times a 
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week for four weeks. In these eJcP.rclse , the pupils 
placed words in correct catego~ies ,. The critical ratio 
of 5.014 made the difference statistically significant 
in favor of the exper~ental group. 
Jones 11 conducted an investigation to evalaate a 
method for ~pPoving personal description and 
characterization in Yritten composition. The method 
emphccizf:d thought content and aimed to have the pupils 
learn to obse:x-ve and express L.J. concrete vocabulary 
personal de~oription. Tea.ch~g these exe~oiscs for a 
period of seven weeks in tho ninth grade; 106 chil(lron 
J.v.u•tioipo.. ted in the experiment. It was tound that there 
wa.a a s1gn1f'1cant gain in. vocabulary. An :!.mplica tion of 
tho smdy is tt~t in the consideration of' vocabulapy 
growth, tc~hn:tques that direct the v,•owth tolts.rd 
discussion of P!lrticula.r p:'oblczas will probably produce 
significant growth 1n many areas of composition. 
l'Learning to ·Hrite., spell, and to p t le.nguago do\1n 
an paper in conventional form, ouc~py a considerable 
---------------------1/ J'ouea, I-1ary M., Evaluation of a Method for 
Improving Personal Descriptio}! ana Character1za 'tiOJ"!. in. 
Yr1tten Composiiion3 UnpubllsheaJDoctoraY ~locertation, 
Boston University~ Booton, Mass., 1947. 
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portion of time or the elemtJntary echool years," aye 
Strickland. ~/ Wh1ls lt is undoubtedl y true that any 
skill aa int~icate and exacting as these requirea a 
great deo.l of practice fo!' mastery, conf'ensul! js gro~ ·ing 
toot functional learning in more econc~ical arJ.cl has 
~e ter value than meanL~glcas practice on isolated 
sk!llo~ Thoro DnlBt be content or noms kind 1f 3k1llc 
ar to be acquired in form for use. Consequently, 
teachers are emphasizing incrEaa~gly the intelTelntion-
ahip~ botween content and okills. 
Organization of class fo~ spelling.--Grouping ban become 
an accepted and commonplace proced~e in resd~g~ but 
hao n_t be n put to u~e in th teaching of Bpellins. 
Yet i~ in nlogical to group children tor learning to 
spell bocausc spelling abilitieo are so cl early distin-
suishablc • II gj 
Scott 1/ rccor~1~es th uniformity of the spelling of 
ords. Hcwevex•, a!1e feel a tl t i.ndividUc"'1.11zation must 
come tbJ.'OUgh. the "useo o11c makes of ap 111ng, the words 
to be used., the thcuv)":.ts to be vr1t.tcn, and nuch meana 
as can be applied ror most nearly meeting the apelli.."lg 
!/ Strickl and, Ruth. op. cit. 
gj Hatchett, E.L., and Hughes. D.~ op. cit. 
lf 3cottJ Mildred, op . cit . 
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needs or the persona~ young or old, as 1nd1v1duals. 11 
The attitude of the pupils toward apelling ia 
considered by Herrick and Jacobs. ll A apeJ.l1ng 
conscience Im.:.at be developed where the :pupil i'eels the 
desire to spell correctly all words which are used in 
writing. Then too1 a ap~lling conscience must be 
developed which is a judgment concerning the correctness 
of the spelling wo:rde used 1n vrit1ng." 
H1.ldreth Y has expressed the feeling that the 
proper attitude toward spelling vill be developed 
when the children actually e~e the purpose ~ ~hst 
they are doing. Interest will then be insur d. 
!/ H~rrick, V.E., and Jacobs 1 L.B.J op. cit. 
g/Hildreth, Gertrude~ op. cit. 
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CH PTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF T~RIALS IN THE TRA SFER 
o-· SPELL! W TO WRIT'!' . LA UAOE 
This tury as o ed to stimul te the use o! spel~ 
ng orda through variety of controlled wr~tten langua e 
1tuntions on the fifth gr de levol . It was planned so 
thnt the follo 1ng might be determine~: 
1 . The ability of children to trnnofer 
the a all1ng words to r1tton lan0 l g 
itu t1on 
2 . Tha ebility of the children to le rn to 
spell mor scour tely the ass1 o 
spelling ords when they h vo been eti -
ul ted to use them in wri tt(ln lan u 
situ tiona 
3 . The nb111ty of the children to le rn o 
spell the c rived forns of tho ell in 
ords n they ar noeded ln tr1tt n lrun -
e:un e ex re1ses 
4 . Th bility of children to incraaae 
their una rstano1ng of menn1n e of 
pel lin ord through written ua o 
- 32-
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To carry out the plans of this study in transfer of 
the spelling words to written language, the following 
materials were Jeveloped: 
1. ord u~age Exercises 
2. Reference Sheet.s 
3. Spelling Loga 
1. The Exercises 
The word usage exercises were written ith th follo -
ing cr1 ter1as 
1. The exerc ses should provide opportunities for the 
spelling words to be called to mind and then used in writ-
ten language situations. 
2. The exercises should be of high interest to the 
pupils so that they wlll be mot1vatea to write . 
~. The exercises sho ld make the spelling words n 
active writing vocabulary with guidance on tho use of oame 
words nnd complete freedom on the use of other words. 
4. The xercisea sho·ld be written using spelling 
ords from an esteblisbed spelling llat suitable to tha 
level of the children.. The regtllar textbook, o~ Mnatcry 
Soeller.1/ was selected as the source for these words. 
1/ i avid H .Patton11 ~word Mastery Speller, C .E .Merrill Co .1951 
3l 
5. The ex rc s e aho 1ld encour ge the use of nll tho 
doriv d forms of the sp llin ords o th pupils might 
n d the deriv t1v a to make the 1 nguage of t ntences 
correct . 
6 . The e~ere1 es should use tho spellin o:rda o.f' the 
ontb o t t the ?2 n 
r1 tt n langu ge ork. 
words ere av il ble for this 
Spell1 ng vocabulary to be taught . - -There ere 18 ne • wordo 
to b t ught eech eek h1oh tot led ?2 new orda for the 
month . Since tha ords er blooled off by tha month, 
there r ?2 ordn to be us d in the xerc1sea of tho 
fir t month, and ?2 orcs for the second month' exerc1 os . 
Th words to b taught the first month nd th 
month are 11 ted lph botically s follo s 
econd 
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ORDS OF FIRST WN'l'l! 
alrendy lftvel rush 
although likely so roe 
flttend manner seventeen 
utomobilo million seventh 
bold muddJ shone 
bother narro simple 
broad necessary someone 
Ctlpture opposite steep 
county pasture straight 
debt patoh surely 
l'!e troy pavement thief 
discover payment title 
fli ght poas1blo t enty- f1ve 
.f'ollo lng power understand 
h~.tb1t problem unknown 
hand ome prom1 e unless 
helpful public useful 
h1ghwny quickly wagon 
ho ever rather -.h! atle 
hur:t)ied recent hom 
je el record 1111ng 
laughter repair worm 
leaner re peet tJorae 
length robber rock 
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ORDS FOR SECOND 'MONTH 
acre inspect aat1ar,. 
nrea lower acene 
assist lumber selfish. 
ttempt moment shown 
bucket motion slept 
column nearest source 
complete neither aptt&Ch 
COl'k offend stump 
damage omitted auceeec.'l 
~eal paddle aupply 
eager pilot support 
enclose plain swept 
enemy prevent tower 
envy property topic 
example pump trace 
rei lure punish trust 
t1eroe purpose valley 
fright reduce valuable 
furniture regret valuo 
ge:Htral repeat variety 
goAl request waste 
greatest result wealth 
guilty safety weed 
important sample worry 
2. D t rm1n1n th Interoat of the 
To lni t te th1 tud in p ll1n tr ster. 
etrrerent top1c of n er t 1n r1 ty of t p 
1 sson r ua~d by th wr ter 1n trl 1 run. 
p11 
v 
of 
Thr 
flftb ~os which 'ncluded 98 pupil too pert ln t 1 
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1 
tri 1 ron. for th ord u e x rei s lJ v lop• 
ed , th opin ona or th pupil r ttl ou h pr r-
renc h t. 
Th pr r nc h t 1m d to obt 1n tho opinion of 
t.. pupil on two , tho yp or :x rc1eo wh1eh 
t y ould o t enjo ~otne n tho top1co of 1nt t 
bout t ch the i ht 11 to writ • 
Th p ll1ng tron r r l e on thon r1tten,b e~ 
on th find1n In thi tudy. 
In or ni 1n tho f no h t, tho fir t ct1on 
r tt n to u cov r th type of xerc1 co th chll -
n oul~ r to oxcoll nt, oo , or poor. The o~nd 
ct1on 1 d to f nd th topic bout oh th ch1l~ren 
w int t n wr1t1ng. 
h followtn ~1r ot1on · ro lv n to cu1de t e pu-
pil 1n r co lng th r opinion on 1 1t 1 onsa 
ou v trl ~ ny 1n~ of ex :rc1 u in t 
p 111n8 orde . B d th xero1a a b lo c rofully, n~ 
decide hlcn ono you l k ~ b t. 
If you iked the exercise very much, put a ~beside 
Excellent. 
If you liked it only fairly well, put a ~besido Good. 
If you did not like it t all, put a~ beside !££!• 
Examples of the description of the exercises to the 
a tudents .followz 
1. Three Can 'ake Oncl 
Cnn you use the words in the group below to make 
one sentence? 
Remember tttree words are to be used in making just 
one sentence. 
(plan 
(collect 
(refuse 
Chock~~ 
Excellent 
2. ~ora Photography 
(angry 
( 1ngl 
(policeman 
Good 
(lively 
(p rnde 
(arrive 
Poor 
Beve you ever seen an exciting ballgame? Hove 
you ever been to c colorful circus? 
You can tell othera about this if you uee your 
"mine c mara" and take word pictures in good phr ses. 
You might give e word picture of a bold robbery 
with these phraeeer a daring thief 
crept guietly to the safe 
in broad daylight 
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Can you use your mind camera and desc~ibe an exciting 
race us1ns the spelling words? 
"Z 
...... 
Excellent Goo~ 
- -
Extral Headlines neededl 
Poor 
The stories are ready to go to pressl The news 
is written, but where are tho headlines? Can you be the 
editor and Give these storiee tne headlines which will 
make people want to read? Use any apelling wora in the 
headline. 
Excellent Good Poor 
The complete preference inventory may be found in the 
Appendix. 
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F1nd1ngs of the inte~eat inventory The childr~n gave 
their preference to the four types of exercises selGotad 
for use in thia study. 
The use of three oro to make e sentence proved to be 
the moat popular, with 75 expressing their choice for this 
type of exercise os being excellent . 
Sixty- three selected as eY.cellent writing aentenoes 
ehout famous people . 
Fifty chose as excellent the phr ases which described 
their feel1ng8 in an imaginary situation . 
Forty- eight pupils cona16ered as excellent bhe rewrit-
ing of eontences . 
The preference for topics ~a$ differentiated as to 
choices of girls and boys. The boys expressed their de-
sire to write about these people: 
1 . a big leaguer 
2. e famous peraon 
3. someone in hi tory 
4. the forest ranger 
5. a carpenter 
The girls expressed their desire to write aboat the 
follo ing people: 
1. a TV tar 
2. A ~ovie star 
3. a famous person 
4. someone in history 
5. another girl or boy 
The sports selected as popular subjeats weres 
1. baseball 
2. foothsll 
3. hockey 
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4. sw1rnm1ng(strongly voted for by 
the girls ) 
Of the 96 pupils questioned, 80 said they liked to 
protend, ao that pretending was included 1n the word usngo 
exercises. 
The topics for writing which wore selected by these 
upil included~ 
1. the circus 
2 . a trip to re 
5. an exciting game 
4. a v1s1t to another land 
5. life in the country 
G. events ot school 
Tho writer tried to incorporate the above to loa in 
developing the ora usage xercisee. 
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3. Th Con stro~ tion o: a xercise 
gu g exeraisea, 4 d1ffor nt t,rp er d vis d . ch 
type ould h a u 1 one 1n th firot month htch would 
be pr aentod on the 3 d ys devoted to the e ex rei ea; 
uend y, edn ~ y, end Thursa y . The o mo plan r -
pe ted in the con~ month, pr nt1ng thr e los ons of 
oh of the 4 types in the oocond month . 
Eoch exarci given letter hich des1 n te the 
e k; thu 
' 
A a the firot eek; 5 the oond eek; c, 
the th1r eek; 
• 
the fourth, to • The numb r denoted 
hich le on it o in tho e kl fir t , second , or third . 
Therefore, Al s th first le son of the first oroek; A2 , 
the ocond le on , to . 
The follo ng chart aho s the order end the types of 
ora ua ge exorcises . Th sp cific lessons , lettered nd 
numborea , may be f ound in the Appendix . 
Week Day on hich Exerc ises 
~ere Used 
Tues • ed • Thurs • 
TYPE OF 
EXERCISE 
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The rlting of sentences 
using three or more word ug-
gested in n group( or tho deriv-
ed !orrn of theoe wor s . ) 
Tho ritfng ot 86ntences 
using suggested spelling tords (or their derived forms) to an -
ater cert ain question. or to 
p:1vo reaction to certain topic • 
The writine of descriptive 
phrases using suggestud spelling 
woraa(or derived £orms) to das -
cribo people , pl ces. or activi -
ties . 
Fourth D1 The completion of sentences 
nd the riting of sentences using 
p lling ords to replace cert 1n 
ord which mean the Demo or nbout 
the s me . 
Fifth 
Srune Fir t eek 
Sixth 
S me ea Second Week 
Seventh o1 S me s Third eek 
Some ss Fourth eek 
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On th chart, it may be noted that Exeroi e A an~ E 
were orgnn1zod to develop the s mo kill; B and r h d simi-
1 r pl na, a ell a C nd 0, nd D and H. 
Typo A, D, ~. nd D u ed the o~ of the fir t month; 
E, F, G, ond B u ed tho or~a of the ooond month. 
T e cl rt 1n~1c te that the e erci es ere pre nt d 
on thr e d y ; Tuesd y, ednesd y, and Thurad y. Th ord 
of the e k e introduced on ond y nd te t d on Fr1d y. 
Thi pl n of procodura is d scribed in Ch pter 3 . 
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Description of specific types of ~xerciaes.--In Lea ons 
A and E~ the first exercise ~s planned so that the pupil 
wrote a sentence using aelectsd spelling vorda which had 
been grouped together. The team discu::~eed hov these -words 
might be ua~d in a eentence 1 and all the pupils ~ the 
team ~rote the sentences. \B an 1ntroduct~on to the 
exerc1oe3, the pupils l'Gre given the follouing directions s 
"This exercise is called 'Three Can Make One'. That 
vould sound vel"y strange if you "'ere doing el"i thm tic. 
However~ 1n these exorcises 1n spelling, it means that 
throe -words CD..n be uaed to ma.l:e one sentence. 
For example 6 if the three wo~ds verea 
!quickly thief jewel the eentence might bes 
11The thief otole the jewel and dashed quickly do111n 
the streete 11 
Another sentence might bes 
the thief cut avay the glass and reached 
in for the precious ,Jewel. 11 
You may change the endings of the spelling words if 
this is necosaary to make tho sentence corl'ect. Fol" 
exampl , you might want to say• 
'
1The thief saw the tray of jeve) ~·- nnd shouted, 
"Quick, Tom!" 
e dropp c5 
from gu ickly. 
You m u e any £orm of tho ord hich ia needed in 
the sentence . All forme ill be found on your refer no 
ohoot. Be eure to check the palling thor • 
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L1 t d belo re the group of thre words hieh are 
to b ue d in m king a senteno • 
1 th the membero of your te m, use thD thr e ord 1n 
group to ke one sent noo. Und rl1n tho polling 
orda1 v ryon thinkl veryon sh re 1d 1 very on 
r1t l 
1. (n o ary 2 . ( lre dy 3. (at op 
(r p 1r ( o pture (nnrro 
(high y (robbor (w gon 
The pupils crk1ng in teams of three wrote their en-
t nee n hich they underl1n d the spelling ord which 
thoy h d u d !'rom th group. 'l'hi xercise a us d in 
the first eolt using the ord of the f1rat month and 
g in _n the fifth eek with th or~o of tha aecon~ month. 
In th f'ifth week, the pupils were 1von on e rc:t 
1n 'hich the groups of vror~s h d increa ed to four. Th 
s me prooedur wo follow d ith the children composing 
Gentencea which used the f~~ rd • 
rumolc: l . (furnitur 
(no1thor 
{ ple 
(v luabl 
,. ( lept 
(pr v nt 
(c !"l&ge 
(property 
s. ( ere 
(o er 
( re to t 
(enclo a 
Leaoons B and F.-- n th eo on<'-' tyne, th pupil ·c.a .. e 
etimu"'.at d to l'ito antcnc 3 :hich ana or d qu otions 
4·r 
or gnve op1n1one bout pecial ~opioG uch s levi ion, 
b ebsll, cout n ~ h ghw y potrol, for t ranger, nd 
otheroo Bcs_do each top c ~oo list or .po1ling 10~~ 
hioh might b uned in the entenc e . Th pupils re not 
r tr!ctad to the · o~~s li ted, but 001 ld uae any ord of 
the month h1ch coul be loccted a ily on the reference 
sheet. Thu 11 the word in tbe suggest d 11 t, plu ny 
ord or the month, could be u ed , All spelling wor or 
the·r dariv tives uere und r ined by th pupils , o th t 
it was enay to check the accuracy ot' tbe e;pelling words 
us d . 
In ntrodu~1ng this typ of ex roi e, n lett r as 
presented hich s ouppo d to h ve boen rltten by 
boy in Hungary . Ho as one of the mony refugees ho had 
come to livo in America nd oo wanted to kno many thin s 
bout the p ople . The pupils re directed to n er oome 
of the questions in his letter usin tho words which had 
been SUP, eat d in the llet in the right -hand column . 
The letter, hich introduoGd this exercise s s 
follo sa 
De r mario nee 
I havo com to your wonderful country to start a 
n life 1thout fe r . I know you lucky Americ no 11v 
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1n a democr cy h re everyone th opportuni t;:{ to wor-
a hip D h i hes ana t 0 k t t e kin of job h 
cl' oo • You ha.\"0 .ct ny kin~s of wol"ker , doing ;my in-
tera ting kinds of 1'10 !'~ • Cnn you de sc r1 be tho ork or 
these pecple thct I will be n e ng coon? 
Th follo 1ng nre acmplt of tl ques ions; the o~s 
uggosted to b~ used 1n uno aring the queot1on ar list d 
in the column on tho right . 
1 .. 1ho :is ocb driver? ~t does he do? 
2 . t'1ho is big 1 aguer? "fu t do a he do? 
'ords 
following 
already 
willing 
highway 
payt'lent 
utomob11e 
manner 
quicltly 
public 
histie 
v'orda 
lthough 
bold 
po r 
record 
r spect 
helpful 
seventh 
I"'ush 
titl 
qu1clrly 
destroy 
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In this eeme type of axerciee, sentences were written 
bout voriety of top1ca. Ench topic waa stat d with 
the spallin orde suggestod for us , listed belo • Th 
pupiln could use these suggest d ords 11 any spell ng woro 
of. the month, or its derived form checked on the refer-
ence h et. 
Th ex mple given na re ated to the topic? 
FARMING 
~orda suggeot d for use eret 
worm p tch 
prom1ce u oful 
problem len th 
Th~ rollo ng eentonee3 illustrated the usn e of the 
spelling ords in telling bout the topic, rp ~1na"s 
h rar:n r prom!~ t."'l t thia crop ould be good, evtn 
though t1ere ere meny ~oblem • 
He found mnny a ho p lo cd the ler1gth of the 
o bb g p toh. 
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The ctrt1ctu.. of t o exerc1 e v ~1ed 5 In on type, 
tl tc.1c ao ~ritt n ith e ncca underne th ~or tha vr.rlt-
ng of the se t noes. Be·ou tho opnoesj wer th sugge t-
oO apellin words. 
Top1ez The Ciroua 
e.g on 
ora 
lthough 
laugh tel .. 
imple 
nnrro 1 
opposite 
ateep 
rush 
willtng 
r ther 
poo 1blo 
nother typ of ~ormat hnd the opelling word ~o be 
u ed 11 tea in Column I; the topic about h1ch to rit 
1n Column II; and tho space for this aontencc provide in 
Column III , 
A e mple of thio type rollo a& 
Column II Column I 
oro Topic on hich To ~rite 
Colum.!l III 
Sentence 
1. prov nt Police 
2. p ddle Travel 
1 . The robbery m.s ..2.!:!-
vonted by tho 1 rt 
policeman . 
2. ----------
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3 . r sret ~ . -------
4 . f roe 
Report Card 
Jungle 4.-------
Lesson .--The third type of exero1s~ instru t 0 
the pupils o write phra ee w loh w ul~c 
l . have the pupils use their imaginations 1n 
anewering the qu stlon. " rhat if"'" 
2 . describe their feelin s about 1mag1n ry sit-
uations . 
3 . ~ascribe their reactions to certain famoua 
people . 
The 1ntroC!uction to the phrase writing aake~ the atu-
~ents to pretend . The follow1n directions were 1ven in 
1ntro uc1ng this type ot leaaons 
Have you ever been so afraiO that you seemed to shiver 
and shalte? 
Have you ever been so surprised that your eyes seem 
to popT 
low did you teel 
deep 
down 
ina deT 
Let's pretend that you are walk1n c!own the street 
when suddenly you were swallowed by the ear th I 1 own you 
went & You were n a co 1 chute going down. down. on a 
dark fright ening r1de l 
Boston Un1vere1tt 
Bohool of Eduoat10d 
ua~ng tho words from the spelling list (or their de-
rived forms) , you might describe how you felt th the 
following phr sesz 
You 1g..."lt b • dot7n 1n a n rrov; pl ce • 
doatroyoa by coalo 
he d ng ~igbt into troubl 5 
r dy to whictle for help. 
on 1ft flight . 
a complet reok. 
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C n you add to this list ot phraeea to tell ho YOU might 
h ve felt? Underline the words from the 8pelling liet 
which you use . Be aura you use a pllr se , .. hich describes 
your feeling . 
Using the words from your pelling list, write phrases 
to tell how you might feel and hot you might do 1!-•-w 
1.. g you were w lking down "' dnrk, dreary road, and 
suddenly sew a hito figure floating b fore you , 
hich looked veroy much like ghoat 7 you mi !'ht 
2. ~1nt would you 6o 1f you were given your r port 
card by your te oher, ana on it ere 11 A' ? 
I ould __________________ _ 
3 . Wh t ould you do 1! you ere digging in your 
backyard and suddenly you discovered a hiddon 
tre sure? 
I would 
-------------------
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Phr e were r1tten also to doaoribe oert in people~ 
a Tad 1111 s , co boys , bold pirate , mog1c1 ns. The 
pupils rot phrases using the spelling words to ~escr1be 
th ir r etiona to thee people . 
Sampler 
1 . "fuich words can be used in phrases h1oh 
ill describo Ted 1111ams? 
Ted .1111 ms w a--swift on tho b se 
powerful at the bat 
disrespectful to the cro 
In answering auoh imaginary questions na , "What wo ld 
you hav 
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ickey ou e do on one of h1o ndventure in the 
jungle?" 6 the phrnoe rtr1tt n r ction phr a ~ E ch 
phr h ~ on or mor of he ap ll1ng orda of th ~onth 
inclu d 1n the urit1ng. 
--~e-p fro tre to t~a in mooth motion 
c rry a bucket of water to 
run swiftly from the big cot 
.fierce lion 
hr se r1t1ng 1aa u cd 1n LoasonG C nd G of the 
thi~ nd seventh w ok of tho experiment , 
Lesson Wld n .--In the fourth ;cype of ox rciae, the otu-
dento b c 1e "cub reporter 1 ho co~pleted eentenoeo bout 
cert ln topic , no r wrote ent nc a 1th tho apoll1ng 
warda ov ~loble plus their dor1vad forma. 
The following anples re 1nclud d in thia n ction 
for th fourth and oighth o ks s exerci es an H: 
mplc l 
The ex rciaea for this week nre called, "S y 1t in nn-
other ny . " Sentences rs liete belo ith wor under-
lin d . Select one of the warda from the reference sheet 
hich means the same or about the a mo aa the underlin d . 
Rewr1t tho hola oentence 1th the word fro the refer-
enc ohe~t underlined . You mny not need to look the ord 
up w If you know tho ord 1mmcd1 tely, wr1to it . 
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Example: The concrete covering was certainly in need of 
fixing. 
Rewrite: The pavement was surely in need of repair. 
Sa:.ple 2 
Could you be R. goo<'! newspaper reporter? A reporter 
must leR.rn to take a topic an~ write a good sentence about 
1t. This must be a sentence which will make the reader 
eager to read on. Using the words listed below, answer 
the que stiona the editor has assigned to you. Underline 
each spelling word used. 
Exa!Tlple: What do you think happened when the hunter 
went on a lion hunt? 
Suggested Words: 
worry 
attempt 
regret 
safety 
greatest 
fierce 
supply 
valuable 
The hunter fought the gre"-test and fierceet Rnimels, 
but had no regrets as he had a valuable supply of ft:rs. 
Now, c~n you try this question as an assignment? 
How cUd r;avy Crockett fight in the days of the Old 
.vest? 
Sug;:,ested Words: 
enger important punish scene succeed 
:fright result purpose satisfy trust 
Sample 3 
A reporter thinks fast e.nd can rite a good sentence 
about ny k1nd of situation. These lend aentonces hnve 
been at rted . Can you f1n18h them? 
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Complete the sentences using as many of the words sug-
gested below as you can or any word on the rererence shoet. 
Underline the spelling words ~ 
1 . The farmer had 
-------------------------------
supply damage waste 
2 . Tho pilot, ________________ _ 
safety attempt greatest 
The students were encouraged to use any word or the 
month in these sentences, since they had been using them 
now for three weeks in other exercises . 
These exercises , D nnd H, are used in the fourth nnd 
eighth eeka of the experiment. 
4. Correction of the Exercises 
In correcting the written language exercises. the 
following methods were used1 
Daily 
by the pupil 
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The team chairmen checked the accuracy of the 
spelling of every underlined word for each member 
of his team. He used the reference sheet. as his 
guide. The position of chairman was rotated week-
ly. Any misspelled word was correcte<:l L:unodlate-
ly anu rewritten above the mis;ipelled wert'. 
Weekly 
by the teacher 
The teacher checked the spellin~; !lnc the qual-
ity of sentencea or phrases used by the pupils on 
Thursday. She had the teams share thsi r work or-
ally with the whole class. 
b ,, the pupil 
Each pupil recorded on the spelling log the 
words he used during the three days of written ex-
ercises. He put the number of words used in the 
box in the lower corner end checked the number each 
week to see if his ability to use words was 1ncrens-
in~. 
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5 ~ Tho Reference She~t 
All the spelling uords of the month 1th their dor v -
rrenged nlph b tically on thn rer r nee 
shoet. T 1a sheet eerved rour pur oeeet 
1 . Eaoh pupil ("ept thi oh ct to which he re-
ferred for nny spelling of ~er1v ~ form. 
2. He lao UE.i d th sheet to loc 
which he gbt need to compl t 
ciee . 
e any orde 
th9 y..er-
3 . It se~ved oa source for the pupils to cheek 
the spelling of any ord for the month, which 
they might need, r ther tho.n tum1ns bao .. to 
a epeciric lesson 1o tho toxtbook. 
4 . In any exercise nl r no a poe" fie :.roroo 1ere 
suggested , the pupils used th1a sheet s n 
sou1~e for the ~ords to be uoea. 
:11 le ?2 new word, were presented each man th, the ref-
a ,ance oheet for the first month con tainod 182 ol"d 11cn 
ll derived fo:rm:J were 11et d . n t1o econd month w1th 
72 new words , the reference sheet had 15~ iOrds hen the 
derived forms were include • Thua, the pupilo hnd v ~1-
bl 3~5 words to be used in the r exercise • 
All 1:up11s used the r ferenoe ahe t durinG very 
leseon of the wor~ usage exercises. They kept the s me 
sheet for the month since it contained all words nee~ed 
1'or that time . 
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The reference sheets for the first end second months 
.follo : 
already 
e.lthough 
ttend 
attend 
ttendeO 
attending 
attendo.nt 
e.u tomob ile 
e.utomob1les 
bold 
bolder 
boldest 
bol"-ly 
botbr:r 
bother 
bothered 
botherlng 
broed 
broal5er 
broaaeot 
copturo 
cnpturod 
cnpttrin 
onpture 
county 
count1o~ 
dobt 
C!obts 
REFERENCE SHEET 
Lessons 24 , 25 , 26 , 28 
destroy 
destr oys 
doatroyod 
ctoatr o;ring 
destroyer 
lsoov red 
discovers 
discovering 
discovery 
flight 
flights 
flighty 
following 
fol1ows 
followed 
follower 
!olJ.ow 
habit 
h bits 
handsome 
hnn~somer 
handaomoat 
helpful 
hlghwn;r 
highways 
however 
hurried 
hurry 
hurries 
hurrying 
Jewel 
jewels 
jewelry 
lnusht~r 
le.ugh 
leu he 
laughed 
l ugll1n 
leader 
lena 
leads 
le ding 
length 
level 
levels 
leva led 
leveling 
li ely 
like 
liked 
likee 
liking 
11 onese 
manner 
mnnners 
1111on 
mi111ono 
million ire 
uddy 
mud 
rnudd1or 
niUdd1est 
rro 
narrower 
n rro est 
n c sa ry 
n c a r11y 
oppoaito 
p ot ro 
p tur B 
patch 
p tche 
patching 
patched 
p v m nt 
pavements 
p ent 
payment 
po o1ble 
poe 1bly 
po er 
po ro 
powerful 
pro l 
probl m 
promioe 
prom1 o 
promised 
pro ising 
public 
publicly 
quickly 
quick 
qu cker 
quickest 
r thor 
recant 
recently 
record 
recorda 
recorded 
record ng 
r pair 
rep ire 
rep 1rcd 
re iring 
r peat 
r spects 
apected 
respecting 
respectful 
robber 
robbers 
ruh 
ruaheo 
rushed 
ru bing 
ec rce 
sc ro ly 
eventeen 
sevf9nth 
hone 
shine 
eh1o1ng 
1 ple 
a imply 
eomeono 
t ep 
t epor 
steepest 
etr 1eht 
tra1 ter 
tr 1 htest 
surely 
sur 
surer 
aur at 
thief 
thieve 
t1. tla 
tltlea 
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t onty- five 
undaratend 
understanding 
understands 
understood 
unkno m 
useful 
usefully 
wagon 
oons 
hlstlo 
1etlee 
h1stled 
hi tl1ng 
whom 
1111ng 
will 
orm 
ormo 
reck 
r c 
wrecked 
recldng 
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r~ .... ?.~ ........ SRZET 
lessons 2g- 32 
acre e~siJr goal 
acres eagerly go ls 
eagez'ness 
a reo. greatest 
reas en~ lose groat 
enclosed greater 
assist enclosing 
assist~ encloses guilty 
~tss1st1ne guilt 
assietad anerr.y 
asaiatnnt enemies important 
irnport1mce 
ettompt envy importantly 
attempts env1. oua 
atten•pted inspect 
a ttempt1ng exampl e inspects 
examples inspected 
bucket inspecting 
buckets failure inspector 
failures 
column fall lowor 
columns fidled low 
feJ ling lowest 
complete 
completes fierce lumber 
completeC! fiercer lumbering 
completing fiercest 
completely fiercely moment 
! lerceness moments 
cork momentarily 
corke fright 
frightens motion 
damage frigr .. ten motioned 
d mages fright ening motioninb 
damaged frlshtful rllo't1onlea s 
damaging frightened motions 
deal furniture nearest 
Cleola near 
den ling general nearer 
dealer genera l s nearly 
generally 
neither 
C~: 
otfend purpose scene 
offen~s purpOSEI3 scenes 
o1'fGndec1 
offending reduce selfish 
reduces selfishn~s3 
c~:I t ted recuced self ish ly 
omit reducing 
e>'O!i ts s!town 
o:dtting regret "how 
r-er;;rett'ully shows 
pMldle regrets showing 
Nlc1rlos regrette~ showed 
)"c'idled regretting 
pac'"ling recretful slept 
sleep 
pilot repeat sleep in~_; 
pUote repeats sleeps 
piloted repeated 
piloting repeating source 
repeater sources 
plain 
plains request speech 
plainer requests speeches 
plainest requesting 
~la.inly requested stump 
~J~Inness stu'llps 
result 
pTO'tJC nt resulted succeec 
_pr·t.~·iented results succeeds 
preventing resulting succeeding 
,:;l•events succeeded 
J: rev en t i vv safety success 
aafe 
property safer supply 
propertles safest supplies 
safely supplied 
r;ump supplyins 
r-umps se.nple 
pumped samples support 
pur1p inc; sampled supported 
sampling supporting 
punish supports 
punishes satisfy 
punished satio!'ies sweot 
punishing satisfied sweep 
f'Ui1 i sh.."Tl-.;nt satisfying sweep in[': 
satisfaction sweeps 
towa1.• 
towers 
~~()~·':.·P rr_: (1 
towering 
topic 
top-:.cR 
tl".!l.CC 
traces 
trF.C er' 
trAcing 
trust 
tr"t_l5 tc d 
trusting 
trns ts 
trustworthy 
valley 
vnlleys 
VRlUPble 
VF>lu&bly 
vr<l1H•bleness 
Vf'<lU6 
values 
v,Juer 
vAluing 
variety 
V!'_r1.eties 
l'lrnr; te 
wl'lstell 
wnsUng 
v~n.stoC 
wealth 
weslthy 
weAlthiness 
vreer" 
weeds 
1ve<: !' ed 
weeding 
worry 
'f'lor:':"~some 
worries 
rL -. :rr-:_ e r~ 
worrying 
6. Spelling Log 
Each pupil recorded the words he used during the work 
of the week on a sheet called the spelling log. He includ-
ed all derived forms of the spelling words also. On Thurs-
day, he counted the number of words used, and put the number 
in the box marked "How Many?" 
The spelling log was set up es follows, 
Spelling Log #1 
Name School 
Words used in first week 
How Many? 
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'1. Gonotruct1on of the ~ea3uree 
Synonym context test.--rt waa the purpose of the 8j~onym 
oontext test to rnoeauro the ability of the pupils to trans-
fer spelling words to r1tten language s1tuat1one. 
In constructing th1a test, 80 of the apelllng words 
ere usod 1n t o forms, Form end Form B. Fifty of the 
onme spelling wor~s were repeAted in both forms, but used 
in different situations. 
The set up of the test was by paragraphs. These parn-
graphs wero written ~lth the word or ords meaning the same 
as the spelling ord, unoerllnoa and numbered. A space wea 
provided in the right- hand column for the filling 1n of the 
opelling ord. These spaces were numbered to corroapond 
with the underlined ord or ords in the paragraph. 
The pupil~ llstened to the paragraph rend. TheJ then 
suostltuted a word h1ch meant the same or about the same 
as th~ underlined ana numbered words. They wroto this word 
in the correspon01ng space on the right . 
The directions for this teat were as follows: 
In the s3ntences below, certain words have been undc~­
lined. Thitk of a wora hlch moans the same or about the 
aame n t ord unAcrlined . .r1 te 1. t in the space to the 
ri t wh ch h a the same numbel,.. 
Example1 l 
Ted \illinms con run swi~tly l. quickll 
2 
over the ba~ea and can hit the bell 2. bat l - 4 .~.;;__-
savagely. He can stretch a one base hit 3. wildly 
5 
into a two base hit very often. and he 4. 
6 -------
gets the cheers from the crowd. 5. ----
6. 
----
b6 
The word guickll means the ssme as swiftly, so it ia 
ritten in th space marked in the right- hand column. 
The word bat means about the same as ~. so it ls 
wr1 tten in apace numbe:• 2. 
The wor wildly means about the same as savagely, so 
it 1s ritten in apace number 3. 
Can you do number 4? Think of a word which means the 
some as one base hit. Write 1t in the space marked number 4. 
Did you write in single? 
trow try numbers 5 nd 6 with y-our teacher . 
The following e mples of paragraphs are taken from For.m 
~ and Form B of this tests 
SYNOND~ CONTEXT TEST - A 
1 
r . The mnn as leading was climbing slowly 1 •. __ _ 
2 3 
but certe.lnly up the .!:!!.8!! mountainous rofld which 2 . 4 5 .~---
wa thin and 1n places , wet soil . The man had 3. 
6 -----
been fUll o! aas1atance on this trip, and has 4 . 
? 8 -----
founo many new trails. He had seemed daring at s . ___ _ 
ti~ s n cautious at others. 
9 
He 3okua in n way 
10 
which brought chuckl to 11 ln the group. He 
11 
die not try to set any unequolle~ t1ma in making 
th climb, and ad the whole journey eem ~ 
12 
easy otter, 
13 14 
II. 'l'he policemen hastened rter the robber 
!5 16 
ho had atolen the si? nd ble his signal loud-1G 
ly. He hod been pursu!ns the goo~-looking mnn 
no :for long time. Duddonly the robber start-
ed to run. and eo the policeman went more rap~d-
20 
ly, too. hopin to catch him. !l'b1s robber was 
21 
o E ople 1s nemy. 
SYNONYM CO T XT TEZT - B 
1 2 
1. The not so long go arrival or the daring 
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6. 
'1. 
a. 
9, 
10. 
11. 
12. 
}:), 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
hockey team has cause~ much xoitement with ~heers 2 . 
l 3 -----
from the boys and ohuo¥le3 rrom the girls. There 3. ____ _ 
4 
hns baen even now ~emsn~ Cor tickets oe every-
one nt 
e 
ita foro 
5 
to E!._ present. Tho team la known for 
'1 
• ond has set many unequ lled acoreao 
8 
4 • ._ __ 
5 •. __ _ 
6. __ _ 
'lhey ho 1~ th nA ne of ch pion d he.ve been c lled '1. 
---- 9 -----
one t am in ten hundrod thousand~ a. ____ _ 
9 •. __ _ 
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10 
II. Aco1dente present a hard to solve thing to 10. 
11 
us in the city, nnd they h ve ruined many cars 
12 13 
and peonle. The people know thoroughly the lm-
14 
portance of safety. and would prefer to have 
eve ryonfl.!l CS r1 ve ntore slowly. 
15 
batterea oar, and know that 
It is sad to see a 
16 
th1e is beyond mend-
17 -
The problem today seems less good 1notead 
of l:1etter. 
11. 
12 .. 
-
13. 
-
14. 
15. 
16 . 
17. 
-
The complete synonym context tecto may be found in the 
Appendix . 
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Procedure for ndminiaterins.--Theee teat. ere ndm1n1stor-
ed by the r1 ter tth the following procer1ure: 
1. The 1reotions were reaa or lly and the sam-
ple as completed by the clase. 
2. Tho wr1tar then re d the first paragraph to 
the pupils, o.o they listened with pencils down on the desk . 
3. The pupils then wrote in tl1e spaces the words 
they knew which meant the same a the underlined . Approxi-
mately 15 seconas was llo a for each response 1n the p r -
agre.ph. 
4 . ~ben the allotted time for do ng the para-
graph hnd passed, t.~e next par gl' ph w s re d to the child-
ren. 
5 . Again they rote the words after the reading ~ 
6 . This method wes repeated for ench paragraph . 
In this m nner, all of the pupils ere given the oppor-
tunity to do aom or each paragr ph . tfter the timing of 
the 1 at paragraph, the pup~ls were allowed r1vo minutes to 
go back over the test to fill in any v.rords they d 1d not 
have timo to do. 
Tho total t1m1n6, r.ith the oral rea 1ng of the para-
graphs included, ns from 3~ to 40 minutes. 
Scoring of synonym context taet .--ln corrootjng these te to, 
only tho synonyms which were v.orda on the ap 11 ng llst ezo 
marked correct, and each s elllng word hnd to be 8pellea 
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sccu~ntolya Tho oore ~~ the n~ber of spelling ords 
which ore used correctly ns synonyms nd pel led aceur-
ately. The poe31ble total score r.na 80~ 
Oompo~ition neasurc~.--Threo or1e1nnl conpoa1t1ona for 
each child !n the ex er~ ntal and control group ere 
collecto Tho nunber o~ th ~pell1ng word uaed !n those 
oo~pos1tlon ~ore counted~ ~1e pelling words hich ~e~ 
ootmter. included c.ny of the .~4 ne. words of the e :tght-
e lc period to be taught . 
e e. final Jileasure, four topics were listod . Thaao 
topics ere selected because tha spelling ords could bo 
use in riting bout any ono of them. The pupils e~e d1 -
rectad to select t o of tho four topics and rita 
pa.rag:r.oaph bout e ch of the. two topics . 
The top1co werer 
~ xc1 t1ng ~ 1n .!! Lumber _£amE 
!f 1. !!!.1 t~ngic Po :er 
yaterz of ~ Stolen Gem 
Safety of ~ High ::ll:! 
good 
In this aamo test , tho pupils ere nslcad to r1te two 
phrases which might deacr1bo e ch or the followings 
1 . obin .!!2.22 
2 . Truclc ~~ 
3 . Th~ D nsar o£ !!!:!, 
4 . A Ft:~.rm 
--
s. A Big City 
6 . Ted illiams 
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These topics were selected as ones which might sttmu-
1 te use of the spelling words which had been taught over 
the past eight weeks. Some of these topics had been used 
as units of interest 1n the spelling units from their 
textbooks. 
The spelling words used by the pupils in both the 
p ragraphs ana the phrases were counted. The 3core ~as 
th number of spelling ords or derived for.ms used by tho 
pupil. The total score possible would h ve been tho 144 
ror-1 s plus their der1 vod forma . 
Spelling inventory test .-- The spelling inventory test wae 
arranged by the writer to test the accur cy of the spell-
ing of ords hich were to ba taught over the eight- eek 
period. 
~ list of the spelling words for the eight- week perio~ 
as eompil~d, giving a total of 144 words; (18 ne words 
were taught e ch week for the eight weeks of the experiment). 
Starting ith th first word on the list, every other 
word was selected, giving o total listing of 72 words. This 
list bee Me Form A of the pell~ng inventory test. 
Starting with the second word on the list, every other 
t2 
· ord oa selec tad. g1 v:lng a. toto.l of '72 oz·ds., Thi~ liet 
bece.r.:o l o~ of tho apcll1ng ·n...,entory tes • Every other 
ord over the !c~t- o pe1' od us d 1n the t at, 
he ·e ch r c'!1ote.te<., the oro. u od in s ntence, 
nd then repented th0 rr • 
The i tribut!on or th ee t 0 rorm as maCie ccord1ng 
to the s me chart a used 1n the ynonym context t st . T e 
following chart aho a this d1atr1hut1onc 
l!umbors as 1gne Group In1t1 1 Final 
to clnsoes Testing Teat1 
Numbers 1, 2, 3 , 4 Exper1m~ntal A B 
Numb era 5 , 6 , '7, 8 Experiment 1 B A 
umbe:os 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 Control A B 
u bars 5 , 6 , '7, 8 Control B A 
I.J 
form te 1..--Thl or n 1 te t pl nned to 
ure the p11 1 b 11 to p ll th d r d fo of 
0 X" ln p 111 words h1oh d be n tudi d. T ~or1 -
tivea of 60 or th pel lin word w us d ln tb t t. 
a r1 a of a ntence w ro bl n pac 
:r oh p • h t d t n-
nc to the pupil ' diet tl t 0~ 1ch e d lv-
<! ro of p 111n 0 ob to b tt n ln 
bl n P a • 
ntenc r 
• 
at th 
1: dv nturor ho .£ 
th ld v to t 1" di tant 1 n., • 
'rh t J' d• " 1r te th -
tu r who ~ tho w1ld v to t: r d1 nt 1 n • 
h th n p t d t 1 wo • he pupil rot 1n 
then p 0 the oro d1ot ted by the teac • 
The t oh r t d tbo diet t1on b;r t r1t1n rcop 
of th n th jority of th up f n1 h d, 
h n to th next e n noeo 
h1n ur d 1n1 ter t5 b:r t.."l ol ro t ohar 
a!' tor tb r1m nt. 
'l' co th nub r or tl r1 0 p 11 cc-
ur t ly . A 0 1ble tot 1 a or of 60 co ld bo obi 
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Definition of erda teet .--This original test a et up eo 
a quick answer type . The definitions of 32 apolllng orda 
ere 11 ted n a ooltunn ith a sp ce to the right. The 
directions ere given n :follows: 
Wh t word does the d'df:tn!t1on make you think of? Do 
you .kno nother ord whiDhmenns about the s me? 
Look ot the dc!'ln1t1ona in the a ~~le below . Think of 
ord bich me ns the arne or P-bout the sRme. 
The first one is much money nd the word ealth has 
been Ylritten beside it . Venlth menno bout the same EH1 hnv-
ing much money . 
o try the second one, rite a word ~hich moans ~ 
make smaller . Did you write reduo ? R duce means to mn e ...;......;..~-
smaller. 
Do c-- - hich 1e the ord for leave out? Did you write 
omit? Omit roenns to leave out . 
A . much money we lth 
B. mnke smaller or lighter 
C • to le ve out 
4r1te the ~ord which maana1 
1 . na.:ne of book 6 . something o ed 
2. good looking 7 . easy 
3 . definitely_ a . go fast 
4 . gem 9 . big number 
5 . seize lO., har d t o s o lve 
7;.; 
The children wrote in tho words after having read the 
definition to themselves . 
The score was tho number o~ spelling words spelled ace -
urately ~h1ch were usee to mean the same as the definition 
in Column I. The total score pooaiole waa 32. 
Rel1abi1itY ~ t11to 
Th rel1ab111ty of the three or1a1nal testa was computed 
by splitting the single test by chance into halves assum-
ing tb t these halvea are "equivalent" to each other, and 
scoring each halt separately tor the individuals 1n the 
given group. 
fh reli bil1t7 ot the S)'Donym context test, Form A, 
was 0.95. On Form B ot the same type teat, the reliability 
as 0.92o 
On the det1n1t1ana test or the whole test was 
estimated to be 0~90· 
The derived torm test has a rel1ab111ty ot 0.97 h1ch 
1nd1cata4 ver7 high degree ot re11ab111t7• 
CBAPl'ER III 
PIAN OF STUDY I SPELLIBG TRAJISFER 
Introduction.-- The purpose of this atudy vas to stimulate 
the uee or the s lling vorcla through v riety of con-
troll d vr1tten la~ e a1tuat~ona on the fifth grade 
level. The plan e designed to det rm~e: 
1. ~he ab111tJ of the pupils to tranafer the 
spelling vorda to the vr1tten Language. 
2. he ability of the pupils to opell oc-
CUI-ately the assigned wol"de vhen they ve beeJ} stimulated 
~o use them in written ls~ge a1tuat1ona. 
3. The ab111 ty of t..l).e pupils to spell the 
derived £orms or the spelling vordo after using tho a 
needed 1n v:r1tten lan c e.x rc1ses. 
4. The b111ty or the p1ls to 1ncre se 
th ir understanding of the meanin~• of the pellinB 
vorde throu h usage 1n vritten ln~ge. 
~lu:t1on of po;eulat1on. -- ne coo ration or ochool 
depart ent a nov needed 1n order to conduct th1 ex-
per nt in fifth de olaasrooma. The uper1ntendent 
of the bl1c echoolA 1n vh1ch the vri te:r is a u Jer-
vis or van moat willing to ve hie city chools r-
tici te. be city is highly Lnduatrtalized, but 
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represents the usual variety or economic and social 
groupe of the large city. 
With the assistance of the supervisor of ~tar­
mediate grades, eight classes ~ere selected from the 
eastern section, which represents a higher economic leve~ 
four for the experimental and rour for the control. 
Eight classes were selected from the western area, vhich 
r presents a lover economic lev 1, again tour for each 
group, the expe~~ental and the control. 
The eight classrooms which vere selected 1n 
the ~xper1mental group gave a ~inal population or 262 
pupila. 
The eight classrooms which were selected ~ 
the control group gave a final population or 254 pupilo. 
Eguat1ng of teachers.-- The teachers were equated on the 
basis of years of experience and the rating or the 
teacher in the op~ion of supervisors of elementary ed-
ucation and the principal of the school 1n wnich they 
taught. 
The following chart ahovs the years 01 ex-
perience of the teachers and the rating by the super-
viaory staff: 
peri ental C011tro1 
Experi- Experi-
ence Sec- cn¢e Sec· 
Teacher o. ot tion Ratine Teacher No. ot t1on Rat ins 
Years Years 
o. l 20 Good mo. l 4o Good 
o. 2 15 E Excellent no. 2 30 E Excellent 
o. 3 33 Excellent o. 3 20 \1 Excellent 
no. 4 lO E Good No .. 4 10 .B Good 
no. 5 lO w Good No. 5 10 w Good 
o. 6 8 \1 Excellent No. 6 6 w Excellent 
No. 1 ( R c llent o. 7 6 :g Excel..lcDt 
o. 8 l E GOod no. 8 l E Good 
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The sixteen teachers selected expressed the 
desire to partic1pat in this exper~ent. A meeting was 
held so that the purpose of the study ~ght be stated, the 
testing program might be explained, and the techniques 
~volved 1n practicing the word usage exercises might be 
outlined in detail. A demonstmtion of the team 
'19 
organization was presented with three teams of children 
participating 1n the sample exercise. 
The role or each group vas explailied to the 
teachers 1n the experiment. The control group waa to 
carry on the method ~h1ch was then 1n practice as aug-
1/ 
gested in the textbook., ~ Masterl Speller • . The 
experimental group wao to follo~ the plan which is 
described 1n this chapter. 
Orsanieation f"or team learning.--- In order to carry out 
the program of word usage techniques, the class was 
organized 1n teams of three which were grouped homo-
geneously . Tne organization of teams to work on the 
exercises seemed the best procedure f"or the following 
reasons: 
1. In the team situation, the pupils would 
have the opportunity to discuss together the possible 
ueea and mean~ga of the spe11Lng words as they mdght 
be needed in the specific leesan before vrit~g. 
2. This orp-..,anization of teams promoted 
elaborative thinking as the pupils contributed nev ideas 
to each other on the particular language exercise. 
1/ op.c1t.p.33 
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3. The pupils were motivated by their team 
members Yho shared their ideas and enthusiasm 1n this ex-
perience. They were also motivated by the quality of 
work of the other teame as the end results were shared. 
4. The teams being organized homogeneously 
presented the opportunity for the pupils to vork ~ith 
team members who vould progress at about the same r te 
with e1m1lar ability in spelling . 
The pupils orked 1n these homogeneous teams of 
three pupils on the three days when vord usage exercises 
~ere vritten. The teams were organized on the basis of 
the initial results of the apellin inventory teat. 
This test had been dministered by the teacher prior to 
the experiment. 
The class worked as a complete unit on the 
other two daya; on Monday 1 when the words or the week 
were introduced end ~nr!ched; and on Friday, when the 
tords of the eek were tented. 
Time allotment . -- The exper~ent 1n spelling transfer 
covered a period of eight weeks . The regularly allotted 
t~e of 20 minutes a day was allowed for each or the 
lessons. The same time vaa allowed in both the experi-
mental and the control groups for the spelling period. 
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The total t1me 1n spelling fo~ the week 1n boti1 
groups equalled 100 minutes. 
Source of the words to b!_taugnt.~- The words to be 
taught during the experiment were those words in Les-
1/ 
sons 24 - 32 in Word Mastery Speller, the textbook ~ 
use. 
Eighteen new words were taught each week, which 
totaled seventy-two new words 1n the month. 
Veekly procedure 
EXPERIMENTAL 
ondaz: 
The vords of the week were 
introduced by the ~~an sug-
gested 1n Word Mastery 
2/ 
Speller w~ch was as fol-
lows a 
1. Children looked at the 
pictu~e. They read the story. 
They said each word ~ the 
list of new words after the 
teacher said them. 
2. They found the nev ,ords 
in the storyJ saying them as 
they located them. 
1/ op. cit. 
2/ Ibid 
CONTROL 
Monda:ys 
Same procedure 
EXPERIMEBTAL CONTROL 
3. They studied each nev word 
using the study plan as follows: 
a. Look at the vord and say 
it. 
b. Look at the letters in 
the word. 
c. Close your eyes. Try to 
remember how the letters 
look. Imagine that you 1:t'e 
vr1ting the letters. Then 
say the letters to your-
self. 
d. Open your eyes. Look at 
the wol'd. See whether 
you ea1d the words right. 
e. Write the word on paper 
from memory. Check the 
vord you wrote vith the 
printed word to see 
vnether you spelled 
correctly. 
f. Ir your written word is 
vrong1 study the word 
again. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Tuesdal1 
The word usage exe~c1ses 
we~e practiced 1n teams of three. 
These exercises used the ~ords 
of the month with derived forma 
available on tbe reference 
sheet. 
The d1acuao1on of idoas 
for the exercises vas held 
with~ the team until the 
sentences or phraaes wer 
decided. All membero of the 
team then wrote the santences 
or phrases which they had 
discussed. 
Wec:L"lesda.:y: 
The name procedure as 
above vaa followed with the 
second vord usage exercise. 
The teams of t~ee 
pupils discussed and wrote the 
suggested excrclseo. Pupils 
continued to use the reference 
CO.N'l'ROL 
Tuesday: 
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Children looked 
at the nev vords aga1n, 
to be sux-e of the 
meanings. 
The e,.;:erc1ses 
for "Using My W'ordo" 
w re read. This ex-
ercise required that 
spelling words vere 
to be written to com-
plete the sentences. 
These exercises were 
found 1n the textbook. 
Wednesday~ 
The trial test laS 
administered by the 
teacher. The children 
corrected their ovn 
teats. TheJ recorded 
the spelled words ~ 
their notebook 1n the 
EX PERI.MBlfTAL 
sheet with vords nd derived 
forma of the month's vork. 
Thursday~ 
The same procedua•o as used 
on Tuesday and Wednesday vas 
folloYed on the th1rd day of 
word usage exerciso, agn1n 
u ~g th r ference sheet. 
At the completion of this 
lesson, the pupil recorded in 
the spelling log all the spell-
ing words which they had used 
~developing thea exercises. 
Tne spelling words w re then 
counted and the numb r was 
recorded in the block for 
t~s purpose on tho ~pell1ng 
log. 
Frida;y;: 
The final test vas ad-
ministered by the teacher 
on the words of the veek. 
The test vas corrected 
by the teacher. ~he scores 
COlf'l'ROL 
oection called 
"Trouble Kit." 
ThurBda];S 
?up1la studied 
each new ~ford again. 
Exercise D, 
uLearning About 
Words" vaa written 
by each child. 
F:riday: 
The same pro-
cedure for testing 
vas followed that 
the exper~ental 
group used. 
EX PER !MENTAL 
Friday: (cont.) 
Yere recorded on a score chart 
1n the back of the pupil's 
notebook. 
Misspelled words were 
written correctly 1n the 
"Trouble K.it" 1n the notebook. 
Correction or spelling exercises.--
EXPERIMEN'l'AL 
Tuesdays 
The team chairman checked 
the accuracy of the spelling of 
his team for each or the 3 days 
that these exercises were written. 
Corrections were made by 
the pupils tmmed1ately by writing 
the correct form above the ~s­
spelled word. 
COirl'ROL 
COITROL 
Tuesday: 
ss 
Exercise B 
vas corrected by 
the pupils ex-
ch.an.ging papers . 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Wednesday: 
The same procedure was 
rollowed by the team chair-
man as on Tuesday. 
Thursdays 
The same procedure waa 
followed by the team chai~ 
as on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The teacher a1so checked 
the accuracy of the spelling 
words and corrected the language 
in the vritten exercises. 
The pupils recorded all 
the spelling words and their 
derivatives vh~ch had oeen used 
dur~s these exercises in the 
spelling log. 
CONTROL 
Wednesday: 
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Trial teat 
was administered 
by the teacher and 
corrected by the 
pupils. Each one 
recorded his score 
and corrected 
errors. 
Thursday: 
Exercise D 
was corrected by 
the pul)ils ex-
changing papers. 
E!:!.t!Yi 
The teat on the words of 
the week tme admLn1stered and 
corrected by the teache~. 
The marko achieved were 
recorded on the score sheet 1n 
the notebook. 
Corrections were made 1n 
the "Trouble K1t. 11 
8? 
CONTROL 
Friday: 
The sa.me 
p~ocedure ~as fol-
lO"I\'ed as in the 
oxper~ental group. 
lteasures used 1n the experiment on spelling tranafer-.--
Thi£ t€sting pro~am was planned fo~ both groupe, as a 
basi a for equa. ting the gz-oups and determining the gatns. 
Type of test 
A Test of Intelligence 
1/ 
1. Kuhlmenn-Anderson Test 
(Standardized TeaL ) 
See Appendix 
B Tas~of Spelling Transfer 
1. Synonym context test 
E 
A and B 
To obtain I. Q.. 
and M. A . 
'ro test transfer 
(Test designed by o£ spelling words. 
the writer) 
See AppendiX 
l/ Kuhlmarm-Anderson Test, Form E, Personnel Press 1 Inc. Princeton, Ne~ Jerse1 
Type o teat 
2. Composition measure 
(Teat designee> :~· 
the llri ter. ) 
See Appendix 
C Tests of spell ing accur acy 
1. Spelling inventory 
(; at organized by 
vriter.) 
See f. ppendix 
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~ P~pose 
A To measure the 
numbel' of sp 11-
1ng vord uecd 
1n compositions. 
A and B To test the ac-
1/ 
curacy of the 
spelling of vords 
taught from 
lessons. 
2, Metropolitan Achievement R as To test spell ing 
ability and ob-
tain spelling 
Test 
(Ztandarized Test) 
&ee Appendix 
D Test of derivativea of 
spelling Word 
1. Derived form test 
(Test designed 
by writer.) 
See Appendix 
initial 
test. 
T as grade level ~ 
final test. 
A To measure the 
ability to use the 
derived forma of 
1/ Metropolitan Achievement Teat, World Book Company, 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Type of teat 
E Test of meanings of spelling words 
1. Definitions test 
(Test designed 
by writer.) 
See Appendix 
A 
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Purpose 
spelling words, 
which have been 
taught. Admin-
istered after the 
experiment. 
To measure the 
ability to use 
the spelling 
words as synonyms 
after the defin-
ition ha.d been 
stated, 
AdmL'1.is tered 
after the ex-
periment. 
In administering the synonym context test and 
the spelling inventory, two forms of the test were used. 
Form A vas administered to four classes in the 
experimental and four classes in the control group in the 
initial testing. Form B was administered to these same 
classes in the final testing. 
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The other four cllissea in the experimental and 
the four ~ tho control, received Form B ~ the ~~tial 
testing and Form A 1n the final testing. 
The following chart illustrates this distribu-
tion of tes1;s: 
Numbors aesiseed 
to c!asses Group 
Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4., Experimental 
~umbers 5, 6, 7J a, Experimental 
Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, Control 
Numbers 5, 6, 1, 8, Control 
Description of meaaures.--
1/ 
1. Kuhlmann-Anderson Teat 
Initial Fi.nal 
Tostiiis Teat ins 
A B 
B A 
A B 
B A 
r:ents.l ages and intelligence quotients 'Were 
obtained ror the population from the sixth edition, Form 
E. A copy of the test booklet appears 1n the Append~. 
2. Synonym context test 
n original instrument, called the synonym 
context test, was design d to measure the tran fer of 
1/ op. oit. 
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spelling words to writt6n language situatio.ns. Two forms 
of tl1e test were devised, Form A and Form B. 
Each form required 80 responses. These re· 
~ponses included eighty of the spelling words tau~~t dur-
int..: the eight-week period. Firty of the same spellins 
words were repeated in different situations in both Form 
A and Form B. 
The construction of this test is described in 
Chapter 2. 
3. Composition Measures 
Three original compositions vhich had been 
written by each of the pupils in the experj~ental and 
control g~oups vere collected by the writer. The number 
of spelling words from the spelling list, which were used 
in the compositions, were counted. Th1e number e>f spell-
ing words became the initial score. 
As a final measure, the spelling words used in 
original compositions and phrases were counted. Four 
topics were presented to the pupils from which they might 
sele0t two about which to write a paragraph. The pupils 
were also asked to write two phrases which might describe 
six topics. 
The number of spelling words from the spelling 
list of' words were counted and the number recorded. 
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4. Spelling Inventory Test 
This test was organized from the complete list 
of 144 new words to be taught during the eight weeks of 
the sxperiment. It tested the ability of the pupils to 
spell accurately the words on the spelling list. 
1/ 
5. Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test 
The standardized Metropolitan Achievement Test 
was administered to test the spelling ability and obtain 
a spelling grade level which was based on national norms. 
The procedure for administering was set up in 
the manual of directions. The spelling word was dictated 
by the teacher; the word was used 1n a sentence; the 
spelling '1ord was repeated; the children wrote the word. 
Form R was used in the initial testing and 
Form T was used in the final testing. 
The scoring of the test was done according to 
tbe directions in the manual. The grade level of the 
pupil was recorded. 
6. Derived Form Test 
This test was planned to measure the pupils' 
ability to spell the derived form of certain spelling 
words wLich had been studied. The pupil wrote the 
1/ op. cit. 
derived form as dictated by the teachar to fill in the 
blanks 1n e. paragraph. tt'he derivatives of' 50 of the 
spelling words were used in this test. 
7. Def 1n1 tion of Word Test 
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The put'pose of this test was to measure the 
pupils' ability to use the spel11ng words as the defini-
tion of a group of words. The definitions of 32 spelling 
words were listed 1n a column with a space to the right. 
The pupils filled 1n the spelling word. 
The number of spelling words spelled accuz-a. tely 
was the score.. The total score possible was 32. 
The total program.-- In this testing program, a total of 
seven teats were used. One standardized test vas used to 
obtain an intelligence quotient and mental age for 
equating the groups. 
Two tests of transfer of spelling words to 
written language were used before and after the 
experiment. These two to~ts were original measures; the 
oynonym context test and the composition measures. 
Tvo teats were administered to check spelling 
accuracy be:fore and after the experiment. One teet was 
standardized and one organized from spelling words to be 
taught 1n the eight-week period~ ~lese tests were 
1/ 
Metropolitan Achievement Test and the spelling 1nventol'y 
test. 
Tvo tests were administered only after the ex-
periment, the derived form test and the definitions test. 
These two tests vere original tests, 
1/ op. cit. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OP ~A 
ID tb1a study, an lnYesti at1on w s made to 
dis over the etreot ot Rpecltic tra1DiDI OD traaarer ot 
1pelllag words to written loauage a1tuat1oos. It w • the 
purpo ot this study to aeek aawere to the tollowtaa 
questl •• 
1 . Do ob1ldrell transfer the epalltna word• to 
written laDgu ge sltuat1 s? 
2. Do children learn to spell accurately the 
ss1gnad spell1Ds words whe the~ h v been attmul tod to 
use th in wr1ttu la uaae e1tuat1ane? 
3. Do children lear to epell the derived 
to s of tbe spelling warda aa th 7 are needed 1D writ• 
t.a language exerc1saa1 
a.. Do ch114r 
ot e 1nga ot sp 11101 
iftoreasa tba1r on4erst dlnga 
Ol"da throuah wr1tt81l us ge? 
-95'-
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It loias necessary to establish a level at which a 
d1ffcreno could b coneidered significant. 
o th follow~g tatementa 
ills Y 
'llf a given diff renee between tlle hypothetical 
and observed values Yould occur as a resul~ of 
chance one ti~ out of one hundr d, or less 
frequ ntly, we. y y that th d1f!'ert:nc6 1 
1gnif1cant. Thio ana that the result ar not 
consi tent vith the hypothesis we have set up. 
If th diocrepancy b tw en theory and observ t1on, 
might occur more fr quently than one t~e out of 
one hundre solely becaus of the play or chance ve 
may say th differenc is not cl a:roly s1gn:ificant. 
Th re~ulta ar ot inconsi tent -ith the hypothe 1s. 
he valu of T ( t~ differenc between the 
hypoth tical valueo nd tho ob 1~ed mean, 1n units 
of th standa~d rror of the ean) corre ponding to 
a probability of 1/100 is 2.576. One hundredth 
part of the area under a normal curve lies at 
distance from the mean, on th axi , of 2.576 
standard deviations or ore g Accorc.t1ngly, t at of 
significance may be applied with dir ct. refer nee 
to T, int rpr ted as normal d via te (1. e., 
deviation from th can of a normal distribution 
expres ed 1n units of standard deviation). A 
~alue ofT of 2.576 or more ind1cat a significant 
differenc , vh11~ a value of l as than 2.576 
1ndlcates that the :reuulta arc not cons! tent llith 
the hypoth sia in qu tion." 
In the light o preceding 1nfo:r tion, any difference 
betveen th means will b interpreted as stati tically 
significant, if the value is more than 2.576. 
1/ illB, Frederic C., Statistical Methods Re i ed, 
Henry Holt and Com~y, llev York, l928, p. 84-92. 
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In analyzing the data which were compiled, the 
comparisons were made on the basis of the following 
groups: 
1. The entire e.xperimental and control gl'oup 
2. The pairs of pupils who had been matched 
from the experimental and the control groups 
3. The division of the experimental group into 
four areas of achievement on the basis of the results of 
the Metropolitan Achievement Test. 
In the beginning of this study, the means and 
standard deviations were computed on the total population 
of .five hundred and sixteen children. Tvo hundred and 
sixty two pupils were 1n the experimental group, and two 
hundred and fifty four pupils vere in the control group. 
The variables which were utilized in the computations for 
this study were: 
1. Chronolog1ca 1 Age 
2. Mental .A.ge 
3. Intelligence Quotient 
4. Synonym Context Test 
s. Composition Test 
6. Spelling Inventory 
7. Metropolitan Achievement Test 
Table 1 - Table 7 show the likeness of the 
experLmental and the control groups on these variables 
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in the 1nit1al testing which took place in the first 
week or M!lrch . 
Table 1. shova the likeness or the experimental 
and the control group 1n cMonological ages as the ex-
periment started in March. 
Table 1. 
Comparison of the O~onolog1cal Ages 
of the Exper~ental and Control Groups 
e I e 
GrouE No. ea.n S.D. S .E.M. Diff. Diff. 
Ex per1men ta 1 262 10.2J 8.22 .;!12 
0. 07 . 665 
Control 224 10.16 6.:z:8 . 42!2 
C. R. 
.10~ 
The mean chronological age of the experimental 
group waa 10.23 with a standard deviation of 8.29. The 
mean age of the control group was 10.16 with a standard 
dev 1a t1on of' 6. 78. The mean difference vaa o. 07 years 
wbich favored the experimental group slightly. There 
vas no significant difference between the two groups, 
as the critical ratio was .105. 
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Table 2. shows the likeness of the experimental 
and control gl'oups on the mean mental ages. 
Table 2. 
Comparison of the Mental Ages 
of the Experimental and Control Groups 
• • Orou~ No. Mean S.D. S.E,M, Diff .D11'f. C.R, 
ExEerimental 262 10.62 11.~4 o.zJ8 
U.l7 0.~~5 0.176 
Control 2~4 10.7'-J. 10.7.~ o.6z4 
The experimental group had a mean mental a;:;e of 
10.62 and a standard deviation of 11.94. The control 
t:roup had a mean mental age of 10. 7~ and a standard devia-
tion of 10.73. The difference was0.17 which favored the 
control croup slipfttly. The critical ratio wasQ176 which 
wac not sta tisticall~· significant. 
Table 3. shows the likeness of the experimental 
and the control sroup on intelligence quotients. 
T<ble 3. 
Comparison of Intelligence Quotients 
of the Experimental and the Control Groups 
• 
Grou,t No. Mean S.D. S,E.M, D1ff. Diff. C.R. 
Ex,12erimental 262 104.~2 12.4~ 0.768 
1.67 l.vj 1.::.>::;; 
Control 2~4 106.:;!2 11.!22 o.z22 
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In Table 3. the mean intelligence quotient for 
the experimental group vas 104.92 and a standard devia-
tion of 12.43. The mean intelligence quotient of the 
control group was 106.59 and a standard deviation of 
11.52. The difference was 1.67 which favored the con-
trol group. The critical ratio of 1.59 was not statis-
tically significant. 
The initial testing was done in the first 
week of March. Table 4. compares the initial scores 
on the synonym context test by the experimental and 
the control groups. 
Table 4. 
Initial Scores on the Synonym Context Test 
March 
• • 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.M.Diff. Diff.Ratio 
Experimental 262 8.82 7·5'7 0.467 
2.160.818 2.63 
Control 254 10.98 10.82 0.679 
In the initial testing of the synonym context 
test, the control group scored a mean of 10.98 and a 
standnrd deviation of 10.82. The experimental group 
tlad a mean score of 8.82 and a. standard deviation of 
7. 5'1. The mean difference was 2.16 which favored the 
control group. The critical ratio of 2.63 was statis-
Ucally significant at the ljil level. Since the control 
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Group was significantly higher on this Lnitial test, it 
was necessary to match pairs of cases in order to compare 
~;a ins accurately. 
The composition tests measured the transfer of 
syelling to the written language. Tdble 5. shows the 
initial scores of this test, which was administered in 
March. 
Table 5. 
Initial Scores on the Composition Test 
March 
• . 
Grout! No. Mean S.D. 8,E ,M, Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Ex.5:erimental 262 0.4!2 o.zJ 0.04!2 
0,02 0.063 0.317 
Control 2~4 o.4:z o.:z6 o.o4z 
The initial mean score of the experimental 
6rOUP was0.4) and a 3tandard deviation of0.73, The con-
trol broup had a mean score of o. 47 and a stal'dard devia-
tion of0.76. The scores were very low with a slight 
difference of 0. 02 which favored the control group. The 
critical ratio of o. 317 was not significant. 
This was the only initial test in which the 
control ~oup was not significantly higher than the 
experimental group. 
Boston Un1ver~1ty 
School of Education 
T.i n~ .. ...--
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Two tests were presented to determ~ne the gains 
made in the ability of the pupils to spell accurately; 
the spelling inventor;y and the Metropolitan Achievement 
'rest. The spelling inventory tested the ability to 
SJ.-ell the words of the assigned spelling list. 
Table 6. shows the likeness of the experimental 
and the control groups on the initial test of the spell-
ing inventory test, administered in the first week of 
March. 
Table 6. 
Initial Scores on Spelling Inventory TP-st 
March 
• • Group No. Mean S.D. 8.E.M.Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 262 38.07 17.81 1.10 
Control 254 44.;)2 16.28 6.4s 1.50 4.30 1.02 
The initial mean score of the experimental 
F,roup -.,as 38.07 and a standard deviation of 17 .8L The 
initial mean score of the control group was 4lt. ::;,2 and a 
Ltandard deviation of 16.<:8. The mean difference was 
6.45. The critical ratio of 4.30 was statisticelly 
ver•y aip,:nificant. This gave an advantage to the con-
trol group as the experiment started, and made it 
n".:;.;,ssary to match pairs from the experimental and the 
control groups. 
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Table 7. shows the initial mean scores on the 
Metropolitan ~chievemant Test in Spellinb, which was ad-
ministered in the first week in March, 
Table 7. 
Initial Scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Test; 
March 
S.E. 
Group No. Mean S.D. S,E,M. Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 262 60,25 12.78 0.789 
6.66 1.10 6.05 
Control 254 66.91 12.29 0.771 
The initial score of the experimental group 
was 60.25 and the standard deviation was 12.78. The 
control group score vas 66.91 and the standard devia-
tion was 12.29. The mean difference between the two 
scores was 6.66, The critical ratio was 6.05 which 
was very significant. This was the second test in 
which the control group was sie,n1ficantly better in 
the ability to spell the vords. 
From the preceding tables, it can be seen 
that the total groups were not equal on all variables. 
The writer, h·,wever, decided to show the final scores 
for the total group before proceeding to the data on 
the matched pairs. 
FINAL DATA ON TRANSFER OF SPELLING 
WORDS TO WRIT'l'Elf LUGUAGE 
lo4 
The ability to transfer the spelling words to 
written language situations was measured by two tests: 
the synonym context test and the composition measures. 
The data from these two teats of transfer were analyzed 
to compare the gains made by the entire experimental 
and control groups. 
Since the 1n1.tial scores of the control group 
were significantly higher than the experimental group, 
the final scores will not be an accurate measure. 
Table 8. shows the final mean seor~s achieved 
by the experimental and the control groups on the syn-
onym context test, which was administered in May. 
Table 8. 
Final Scores on Synonym Context Test 
May 
• • 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff. Diff. C.R. 
~perimental 262 36.06 15.87 .980 
18.37 1.70 10.79 
Control 254 17.69 11.67 .732 
In the final scores, the mean of the ex-
perimental group was 36.06 and a standard deviation of 
15.87. The mean of the c~~trol group was 17.69 and a 
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stan~~rd deviation of 11.67. The diffe~ence of the mean 
s~ores ~as 18.37, which favored the experimental eroup. 
The critical ratio of 10.7'9 ~as statistically very 
Table 9. compares the ~ins made by the ex-
perimental group on the synonym context test from initial 
t~sting in March to the final testing in May. 
Table 9. 
Experimental Group Gains on the Synonym Context Test 
March to May 
S .E. 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff. Diff. C.R. 
In1t1al 262 8.82 7. 5'7 0.46'( 
27.24 1.08 25.22 
Final ,36.06 12.8:Z: 0.280 
In the intial testing, the mean score ~as 8.82 
and the standard deviation ~s 7.57. In the final test-
ing, the mean was 36.06 and the standard deviation ~s 
15.87. The diffe~ence in mean sco~es was 27.24. The 
critical ratio of' 25.22 showed a gain that vas very 
s11;nificant at the 1~ level. 
lo6 
Table 10. compares the gains made by the con-
trol group on the synonym context test from the initial 
testing in March to the final testing in May. 
Table 10. 
Control Group Gains on the Synonym Context Te~t 
March to May 
• • Test No. Mean S.D. S .E.M. Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Initial 254 10.98 10.82 0.679 
6.71 0.995 
17.69 11.67 0.732 
6.74 
Final 
The initial mean score was 10.~8 and the 
standard deviation of 10.82. The final mean score was 
17.6~ and the standard deviation of 11.67. The dif-
ference 1n mean scores was 6.71. The critical ratio 
of 6.74 was very significant on the 1~ level. 
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Table 11. shows the compa~ison of the mean 
gains in the initial an4 final testing of the synonym 
context test by the expe~imental an4 control groups, 
T'-lble 11. 
Comparison of Mean Gains on the Synonym Context Test 
March to May 
8.1. !.E. 
Grou;e No. Gain Gain Diff. Diff. C,R. 
Ex;eerimental 262 27.24 1.08 
20.53 1.47 13.96 
Control 2~4 6.:z:l O.Jl6 
The experimental E,I'Oup had a mean gain of 
27.24 and the standard error of the gain was 1.08. 
The mean rftin of the control group was 6.71 with the 
standard erro~ of the gain 0.316. The difference 
between the gains was 20.53 vhich favored the ex-
p€rimental group. The critical ratio of 13.96 was 
very significant for the experimental group at the 
1~ level. 
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Table 12. compares the fLnal scores by the ex-
perimental and control groups on the composition test ~ 
vas administered 1.n Ma • 
Table l2. 
Final Scores on Composition Teat 
May 
8.1. 
Grou2 No. Mean 8 .D. S . E.M. Dirr. nur. C.R. 
Experimental 262 4.63 2.86 0.177 
1.96 0.683 2.87 
Control 2~4 2 .6rl 6.21 O.J22 
The experimental eroup had a m an scor of 
4.63 and a standard deviation of 2.86. The control 
group had a mean acore of 2.67 and a standard deviation 
of 6.27. The difference between the mean scores va 
1.96 which favored the experimental group. The critical 
ratio of 2.87 vas 1gnif1cant for the experimental group 
at the 1, level. 
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Table 13. shows th gains mado by the ex-
perimental groups an the composition test 1n the ~itial 
and final testing. 
Table 13. 
Experimental Group G~1na on the C~poa1tion Test 
March to May 
.!!0. 
·r ist No. Mean S.D. • E . M. Dirt . Diff. C.R. 
Intt1al 262 0.42 o.z2 o. 04:2 
4.18 0.184 22.71 
Final 4.6J 2.86 0.180 
The initial mean score ~as 0.45 and the 
standard deviation ~aa 0.73. The final mean scor was 
4.63 and the standard dav1at1on w a 2.86. The mean 
gain was 4.18 between the initial and final scores. 
The critical ratio of 22.71 was statistically very 
significant. 
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T ble 14. shows the gains made by the control 
group on the initial and final testing administered in 
rch and in May. 
Control Group Ga~e on the Composition Test 
March to May 
• • 
Test No. Me en S.D. S.E. M. Dirt. Dirr. C.R. 
Initial 254 0.4:z: 0.76 o. Qt~1 
2.20 0.394 s.sa 
F1r..al '2.61 6.2'l O.J22 
The mean score on the initial test~ was 
0.47 and the standard deviation wa 0.76. The final 
score was 2.67 and the standard deviation wao 6.27. 
The difference between the mean scores was 2.20. The 
critical ratiO was 5.58 Which WaS Stat1Btically Sig-
nificant at the l~ level. 
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Table 15 compares the gains or the 
experimental and control groups on the 1n1 tial March 
testing and the final May teat~ on the composition 
t st. 
'l'able , l5 
Comparison of Mean Gains on the Composition Test 
March to May 
Mean S.E .. S.E. 
Grou;e No. Gain Gain Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Expel'imental 262 4.18 0.184 
1.98 0,.435 4.55 
Control 2:24 2.20 0.~24 
The mean gain of the experimental group was 
4.18 and the standard error of the gain vas 0.184. The 
mean gain of the control ~oup ~as 2.20 and the standard 
error of the gain was 0.394. The difference between the 
gains vas 1.98 which favored the experimental group. 
The critical ratio ~s 4.55 which indicated a statistically 
significant gain by the experimental group on the 
composition test. 
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r'INAL DATA ON THE ABILITY TO SPELL ACCURATELY 
These data were compiled from the results of, ~ 
the spelline, inventory test which measured the ability 
to spell the words of the spelling list; and 2, the 
results of the Metropolitan Achievement ·l'est in Spellinf::'., 
·which g;:..ve a spelling grade level score. 
Table 16. compares the final scores of the 
spelling inventory test which was administered in May. 
These final scores do not give an accurate measure 
sinc.:e t;'le control 1.,roup was significantly higher on tbe 
init.lal teat, given in March. 
Table 16. 
Com!lfirison of tbe Final Scores on the Spellint:; Inventory 
Q. ~. 
Group No. Mean :'>.D. S.E.M. Diff. Diff, C.R. 
-
Experimental 262 2§.02 1~.4z 0.831 
1.95 1.15 1. 70 
Control 2:24 60.04 12.~6 o.zso 
In the final mean scores, the experimental 
c:roup achieved :;,8.09, and the standard deviation was 
13.4'7. '!'he final mean score of the control group was 
60.04 and the standard deviation was 12.36. The mean 
dHTerence was 1. 95, which favored the control group. Tne 
critical ratio of 1.70 indicated that the final scores 
were not significantly different. 
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Table 17, shows the ~ains of the experimental 
e:;r•oup fz•om the March initial testing to the May final 
t<"stinc; on the spelling inventory test. 
Table 17. 
Ex1->erimental Group Gains on the Spelling In,ent•:Jry 
--- S.E. 
~ent No. Mean. S~D. S .E .MQ Di:·r. Diff. C.R. 
!:A:!_tial 262 18 ')7 11.s1 1.10 :II .. ~ j 
20.02 1.39 14.66 
l'' inn.:!. !2§ .02 1J.41 0 .8;2 
The experimental bJ'OUP ;.ad an initial mean 
score of 38.0'( and a standard deviation of l'T.8L The 
f'i.nal rnean score vas 58. C9 e.r.d the stl'..ndard dev.:ta·~:ton 
•:•H• 13.47. Th<!' mean gain in ::;core!! was 20.02. The 
cr11:;:1.cal ratio '1./S.B 14.66, >1l1ich wau statistically very 
ua. 
Table 18 shows the ga~s of the control group 
from the b.reh initial testing to the y final teetillg 
on the ap6ll1ng 1nvantory teat. 
Table 18 
Control Group Gains on the Spelling Invento~y 
March to May 
• • 
Test l1o ~ Mean S.D. 3.E.M. D1ff~ Diff'. C.R. 
In1tiu.l 224 ~4.~2 16.28 1.02 
15.52 1~28 12.12 
Final 60.04 12.36 .78 
• 
Tl1e contl"ol group had an initial mean so ore 
or 44.52 and a standard deviation or 16.28. The final 
mean score was 6o.04 and the standard deviation wao 
12.36, The mean gain was 15.52. The critioal ratio 
of 12.12 was atat1at1eally very a1gn1f'1cant. 
ns 
Table 19. comparee the gains of the experimental 
and the control group on the spelling inventory. 
Table 19. 
Com_ rison of Mean Gains 
on Spell in Inventory 
Mean s.E. s.E . 
GrouE No. Gain Gain Dif!'. Di:t'1. C.R. 
ExJ:!e!'imental 262 20.02 l...:.J2_ 
4.50 1.88 2.39 
Control 254 1;>.52 1.28 
-
The mean gain or the exyer1mental group ~as 
20.02 and the standard error oi' the gain was 1.39. 
The mean .in of the control group vas 15.52 and the 
standard error of the in w.as 1.28. The difference 
between the gains wao 4.50 which favored the ex-
r1mcntal group. The critical ratio of 2.39 w e 
s1611:U'1eant at th 5~ level. 
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TaDle 20 uhowe the final m an ocores achieved 
by the expe~1montal and the control groups on th 
Metropolitan J.chieveme.nt Test in Spelli..ng) which -was 
adm1.n1stered in &~. Theac ocores do not pre ant an 
aoc ll'ate mcaeure a.e th control group ~. significantly 
higher ~ the initial test. 
Table 20 
Final Scoros on the Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
1n S pe ll1.ng 
Mny 
, .E. --
Groun No. Mean S.D. S.E. ~. D1ff. D1ff'. C. R. 
_xpcrimental 262 64.64 12.09 0.750 
4.03 1 . 06 3 .. 80 
Control 2:24 68.~7 11.2J o.:z;!o 
fh exp rim nta.l group had a mean score or 
64.64 and a otande.I·d deviation of 12.09. l'he mean of the 
control oup ~ s 68 . 67 and a standard deviation of 11.93. 
The mean dlfferonce was 1~.03 favoring the control group. 
Th critical ratio of 3.80 ~a .1gnif1cant at th. 1~ 
lev 1, since 2.57 as the figure used as lev 1 of 
signficance . 
U7 
Table 21. o s the g 1ns maao by the exper1-
ment 1 g roup on th 1n,t1al Iareh te tL1 ana the r1nal 
fay testing on th~ Metropolitan chievement To t in 
polling. 
Test 
Table 21 .. 
Experlmentnl Gains on the Metropolitan 
Achieve ent Test in Spelling 
March to JJ• ay 
.E . 
D1i' • C.R. 
Initial 262 60 . 25 12 . 78 0 . 790 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---
-1 . 10 l . O 
Fin 1 64 .6 12 . 09 0 . 755 
"h 1n1t1 1 mo n cor s 60 . 25 a~d the et nd-
rd dev1atlon :1e.s 12 . 78 . Tho f no.l mEl n scor 
anc tho t nd rd devj t1on was 12 . 09 . The differonce b -
t -e n h scores o 4 . 19 . The critic l ratio o1 3 . 
lndic tad & vo y a1sn ic nt g n t the l l v 1 . 
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T~ble 22. shows the gains made by the control 
group on the initial !larch testing and the .final May test-
ing on the Metropolitan Achievement Test in ::.pel ling. 
Test 
Initial 
T'in'l1 
Table 22. 
Control Group Gains on the Metropolitan 
No. 
254 
Achievement Test 1n Spelling 
March to May 
'!Aean S.D. s.E.'M. nrr. 
66.91 12.29 o.?? 
1.80 
68.?1 11.9~ o.?5 
s.E. 
riff. 
1.0? 
G.R. 
1.68 
The mean score on the initial testing was 66.91 
anf the standard deviation was 12.29. The mean score on 
the final testing was 68.?1 anc't the stRJ'ldard deviation 
was 11.93. The difference b6tween the mean scores was 
1.80. The oritica1 ratio of 1.68 was not significant. 
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T bl 25 . eomporea th g in made by th ex-
per ent 1 nd tho control group on the etropolltan 
Aeh1ovem nt Tat in Spelli a . The 1n1t1 l teat s 
given 1n "' reh, nCJ tll final teet in y. 
Tnble 23 . 
Comp r1oon of G 1n on the 
Metropolitan ch e~ement Test in pell1ng 
.. arch to • y . 
ean s . • S.E. 
Grol!p
1 
llo. G in Gnin Dlff . D1ff . c.n. 
Experimental 262 4.19 1.09 
2 . 39 1 . 52 1.5'7 
Control 254 1.80 1.07 
The moan ea1n of th~ experimental group as 
at ncr orror of the gin as l.Ov. The 
mean gain of the control group s l.BO Bhd th stand-
r error ot the gain w 1 . 07. lhe 1ff'erence b t en 
gains was 2 . 59 which favored the experimental group . 
Th erit1cal rot1o of 1.57 WRS not e1 n1f1c nt . 
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An lys1s of lata on the Derived Form Teat . 
Table 24. comperes the menn ecoros o£ the ex-
per1mental nd the control groups on the derived form 
test which as administered in ~ey. 
t.r ble 24. 
Comparison of Hean 5aores on the Derived 
Form Test 
l.''a.y 
8 • .t;. 
Grou~ .No . Mean S.D. S.E.M • D1ff. Diff' . C.R. 
E~per1.1ental 262 35 . 12 11. 45 0.709 
0.81 1 . 02 o.ao 
Cont1~o1 254 34 .. 31 11 . 59 0.730 
The me n scor e of the experimental group wns 
35.12 ond the standard ~~viation was 11 . 45. The mean 
score of the control group was ~4 .~1 and the stan ard 
deviation was 11 . 59. The difference between the scores 
w s o.al h1ch favored the experimental grou9 slightly. 
The critical ratio of o.so dnd1cated that thera was no 
significant difference in tha scores . 
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lyci of .t on h f n1tion- st. 
T ble 25. comp rea tho ooro of the oxp r1men-
t 1 nd the control group or. tho definitions teot hich 
w edm1n1 tered in ARy. 
T ble n5 . 
Comparis~n o tho ' core on the 
1 of1n1 t1ons To t 
o • .l!: . 
Group s .n. D1ff . C.R • 
.!292er1mental 262 15.1: 6 . :5! 0 . 391 
3 . 85 0 . 591 6 . 59 
Control 254 11 .28 '7 . 23 0.454 
On tho definitions to t ,. tho mean soore of the 
xperimental group was 15.13 nd the stand rd dev1 t1on 
a 6 . 33. The score or the c ntrol group wa 11 . 28 and 
i.he st ndard deviation as '7 . 25. he difference 8 
3 . 85 hich f vored the e p rim nt 1 roup . h orit o l 
r t1o o 6 . 59 · 1.ch 'Ja ... very s1gn1f1c nt at th 1~ lo ol. 
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As a result of the initial testing, 1t was 
found tr..at the control gro"'p tAad o1gn1.f1cantly higher 
sco~oe than the experimental group in three testes 
the synonym context testJ tne palling test, and the 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test, and on the 
fourth test, the composition test, a ol!ghtly higher 
ncore. S~ce the 1n1t1al scores gave the advanta~e to 
the control group, it wae advisable to match pairs from 
the experimental and control groups in order to insure 
a more accurate comparison. 
Ninety-seven cases vere paired on three var-
iables a ental age, score on the spell~g inventor , 
and the score on the ~1etropolitan Acn1ovement Teet, 
Fo~ R. 
The 11kenesB of these 97 match~d pail•c is 
eho~~ 1n the Tables 26-29 vh1ch compare the scores on 
the above variables. 
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Matching atn - March Initial Testing 
The mean chronological age of the experimental 
c sea wao 10.3 and the standard dov1at1on wna 8 . 37. The 
me n chronological age of the control oases ' s 10. 16 and 
the standard nevi.o.tion was 7 .,55. The difference as 0 . 14 
hich favor ~ the control group very slightly. Tho crit-
ic 1 ratio of 0 . 127 indicated there was no s1gn1f1c nt 
d ifference. 
Grou12 No . 
Experimental 97 
Control 9'7 
Table 26 . 
Oh~onological Ages 
of 
9'7 Paired Cases 
ean S. D. B .. • • 
10 . 30 8 . 37 0 . 85 
10 . 16 7 . 55 0 . '77 
s . • 
Diff . iff . C .. R. 
0 . 14 1 . 10 0 . 127 
The mental age of the experimental group of th 
97 p ired c sea s 10 .,54 . The control group ·as 10 . 55, 
h1ch avo a d1£forence of 0 . 01 to the experimental group . 
Table 27 . 
~ental Age 
OL the 97 Pair d Ca 
• • 
Group 'No . e n S. D. Dif.f . C.R. 
97 10 .5~ '7 . '72 0 . 782 
0 . 01 1 . 10 o. 09 
Control 97 10. 53 7 . 8o 0 . 793 
12 
Table 28. compnres the moen aoo es of the 97 
pairen c ees 1n th a~per1 antel and the control g~oup 
on int 111gence quotient s o"bt n cJ 1n the uhlm nn 
n era on rre:::t. 
Table 28 . 
Int ll1genc uot1ents of the 9'7 Ps.1red C aes 
.. . :< • 
GrouE S. D. ::;, . ...... M. D1ff . Dlfi'. c .R. 
mental 9'7 103.23 1o.ag 1.05 
0.93 1 . 42 0 . 654 
Control 97 104.16 9 . 91 1.01 
The mean acore of intelligence for the exper1-
men tAl group wes 103 . 23 qnd the stan dar d vi tion was 
10.~9. The mean 8core or 1ntell1gence for ~~e control 
group wao 104.16 and t 1e stonda d devlat1on was 9 . 91. 
The d ifference T!e.s 0 . 93 wh1 ch favored the control group 
alightl~ . Tha orttic 1 ratio was 0 . 654 . There n no 
a' gn1f'icRnt • 1ffa •ence bet een the groups on in-r;olligcncc 
quottGnt • 
12~ 
Table 2~ compares the initial scores of the 
~7 paired cases on the Metropolitan Achievement Spelling 
Test vhiChlas administered in March. 
Table 29 
Initial Scores of 97 Paired Cases on 
Metropolitan Achievement Spelling Test 
March 
• • Group No. Mean S.D. S,E.M. Diff. Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 97 36.46 14.34 1.46 
0.05 2.06 0.021 
Control 36.56 14.29 1.45 
In the initial testing of the Metx-opolitan 
Spellinb Test, the mean experimental score was 36.46 
with the standard deviation of 14.34. The mean score of 
the control group was 36.56 with a standard deviation of 
14.29. The difference between mean score was very 
slight, 0.05. The critical ratio indicated there was 
no si!cnificant difference between the groups. 
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Fl.nal D9ta on Mc'2tched Pairs an tb.e Tr11.nsfer of 
T:.-_: ble 3.0 i 
Initi~l ::·~ore:o: of the 97 ?ail•ed Ct~ses on the 
i:'>ynon;.m Con.text Test 
Murch 
---··---·----··--·-· s.J~. 
Gro·: o 1!o ~ ~!t?-an -·-~_ ..... _..., ___________ _ S.D. S,E,M. Dif:(_'_. Diff. c .:.B..:. 
0. 725, 
o.48 o" :·A'J 0.610 (J.'j07 
The .:.n!. t in.l rxp€--:rin!ental ~cores of the 97 pair-
l'rl. cu~~:s on the e.ynonyn. context test -was 7.89 and the 
CZI>er~.ments.l ~;roup. T::ere '·IB.B no significant difference 
between the two grm:ps. 
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Table 31. hove the final ecores of t 97 
1r d. caaee on the synonym context teet which v a d-
1n1tF41n y. 
Orou;E 
Ex£flr1 ntal 
Control 
. 
'1' bl 31 
inal Scores of the 97 Paired Cas a 
on the Synonym Context Teat 
s.E. 
llo. ean S.D. • E.M D1f1'.~ B_itf' • 
~I 34-~8 1J.62 l.J~ 20.38 1.68 
91 14.00 6.~0 o.~ll 
C:J!• 
12.13 
ble 31 com}:J(\rea the fins 1 so ores of the 97 
p::lired caec on the aynonJII context teat. :rne experimen-
tal score vas 3~ .38 and the standard deviation vao 13. 69. 
Tbe control score vau 14~00 and the standard deviation 
va 8.30. ~h d1ff'erence between the mean sPOres vas 
20.38 •h1ch favored the exper1Diental group.. 'l'he crj.tical 
ratio w.s 12.13 whiob va ver1 e1gn1!1csnt. Th1e indi-
cated that th experimental JIIBtched caaea ba4 B1gni.t'1cht-
l y h1tJler final scores on the arnon~1D context teet. 
1?.8 
Table 32. shows the gain of the 97 oa ea from 
th expex-im ntal group on the BJnonym context teat ll1 the 
1n1 t.ial March testing and the f1nal May testing. 
'1.' t 
Initial 
Final 
Tablo 32 
Experi ental Group G~ins of the 
97 Paired C sea on the ynonym Context T at 
March to May 
s.t .. b .E. 
lfo. S.D. Mean Diff. Diff. 
27 :z .82 6.76 0.62 26.49 1.55 
2Z ~4.~8 1~.62 1..32 
C. R. 
17 . 09 
In the initial t eting# th mean soor vas 7.89 
and th standard deviation w.s 6. 76. In th final t sting 
the mean co~e was 34 . 38 and th~ standard dov1at1on vas 
13~69. The mean gain was 26.49. Tho critical ratio or 
17.09 indicated e. v ry 1gn1!"1cant gain at the 1~ 1 vel. 
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Table 33 shows the gains of the 9'{ cases from 
the control group on the synonym context test in the ini-
tial rch testing and the final May testin • 
Table 33 
Control Group Gain. a of the 97 
Paired Caees on the Synonym Context 
Group 
Control 
Initial 
F1.nal 
No. 
97 
Teat 
Mean 
7.41 
14.00 
- March to May 
6.D. S.!.ld. Diff". S.E. 
Diff. C.B. 
5.69 0.58 
6. 59 1.10 5.90 
8.~0 0.94 
In the initial testing the mean score was 7.41 
and the standard deviation was 5.69. The .finB.l ean 
soor ms 14.00 nnd the standard deviation B 8.30. The 
m an d1f.terenee 6.59. The critical ratio ~as 5.90 
which vas very s1 ificant at tbe 1~ level. 
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T ble 34 compa~es t1e gains made by th 97 
paired cas a in the initial .March testing and th final 
~Y te~ting an the synonym context teet¥ 
l"OUJ:! 
T ble 34 
Comparison of the !! an Gains of the 
97 Paired. C ses on tho Synonym Context Test 
March to May 
Meo.n 5.~. 
No .. Gain S . E. Diff. D1ff. C.R. 
Ex,E!rimental 2:62' 26~49 1.!22 
10.47 19.90 1.90 
Control 2.,54 6~ 1.10 t> 
The mean FJ11n of th e:"'"porimental ca es vas 
26.49 and th tandard c:roz-or o!' the gain was 1. 55. '!'he 
mean gain or the control pai:r-s wa 6. 59 and the standard 
error of the gain ~ae 1.10. The difference bet~een gains 
e. 19. 90 llhich favol'ed the experimentel cases. Th 
critical ratio of 10.47 1nd1cat c1 a &3-in that wao Vl:}ry 
s1gn1f1cant9 
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Table 35. compares the initial scores of ~he 
97 paired cases on the composition test which was amain-
istered in March. 
Table 35. 
Initial Scores of the 97 Paired Cases on 
Grou2 No. 
E:x:Eerirnental 2Z 
C>Jntrol 27 
the Composition Test 
March 
Mean S.D. S,E,M. 
0,;;!8 0.68 o.or_ 
0.40 o.p o.oz 
• • 
Diff. Diff. 
0.02 0.087 
The mean score of tlle experimental cases was 
C.R. 
0.2.31 
0.38 and the standard deviation was 0,68. The mean score 
o.f the control cases vas 0.40 s.nd the standard deviation 
we.s 0.71. The difference betveen scores was 0.02 vhich 
favored the control group very slightly. There was no 
significant difference L~ the initial scores by the 97 
paired cases on the composition test, as the critical 
ratio was 0. 231. 
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Table 36 compares the final scor~s of the 97 
paired cases on the composition tast which 
tered in May. 
Table 36 
a adm1n1a-
Final Scores of the 97 P;;1!red Cas a on the Composition 
Test 
May 
----- 5.E. a.:n. 
~~- No. Mean S .D. Mean Diff. Diff. C.R. 
- -
~xjleJ:-im~~te.l 97__4 .. 25 2.~7 0:..22L a 1.3 1.20 1.15 
Co~i!:_- [{_ 2u8L 9 .8q 1.00·. 
-·-
The final score of the experimental cases as 
4.25 and the st~dard dav~at1on ~as 2.47~ The final 
score of the control ca.ses l7a.E 2. 87 and the standard de-
v1at1on was 9.89. The difference betveen the ecorse 
was 1.38 which favored the ~xperLmer.tal ca~ee. The crit-
leal r tio o!' 1.15 'Wll.O not s1gnif1cant,since 1.96 vas 
the 5~ level of s1gn1f1canc~. 
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tal cas 
T bl 37 shove the ina of th 97 e.xp rim n-
on the composition t at Ln the initial rch 
te ting nd th finsl y tenting. 
Tu.ble 37 
&xperimen 1 Group 0 1n ot th 
97 Pa.1red Cas on th Co po ition Test 
March to May 
Qr~up S.D. B.E.M. Dirf. Diff. C.R. 
In1t1al~~9~7 ____ o_._38~~o~.-6a _____ o~.0~7--
Final 4.22 2.47 0.25 
Th initial co~c was 0.38 and the tanda~d 
deviation wae o.68. The f~l cor was 4.25 nd tho 
ata..oda.rd dev1s.tion wa 2.47. Tha d1ffe e.nce betwe .n t.he 
tvo mean Gcorea vas 3.89. Th critical ratio of 15~07 
indicated a very eignifioo.nt gain t the 1~ lev 1. 
l3lt-
Table 38.. com~.res the scores of the control 
cases on the c~pos1tion test in the ~it1sl Ma~ch test-
ing and the final May testing. 
Table 38 
Cont:rol Group Gains of the 97 Paired Cases 
on the Composition Teat 
r~arch to May 
8. • 
Test No. 11enu S~D . S.E.M. Dif.f. D1ff. 
In ~ial 27. 0 .. 40 0 .:z..1 o.oz 
2.47 loOO 
1-·inaL__ ~.az 9.82 +·.0.0 
The 1n1 tial mean 8001'0 -was 0.40 and tho 
ard deviation ~ae 0.71. The t1nal mean ecore l13.S 
C.R. 
2.47 
stand-
2o87 
and the standard davia.tion vns 9.89. The difi'erenct" ne -
t~een the ~wo mean scores, w-aa 2. 47., ThG critical ratio 
of 2.47 was significant at the 5; level. Since 2.57 vas 
the significant level, 2 . 47 ''as just under the signifi-
cant figure at the 1~ level. 
Table 39 shows the gains of the 97 paired 
cases on the composition teat fro the initial rch 
testing to the final May to tin • 
Group 
Table 39 
Comparison of the Mean Gains of the 
97 Paired Cases on the Composition Teet 
larch to y 
No. 
Mean 
Gain 
S.!. 
Gain Diff. 
S.E. 
Diff. 
Experimental 262 3.89 0.258 
1.42 
Control 254 2.47 1.00 
C.R. 
The gain of the experimental group 3.89 
and the standard error of the gain was 0.258. The gain 
of the control group v a 2.47 and the standard error of 
the gain vao 1.00. The difference betw en the an 
ins WG l.~~ which favored the experiment l tched 
11-s • 
Final Data for Matched Pairs on Ability 
to Spell Wo~ds Accurately 
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Table 40. compa~eB the final ocores of the 97 
paired ca.aes on the spelling inventory which ws admin-
.tatered in y. 
Table 40. 
Final ScoreD of the 97 Paired Gaa 
Spelling Inventor~ 
May 
0."1 th 
s .Yr.' 
Group Ifoa 1 sn S.D. B.E.M.::.. Diff. D1ffo 
~E.t:.;:_1mental 91 ~.~') 12. 12 1 2-:J • • ;a 
3.54 1.81 
Oontl'"ol '54 .81 13.9~ l.ll 
---
----....-........-
O.R. 
-
1.96 
The final score of the experimental paired 
cas v~e 58.35 and the standard deviation ~ e 12.12. 
The final score of tho control paired cases vao 54.81 
a.n.d the tanda~d d vietion 1ras 13.93. The dii"f renee 
between the scores vas 3.54. The critical ratio of 1.96 
we.e ignil:lca.nt at the ~ level. 
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Table 41. ehows the gains of the xperimen 1 
ps.~ed cases on the spelli.ng inventory from th 1n1 t 1 
March testing to the final M y testing. 
~L_ 
Initial 
FinB.l 
T-ble 41 .. 
Experimental G ina of the 97 Pair d 
C sea on the Spelling Inventory 
f.tLroh to Ma7 
• • No. Mean S .D .. B.E .. M. D1f:f'o D1ff. 
~z 36.46 .. 14.34 1.46 21.89 1.91 
58.35 12.12 1 23 
mhe in:1t1al mean scor vas 36.46 and the 
e.rd deviation vac 14 .. 34. The f' 1nal a ean a core u.s 
C.P. . 
11.40 
stand-
58-35 
d the standard deviation 12.12 . The diff rene be-
t,;een the cores was 21.89.. Th critical z-atio of 11.40 
e very significant at the 1~ level . 
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Table 42. sho··a the gains of the control 
pa1~ed cases on the spelling ~vento~y fr~ the 1n1t1al 
March tcet1ng to the ftnal y testing. 
Tabl e !!-2. 
Control Group Gains of the 97 Pair d Cases an th 
Spelling Invento~y 
~rch to May 
s .E. 
S ,DL S.E .M. D1f£. Diff, O.R. 
Xn.1:t1nl 97 36. 56_ l~ .29 __!d;L 
17.25 1.83 9.42 
~1 ____ . _____ 5~4~·~8=1 __ 1~3~·~9~3~---1~_ 2_1~--------~---------
Th Ln1tia1 me&n score vaa 36.56 and the 
standard deviaticm vas 14.29. 'l'he .final a an score vas 
51~.81 and the standard deviation .m.s 13.,93. The d!!'fer-
enoe betveen these scores was 17.251 The cr~tical ratlo 
ya 9 . 42 which wne a very 1~f1cant 1n at the 1~ 
1 velo 
Table 43 compares th gams made by the 97 
pair~d cases on the ap ll1ng inventory test rrom the 
1n1tinl March testing to the final May testing. 
Table 43 
Comparison of the Gains by the 97 Paired 
Caaea on the Spelling Inventory 
March to Nay 
5.t. s.E. 
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GrouE No, Gain Gain Dif!'. D1ff. o.R. 
Experimental 262- .. 21. 82 1.91 
l~. 6l! 2 .. 64 1.76 
Control 2~4 11.2!2 l.BJ 
The mean gain of the experimental group wae 
21 .89 and the standard error of the ga~ vas 1.91. The 
in of the control bToup was 17.25 and the standard 
error of the gain ~~s 1-83. The difference brtveen the 
gains l7as 4. 64 favor.1ng the experinu~ntal group. The 
critical ratio wae 1.76 vhich ~s not s~gn1ficant at 
th ';$ level sine 1. 96 was the figure used for 1gn1-
f1eance at th1 level. 
able 1~4. co eo tho final aeore or the 97 
paired cas e 1n the May te tLng on the N t:t-opol1t n 
Achievement Teet in 5pcll1ngv 
Grou,E 
Co1trol 
Te.blc 44 
Final Score of ths 97 P. ired C e on the 
Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test 
I y 
t .E. 
No. an S.D. s.E. • D:lff' • 1ff'. 
27 64 .. 15 10 .. _93 1.1~ 
1 .. 10 1 .. 54 
63.05 10 .. :;5 1.01 
C.R. 
0 .. 714 
Th 
64~15 nnd th 
97 expcrimentB.l cas dame n core of 
et nda~ d viation v a 10.93 . Th 97 con-
trol en sea had a mean eco!- of 63.05 and the otands.~d 
deviation 10.55. Th differ nee bct~ecn the t·o 
scor s vas l.lOv Th critical r t1o vas 0.711 which ~ 
not etat1at1call y a1 1f1eant~ 
1~1 
Table 45 shows the me n gains of the 97 exper-
~ental paired cacen on the !etropolitan Achievement Teat 
from the initial March testing to the final May testing. 
Teet 
Initial 
Final 
Table 45 
M an Geins of the 97 Cases in the 
Experimental Group on the 
Metropolitan Achievement ~ Spelling 
March to May 
s.E. 
No. Mean S.D. S.E.M. Di .ff'. Diff. 
21 60.~ 10.6!2 1.08 3.57 1.55 
64.1,2 10.23 1.11 
C.R. 
2.30 
The initial mean score wao 60.58 and the stand-
ard deviation was 10.65. The final mean score was 64.15 
and the standard deviation was 10 93. The difference be-
tween the two mean scores¥ e 3.57. The critical ratio 
Of 2 e 30 lndii!a.ted tha. t this gain YS.S SignifiCant at the 
5- level since 1.96 vae the ratio indicating signifi-
cance at this level, but not significant at the 1~ level. 
Table 46 shows the gains .of the ':;;7 control 
cases from t:•e initial March testinti to the final Muy 
testin,, on the Metrop?litan 1:\pelling Achievement 
Test. 
Table 46 
Control Group Gains of the 97 Paired Cases 
on the Metropolitan Spelling Achievement 'l'est 
March to May 
• • Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff. Diff, C.R, 
Initial :n 61.0:2 10.41 1.06 2.0 1.58 1.30 
Final 6J.0:2 10. ·~:2 1.02 
Thee initial mean score was 61.05 and the 
standard deviation was 10.41. The final mean score was 
63.05 and the standard deviation was 10.55. The 
difference between the two scores vas 2.0. The critical 
r'lt:Lo was 1.30 which was not a statisticall;v significant 
galn. 
Table 47. o pare a the a ne of the "1 paire~ 
cs•• n the '~tropolit n chlevement est. 
Oroup 
Oompar1eon n 0 tn cr t.l-1 
97 a\red Caa ~ on the etropolit&n 
chi eve on t Te t 
ental & 
The mean 
arc to a 
s.E. 
Gain 
2 . 21 
t • experimental grou 
' 
0.710 
•• 
• ? n t r rror ot the ga1n w e 1. 5. Tlw 
n a1n or ho control ~roup was 2 . 0 and the tanda~ 
erro or tho a1n s 1 . 57. The ettterence 1n e1na waa 
~.21 avor1n t e xper!.entel 8 up. ,he cr1t1o 1 ratio 
ot 0.?10 1nd1oatea that the d1ff ce 1n na ea not 
ai n1t1cant. 
D t on the atche~ Pa1ra 1n the Derive~ 
Form Teat 
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Table 48.compares the scores of the 97 paired 
cases on the deri~ed torm teat which as d~iat r d in 
... ,.. Table 48 • 
Comparison of Mean Seores of the 
9'7 Pair• d G aoa on the I'er1 veO Form T t 
Grou.e No. eon s. r . S.E.M. D1ff' • 
mental 9'7 34 . 55 10. 98 1.12 
4 . 42 1 .7~ 2 . 5 
Con' rol 97 30. 13 12 . 92 1 . 31 
The 9'7 experimental ps1re h d e n ecor of 
34.55 nd the standard dBv1at1on wes lo.ga . The mo 
score of the 97 control pairs was ~0 . 13 ana the tnn~a~ 
deviation wea 12 . 92 . The difference between the core 
a ~ . 42 which favored the experimental group . Tbe crit-
ical r tio or 2 .55 1nd1e ted that the experimental groui 
was a1 ~1ficn~tly h1ghor t the 5~ level . 
D ta on the Matched P irs 1n the 
Definitions e t 
Table 49. compare the ecorJ of the 97 pP-1red 
cases on the definitions test. which as dm1n1ater d in 
~ Y• 
ble 49 . 
Comperi on of n 0 00r e of tho 
97 P 1red 0 s on th D f1n1t1one T et . 
~G~r~o~u.c~------~~~~~e~n~n~~S~·~D~·~~S~·~E~·~·~_D_1_f_f~·--------~~ 
xoeriment 1 97 14.41 5 .64 0~573 
Control 97 1Q.7§ ~ .95 1··~0~9 ________________ __ 
The 97 experiment 1 pQired o e h me n 
core of 14.41 nd th t nd r dev1 t1on 5.64 . The 
97 co trol p ired c s h d m n score of 10 . 76 en· th 
t n rd d v t1on 9 . 95. e difference b n the 
n n score a 3 . 71 h1ch f vored the experi ent l group. 
The critic l r io of 2 . 20 ndic t d the gain of t e -
periment l group w a t tf tically s~gnif'c nt at t 5 
lev 1 . 
llt-6 
Analysis of I:ata for the Groups F'ormed on the 
Basis of Spelling Achisvement 
The experimental group WBS Aiv1ded into focr 
sectton:J i:m.sed on the '>cores record en on the 1;etropol1 trtn 
Spellln~ Achieve~ent Test. The section~ were as follo~c1 
Group ~To, Scores-Grn·~·:f'J U>V~>l 
Excellent Spellers 95 6,7 unci u~ 
Good Spellers 75 5 • rl 
-
t>eG 
i''9.ir Spellers 48 4 • '7 s.o 
Poor <;pellers 44 4,6 ancl t,r,,low 
The de.te f'rom theme ~chievement eectiono wore 
R!"ely,·er' to compere the gains on the eynonym context test, 
t}JO co,.,r.;o~l tion mecsures, rmc' the spelling inventory. 
llt-7 
nnly of h 
'p llln or .; t n 
mo r a .h n~ti l 1. xocllent 
p~ll r ith th.6 B od sp 1 ero: 2 , t h go ~ p 11 r 
1t h th 1 p ll r 
' 
th f ir op 11 r \it th 
oor pt! l l r on th !. t 1 oor ot tho rnon co • 
t xt t • T bl 50., 
co pl\r1son or Inlt 1 (!!co 011 thft 
s on Cont t t by tho Po l" 
Aahieve nt rou a 
' rch 
O.,.ot,t'l 1i'fQ 
."lt 
9_§..__!4_. 2 1 6 . 38 o.e·o 
o i:: • .go 
75 
2 .51 0 . 872 2. 4 
40 . 44 3 .9~ 0 . 56'7 
- ~ .o O. GO • e 
2 . 27 o. 2 
h 1n1t co 0 th fou ah v nt 
0 1 ... 0 th p :r nt l ro p th th 
r t ' 
XC ll nt lle b d eor 1 • 1 
nG th s dar~ d v1 t1ol • • 0 1 
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hed mesn core of 7 . 95 nno the tend rd deviation o 
5 . 39 . Th f 1r sp~ller h ~ me n cor of 5 . 44 an th 
t rc eV1 t1on as 5 . 93 . The poor pell ers bed m an 
aoore or 2.39 and the st ndara ev1 tion ae 2 .2? . 
In co p ring th 1n1t1 1 cor e msde by the 
noh1 vemcnt roups , tho xcell cnt a eller ere compar ed 
1th the good pallor ; the soo~ ep llor ro c omp red 1. th 
tb r 1r p 11 r ; the f 1r sp ller 
poor pell rs .. 
ro oomp ro~ ith th 
The m n d1ff rene bot o n th excellent pell-
or o.nd th ooc'l p 11 r 
poller • The critic 1 
s 6 .26 ravor1ns th excellent 
tic of 5 . 90 indio t d t t th ex-
cell nt speller ra s1 n1f1cnntly h1 hor thnn tho good 
pall r t t e 1% 1 vel . 
an d fference on th 1n1t1 1 core bet n 
th ooa nd th f ir poll r. w s 2 . 51 fovorlng th sooa 
p llor • 
pall r 
he critic 1 r tio of 2 . 84 1nd1catod th t th good 
r at tiotic lly hiGh r than the t 1r pell r 
t th l lev 1 . 
The n <! i f f r nc bet n th f 1r n d th poor 
poll ra 3 .,05 t vor1n the fair pell rs . The critic l 
tio of . 52 ind io"' t t the f 1r ep llara ere very 1g-
n1f1o ntl higher than th poor sp 11 r • 
Tho e:xc llant p ll r re oi n1:f'S.c ntly batt r 
in the 1n1t1 l te tln of th ynonym cent xt t t than nll 
oth r roup • 
Table 51. compares the final scores of 1. the 
excellent with the good spellers; 2. the good spellers 
ith the fAir opellora; 3. the f 1r pellet• 
.pallors on the synonym context teat. 
1 th the poor 
Group No. 
T ble 51. 
Comp r1 on of the Final Scores on 
the Synonym Context Teat 
by the Four Achievement Groups 
Me.y 
.... ... 
ean S. D. S.E.M. Diff . D1f~• 
Excel l ent 95 46.86 13.70 1.41 
12.51 1.?4 
Gocd 75 ~4 .55 12.47 1.44 
2 . 40 
Fo ir 48 30.46 13.31 1.92 
8 . 69 2 . 64 
Poor 44 21 .77 11.82 1.78 
C. R. 
5 .11 
1.62 
The finel score of the excellent spellers na 
46 . 86 and the standard ~ev1at1on wes 13.70. The final 
acoro of the good spellers a 54 .~5 nd th te.nde.rd de-
vlat1on 1e 12.47. ho final score of the :fair spell re 
as 30 . G no the stendard dev1 t1on 1as 1S . 3l . Th poor 
spell re hed a fin 1 core of 21 . 77 nd 
t1on of 11.82. 
tone ro dev 
1~0 
The difference between the excellent spellers 
and the good apellers on the final score was l2.bl. Th 
critic 1 ratio of 5.11 was ver:v stgniflc nt favoring the 
excell nt ellers. 
The ~1tterence between the goo spellers ~n~ the 
f ir snellers was 2.40. The critical rot1o of 1.62 indi-
cated th t there was no sign1f1c nt difference bet een 
thos roupa on the fin 1 scores . 
Tho difference between the fn1r spellers and tha 
poor spellert! was 8.69. The ori.t1cal ratio wall ::J.29 h1 .. h 
1n~1c tod that tho fair opeller ~ro s1gn1f1c ntly h18h-
er than the noor spellers on the f1na.l scores. 
Table 52 . compare s the scores of the excellent 
spellers on the synonym context tost 1n the 1n1ti 1 
! rah testlng ~nd the .fin 1 J~ny testing. 
Test 
In1t1al 95 
Final 
Table 52 . 
con G ins of th Exc llent Spell r 
on the Synonym Context Te t 
.from 
arch to 'c.y 
• • Mean S . D. S . E . M. 01ff . D1ff . 
14 . 21 8 . 38 0 . 859 
32 . 65 1 . 65 
46 . 86 13 . 70 1 .41 
O. H. 
18 . 77 . 
The 1n1t1ol menn core .as 14 . 21 P.nd the stand-
rd dev1 tion of 6 . 38 . On the final testing, the mean 
soors 7&3 46 . 86 and a stand rd deviation of 13 .70 . The 
e n rliffereno indicated a 6 in of o2 . 65 . The cr1t1o 1 
r tlo of 18 . 77 1n :loe.ted that the s 1n of the excellent 
9 ellers s very a1.n1f1oant t the 1 level . 
1~2 
T bl 53,. ~ mpsraa the 9C01~aa of tho good 
apa llers on tha sy!'lonym context test in the in1 t1al 
'arch testing and the final 'May testtn • 
Table 53. 
Mean Gains o_ the Good Spellers 
on tha Synonym Context Test 
.from 
s . .. 
Test No 1 Me~n 2tDs I n1.rr 1 J..;."ff . c.n1 
Initial '75 '7.95 5 . 39 o.czz 
26 . 40 1 . 56 16 . 90 
Fin3.l :54 .. 35 12.47 1 . 440 
The 1n1t1al mean score of the good spellers wa~ 
7 .95 and the t nd rd deviation as 5 . 39 . The fin 1 11oe.n 
score was 34 . 35 and the atnncar~ deviation as 12 . ~7. Th 
difference botweon the two aoo~e 1nd1cated a gain of 26 . o. 
The cr1t1cal ratio was 16 . 90 h1ch 1nd1catod tllll t tho :t.n 
of tha good spellers waa very significant ct the 1~ lo~el. 
T ble 54 .. com re t.'la cores of tl fa1r 
spellers on the syr onym con text te t 'n tht, tn1 t1 1 
rch teat ng vnd the final l y teot:1ng . 
T ble 54 . 
~ean Ga n o tho F r Speller 
on the Synonym Context Teet 
!'rom 
c.rch to May 
S.E . 
Test No . !H~Jl s . ~. ~ .&.~·. I!i!;ta l21:£t:. 
In1t1 1 48 5 . 44 S . 93 0 . 567 
25.02 2 . 00 
Fino.l 30 . 48 13.31 1. 921 
1S3 
~.Ba 
12 . 51 
The 1n1t1al mean score was 5 . A4 and tha stanc -
ard deviation as 3 . 93 . The Cinal coore .ns 30.46 and th 
standard dev1atior, waa 13.31 . T e dU':ference betwoen the 
scores es 25 . 02 . The c rit!o 1 ratio of 12 . 51 indio a ted 
that the gain of the fnir spellers as very oign r1cnnt 
at the 1( level . 
T b. 55, c , .. o.:r>a t .. o aoor'='&~ or the poo_ pell-
ors on the oyuonym context to t ln tho !n1tial Murch test-
1ng and the ~inal iay teat1n • 
Test No. 
!n1tinl 44 
Final 
Tabl 55. 
U&an Ga:i..na o;.." the Poor Spellers 
On tho Byn nym Context Test 
•a1'"0h to ay 
t.!ean S.D. S . E • .;. .. Diff . 
2.27 0 . 342 
19.36 
s .E. 
Diff . c.R. 
10 . 81 
The 1n1t1al mean score w s 2 . 3g nd the atan6ara 
deviation was 2.2?. The final mean score es 21 . 77 and 
the standara deviation was 11 . 82 . The mean difference be-
t een the scores w D 19 . 36 . The c~itic 1 ratio of 10. 81 
indicate~ that the poor epell ra made a gain that was ver.r 
significant at tho 1~ level . 
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Table 56~ shows thg gnins made oy 1 . the ex-
ae1l nt SIJGlle·t·s as compared to the good spal az·s: 2. the 
go. in nde by th gooo spell ~a ea comp red to the ~ 1r 
apellera; 3. the gaSoe made by the fair spellers es com-
pared to the poor epelle~·s. 
Table 56 . 
compar1~on of ·ean Gains en syr~onym Jontext Test 
nro.h to "ay 
f•ean s .. 'e. s .. E. 
GrouP. 1 Ow Gain Gain D1fi' .. DJ.ff" G.R 
E;.-.o.ellent 95 32 .. 65 l . 65 
- 6.25 2 . 27 2.75 
Good 75 28.40 1:. 55 
-- ]..38 2.55 0 . .. 45 
F 1~ 48 25.02 2 .. 00 
- --
_. ___ 
5.66 2.69 2.1(; 
?oor 44 :9.:56 . . '79 
--- -----
The tr.ean gain of the e,r:oellent spelier•s wa. 
32 .. 65 at1d the stant~tard e r:->r s J .,65., The mea.~ gu.ir .. cf 
the good apol.le:-s s.s 26.40 and the st ndard error was 
J .• 56. he difference in gains w s 6,.25 ravcr~1g the ez-
celltm":; spellers. The "ritJ.cal ratio w s 2 .rt5 wh .. ch in-
dicaved than the ge1n of the excellen~ spel ers tQB aigni -
:tcant t the :. levol. 
The mean ga1n of the fair spell rs ~· 25.02 
t~e atondard deviat on was 2 . 0 . The menn g in of the goou 
ellors wao 26 . 40. The difference bet en the g ·ns a 
1 . 38. The cr1t1oal ratjo of 0 . 545 indicated thD~e ~s no 
1S6 
ignificant gain of the good spollers over the fair spell~ 
61:' • 
The mean gain of the poor spellera as 19.36 n~ 
the standard error of the gain wa3 1.79. The difference 
1 n g·ains of th9 fair ~peller es compared with the poor 
speller aa 5.66. The cr1t1oal r tio of 2 .10 we 1gn1f-
1cant t the 6% level, since 2.57 , a the figure of 1g-
n1ficance at the l( lovel. 
It was evident 1n the above t1nd1nas that the 
excellent spellers de better sailla on the syncmya 
aontext test than tba poor spellers. To detarm1De the 
s1 n1t1canca ot the d1f'tereaae, the mean &a ina ot the two 
aroup• el"e oompare<f. The f'ollowillg table abows the 
compar1aOD. 
1$7 
Tcblo 57 • c.· O"'ipe.::-eu the ge.i."le mndo t.y t.he axe all-
n spellers ~1th th gG n ade by the po~r spellers on 
tho synonym con text teat from :r..:arch to May. 
Group 
Table 5'7 . 
Comparison cf rea..~ OoJna of the E:xcell,nt 
and Poor Spellers on the Synonym Context TeDt 
from 
March to Ue.y 
8. • ~;> . E • No. Gain Gain Diff' . 'D1ff'. c.R. 
Excellent 95 52 . 65 1 . 65 
13 . 29 2 . 75 4 . 8:3 
Poor 44 19 . 36 1 . 7g 
The excellent spellers had a mean gain of 52 . 6 
n" the standard error was 1 . 65 . The poor spsllera hnd 
~ean gnin of 19 . 36 and the standard error as 1 . 79 . The 
difference bet een the g~ina was 13 . 29 . The critical 
r tio of 4 . 83 Indicated that the gain of the oxoellent 
sp llora o very e1gnif1c n~ at the l 1 vel . 
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Table 58 compar a th 1ni ~illl cor of th ; 
1. excellent spellers with the good s llors; 2. tho 
good sp ller it th fair spellers; and 3. th fair 
spell ra with the poor p ller on th co po ition t t. 
Table 58 
Initial Scores of the Four Ach.tevem nt G:t-oupD on 
the Composition Test 
'iD.rch 
• . GrouE No. Mean S.D. s.E.n. Ditr. D1ff. c.n. 
cell£;nt 95 0.82 0.87 0.089 
0.28 o.o~a 
0.54 0.033 16.33 
Good 1~ o.~o 
o.o·,· 0.024 2.91 
1 a1r 48 0.21 0.41 o.o;,g 
0.01 0.037 0.270 
Poor JPt 0.20 0.6~ 0.104 
Th excellent spellern hnd e mean core of 
0.82 and th standard deviation of 0.87. The good 
spellers had a mean score of 0.28 and a standard 
deviation of 0.50. Th rair sp llers had a mean score 
of 0.21 and th standard deviation of 0.41. The poor 
ep llara had a ~ean score of 0.20 and the standard 
deviation of 0.69. 
Th differ nee b t · n the excellent and th 
good p ller was o.s4. ~1e critical ratio was 16.33 
which 1ndic tea that the excellent spellers ~ r 
significantly higher on th initial test. 
Th differ nc betveon the good sp llers and 
1~ 
the fair spellers vas 0.07 vh1oh favored the good 
spellers ol1ghtly. The critical ratio of 2.91 ~dicated 
that the fair spellers were s1gn1f1cantly higher on the 
~1t1nl test. 
Th~ difference between the fair spellers and 
the poor spellers was 0 . 01 . The critical ratio of 0.270 
1nd1cates there waa no significant difference between 
the fair and the poor spell~rs. 
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Table 59 compares the final scores of the; 
1, excellent npellers with the good pellers; 2 6 the 
good spellers vith the fair spellers; 3, the fair 
spell rs v.ith the poor spell r&. 
Table 59 
Final Scores of the Four Achievem6nt S ctions on 
the Composition Test 
March to y 
s .r.;. 
GrouE R'2,. Mean S.D . 3 .E.t-1. Dif'f~ Di~fw c.n. 
Excellent 2~ 2·62_...h_Ol 0.308 0.96 1.92 0.50 
Good z~ 4.z~ 2.68 O.J.Q.9_ 
' 0.75 l.03 0.728 
Fair 1~8 J.28 2.;32 0.34:2 
1.12 0.1482 2.32 
Poor 44 2.86 2.l:z: 0.;3J1 
The final mean ecore of the excellent sp~ller 
as 5.69 and the standard deviation uas 3.0le The final 
score of the good spellers a 4.73 and the standard 
deviation was 2.68. The d1f£erenc betveen the final 
enoree vas 0.96 vhich favored the excellent spellers 
slightly. The critical ratio of 0.50 was not 
s1gn1f.1cant. 
The final mean scor or the fair apell re was 
3.98 which was compared with the final mean core of the 
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good spellers which wa 4.73- ~1e differ nee betvean the 
3cores vae 0~75 which favored the good spellers slightly. 
The critical r tio of 0~728 was not significent 
stat1st1~ally. 
Th~ final mean score of the poor spellers was 
2.86 which mado a diffe~enoe o£ 1.12 ~ comparison vith 
the rnean BCOFe of the fair sp~lle~s which waa 3.98. The 
critical r at1o wa 2.32 ~h1ch ~s statiet~oally 
s1gn1r1aant at t1e 5~ 1 v 1~ but ~as under the rigta•, 
2. 57 at ~he 1% level. 
Table 6o com,Pa:rea the aco:rea of th cell nt 
11 1' on the composition test 1n the 1n1t1al roh 
t eting nd th tiDal te tins. 
':'b 6o 
~ an Gain of th.e Exe 11 nt Speller 0:1 t 1 
Campce1t1on !eat 
March to llaJ 
• • 
f~et o. Kesn S.D. .,..._. S.R.IC. 
--·· 
D1t1" r pttr. 
InitiAl 0~5 0.82 o.Bz O.Oi_ 4.87 0.32 
1ntll ~:.22-...l:.<?.l o . . ,1 
---
.. ~ 
The 1n1t1al mean score vaa 0.82 and the 
C.R. 
15.21 
dard deY1at1on w~ 0.87. The f1ll&l mean ecore va.s 
s.69 end the standard deviation WB 3.01. The 
dif~r enc betveen the acorea vaa 4.87. Th critical 
r tlo of 48.21 indicated a very s1gn1f1a&nt tn. 
Table 61 comparee tne scores of the spellers 
on the composition teets vh1ch ve.re adm1n1atered in 
Karch and ill May. 
Test 
Table 61 
Mean GainD of the Good pellezes on th 
Composition Test 
March to May 
• .t:.i. 
No~ Mean S.D. B.E.M .. D1ff. D1ff'. 
!n1tial 1~ 0.28 0.!20 0.06 JL 1~5 Ow30 
Pinal 4.z~ 2~68 O.Jl 
The 1n1t1al mean ~core vea 0.28 and the 
C.R. 
14.8 
standard deviation vas 0.50. The final mean score vas 
4.73 and the standard deviation was 2.68. The ean gain 
was 4.45. The critical ratio indicated that the gain 
was very a1gnlficant at the 1- level. 
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Tabl 62 compares the scores of the fair 
spellers on th composition tests vhich vcre a~­
st red 1n March and l'..ay. 
'!'est 
Ini:t.ie.l 
Final 
ata.ndard 
Table 62 
lean G :t.n.s of the F 1r Sp 11 ro on the 
Composition Teo t 
l -z-ch to ~Y 
• • 
llo. ean S.D., S.E . • Diff . Dif.f .. 
48 0.2J. 0.41 0.06 
3&77 0.36 
3o98 I) ?9 ,.., v,) .0 . 35 
The ULttial m en score · a 0.21 and tb 
C.R. 
10.40 
devi tion w. o.4le The final mean score 1188 
3. 98 and the s te.nde.rd deviation va 2. 39. The 
d1fferenco between the scores was 3.77. Tho critical 
ratio v s 10. 40 which indicates that the gain vas very 
significant. 
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Table 63 co pares the ecorea of the poor 
sp llers on the composition test vhioh ver a~~a-
tered :in r.aarch end y ~ 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
Table 63 
Mean Gains o~ the Poo~ Spellers on the 
Co~poait1on Test 
S'.E. 
No. Mean S.D. S.E .M. Dif!'. Dift. 
44 0.20 o.6Q 0.10 
2 .66 0.35 
2.86 2.17 O.JJ . 
Tho 1n1t1al mean core s 0.20 and the 
C. R. 
7.60 
standard d v1ation ~ 0. 69. Th fins.l ean ool"e was 
2.86 and the standard deviation vas 2.17o The 
d1!'~er no b t~ en th cores aa 2.66. The er1t1oal 
ratio was 7a6 ~h1ch indicated a very 1gnit1oant ~in 
by the poor spell rs. 
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Table 64 compares th~ gains of l~ the 
excellfJnt spellers 1ith the [~ood spellex-s; 2J the good 
apellero with ~he fair spellere; 3. the fair sp 11 rs 
uith the poor spellers on the composition measures which 
we:r administered in March and 1n May. 
Groun 
Table 64 
Cooparison of Ga~s of the our Achievement 
Groups on the Composition Mensures 
Mean -s-:r.- S.E. 
No. Gain Gain n1rr. Diff. 
Exc€llent 95 4.87 0 .... 2 ·:.? 
---..-- 0.~2 0. 435 
Good 75 .4.4~- . 0 . 30 
- 0 .. 68 0 .1~67 
Fair 48 3.rr 0.3~ 
1.11 0.509 
Poor 44 2.66 0. 35, . 
G.R. 
0 , 965 
1.45 
2.18 
~he excellent opalle:ra made a mean gain of 
ll. 87 o.nd tho gooli spellers lL!lde a gain o:f If. 45. The 
difference between th gains vas 0.42 which favored the 
excellent ep 11 ra slightly. Tlw critical ratio of 
0.965 ~as not significant. 
The fair speller3 had a mean gain or 3.77 
which wa compared with the mean ga1n or the good 
spellera, vhich vas 4.45. The d1fferenc beG~een the 
gains vns 0.68 which favored the good spellers 
slightly. The critical ratio of 1.45 wa not 
significant sinoe it wao lo~er than 1.96; the 5% 
level of significance. 
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The poor opellers had a mean gain of 2.66 which 
s compared uith the gain of the fair spellers, 
vh1ch vas 3.77. The difference between gaL~s vas 
1.111 which favored the fair epelleru. The critical 
ratio of 2.18 was statisticalli significant at the 
5~ level. 
Analysia of data on the ability to Dpell .words 
~~m-atelz. --
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Table 65 compares the initial co~e of th 
four achievement groups on the sp ll1n ~ventory. 
Oompari on is made or the exce~lent and the good 
spellers; the good spe11eP.~ and the fair spellers; the 
fair apellera and the p~o~ spe~lers. 
Table 65 
Initial Score~ of thP Four Achievement Groups 
on the Spelling Inventory 
March 
. . . 
Grou;Qa No,u . Mean S.D. 5.E.M.__ D1ff~ Diff. C.R. 
Excellent 2.2 5~~.1.L.].b~ii? 1. 29 
- - 16.26 1.78 9.13 
Good 75 37·51 10~10.~~24 
8.01 1.83 !}.32 
Fair 48 29.50 9. 90 1. 1~3 
-..-.-.......-- 15.00 1.9"( 7v6l 
Poor· 4!~ 14.20 Qv02 1.3§ 
The mean score of th excellent spollere waa 
53· 77 and th standsrd dev1atton s 12.48. The mGan of 
the good spellers was 37.51 and tho otanda~d deviation 
was 10.70. The mean of th fair spello~s ~ s 29.50 and 
the standard devta t1on lla.B 9. 90. The mean of the poor 
sp lle~a ~s 14.50 and the atandard deviation ~ e 9.02. 
The difference between the scores or the 
excellent a~ellers and the good spellers vas 16.26. 
~!'he critical ratio or 9.13 indicated that the excellent 
spellers were significantly h1~1er at the 1~ level Ln 
the initial teat than the good spellers. 
The difference between the scores of the good 
spellers and the ta1r sp0llera was 8.01, f'avo:ring the 
good spellers. The critical ratio or ~-32 indicated 
th'lt the good spellsl'e were flignifioEU"ltly llir,her at the 
1~ l~vel in th initial teat. 
The d1ffftrence between the fair spellers end 
the poor spellers was 15.00 favor~g the f'aiF spellers. 
The critical ratio or 7.61 uas very s1gn1f~~t at the 
1~ level. The fa~· spellers were a1gnificantly higher 
on the initial teat. 
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'l'e.ble 66 c0111 r s the t"inal core or th 
four chi v n:ent grao ps on the 111ng 1nvento:r;r. 
C puricon 1 made or th cxc llent pollers 1 h the 
ood 11 l" ; the oo4 ller 1tb th r 1r peller J 
th " 1r pell ro vith th poor speller • 
T ble 56 
Fi.Dal aco o1' th OUl" chi v cnt Group 
o.o the 5pell1n InventOPy 
.. 
... f! It -~~~------------------------------~------~---. .. 
lfo. ean 
.,..._. ..... s,n .... . s ·F •1\r.._ p1 t. Dirr, C.R. 
9.2 68.0 ~-~3. o.:i n 8.04 1.09 7.37 
Poor 
Z5 59.96 9.17 0.94j 5.88 1.82 j .. 23 
48 54.08 10.87 1.51 
16.19 2. 3. 6.94 
~H 
-
J7.B9 11.50 1.73 
Good 
• •• 1 
~n r1na1 m n c r of th oxc llent ll r 
68.0 and the 1nal mean soor~ of th~ good pell ~ 
s 59.96. he diff r nc wan 8.04 wnich f vor d th 
er.cellent spellers. Th critical ~atio or ;.37 
J.nd1 c1 t th final an score v s s1gnit1cantly 
high r than the t 1nal mean ot the oo4 speller • 
Th final 
59-96, nd th £1nal 
n cor or the good pell r v o 
score of th rair npsllor vas 
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54.08. TD d1tf renee betveen the ea~es e 5.88• 
favoring the good a})eller • Th c:rit1cal ratio ot 3.23 
a atat1at1call yery e1gn1f1aant to the final ecor 
ot the good pell 1" • 
fh fina1 mean of the fsiP S llere V B 54.08 
and the ti.Ml me n acor of th poor s_pellers va.e 37.89. 
The difference b tve n th ecorea a 16.19, r. vorJ-~ the 
f31r B llcr~. Th crit1ca1 ratio of 6.94 as 
·t t1 ticmlly very a1.UJl.1fieant at t l" lvv 1. 
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Table 6'f ehows the gains of the excellent 
spelle~a on the spelling inventory which 
1n Msroh a.u.d May. 
s adm.i.nistered 
Ta.bl.e 67 
Mean Oa1ns of the Excellent Spellers an th 
Spelling Inventory 
March to Ma;y 
• • Toet No. Mean S.D .. S.E .. .t-1. Diff. Diff..!--C.R. 
Initial 2!2 ~~ ·1I 12.48 1.280 16.55 1.90 8.71 
Final 68.00 5.33 0. 5J~7 
--
Tho initial mean score vas 53.77 and the 
standard deviation vas 12.48. The final mDnn score vaa 
68.00 and the standard deviation was 0.547. The 
dirrerence between the scores •as 16.55. The critical 
ratio we 8. 71 which indicated that the gain of the 
experimental group was very significant at the 1; level. 
17.3 
Table 68 showa th~ gains of the good spellers 
on the spelling L,vontory ~bich was ada1ntste~ed in 
Mal"ch and May. 
59.96 and the standard deviation ws 8.17 ~ '1'11<: 
diff'erenco b tween th scores wae 22.45~ 'l'he CI•itica.l 
ratio of 14.ll ~dicated a very significant gain at the 
1~ level for the good spellers on the spelling inventorJ. 
Table 69 shove the mean gains of the fair 
epellero on the spelling inventory vhich was dmin-
iotered 1n Na.:rch end 1n May. 
Table 69 
M an Gains of the Fair Spellers on the 
Spelling Inventory 
~.arch to May 
~ • 
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T st Nov Mean S.D. 5.E.M. Diff_ Di.f.f . _ C.RL-
Initial 48 29.50 9.90 lv43 
26.83 2.50 10.73 
Finlll 54 . 08 10. 8] 1 . ,~q 2c * nk 
The initial mean score vas 29.50 and the 
standard deviation wa 9.90. h final mean score H a 
54.08 and the standard deviation vas 10~87 . The 
di rerencb b tween the scoPes "aa 26.83 . The crit1ce..l 
ratio or 10. 73 1ndicat d a very e1gn1riaant gain by the 
t e.ir spellers . 
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Table 70. sho s tho gains of the poor speller 
on the spelling inventory hich was administered in-
March and 1J;. May. 
Table 70. 
ean Gains by Poor Spellers on the Spelling Inventory 
arch to llay 
S.E. 
Ng. "A aD §.12. S I :g;l I D;U:,. D &.1:.! C1 R1 
~~:t1al ~ l!±. ~Q 2. Q~ 1·3~ 
23.39 2.20 10. 63 
Ei.Dfil 3Z. 82 llala laZ3 
The initial mean score s 14. 50 and the 
score as 
3?.89 and tho standard deviation s 11. ,0. The dit-
f renee between the two means as 23 . 39. The critical 
ratio s 10.63 which indicated tJat the gain ot the 
poor spellers as vory signi£icant at the l level. 
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Table ?1. co par s tl in or the XC 11 nt 
11 rs 1th tho ood p ll r J th ood p llor with 
th r 1r 11 r ; d the fair s ller 1th the poor 
p 11 r the p 111n inv n ory. 
bl ?1. 
Co p r1 on otG1n on the Spelling Inv ntory 
nn 1n of th xc 11 nt sp 11 r w 
nd th n in of th good 
h d1ff r nc b t en th m 
pell r 
1n 
,.90 hich t vor d th ood p 11 r • Tho critic 1 
r t1o of 2.~2 indicated that thi 1n a 1 nUicant 
t th ; 1 v 1 for th ood sp 11 rs. 
Th m o.n in of th ood p 11 ro 
22.45, a th ean g in of the 1r p 11 r 
26. 83. Th dift r nc b t n the 1n 4.38. 
Th critic 1 r tio or 1 . 50 indic t d th t th r 
no ~1 nificant dift rene b t e n the ood p llers 
and th 1r p 11 r on th p 111 inventory . 
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The mean gain or the fair spellers was 26.83 
and the mean gain ot the poor spellers as 23.39. The 
difference between the gains as 3.~. The or1t1cal 
ratio as 1. 03 which was not statistically significant. 
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Investigation ot Responoo an the Eighty Items 
of th Synonym Context Test by th 
The ethod or scoring the synonym context test 
providod that the items which ere marked s correct 
ere thoso responses hich usod a spelling word a a 
synonym spelled accur tely. If th response as correct 
in m ing but wa not sp lling ord, the 1te a 
marked rona. For xample, the spelling ord desired a 
synonym as lauehter s same pupils ote giggles nd 
smiles instead t laughter . these ords re marked 
rong, because they ore not sp~lling ord • 
This method of scoring ignored the possibility 
that tho excellent spell rs might use words synonym 
hich were of hi her lev 1 than tho spelling words. The 
responses of th excellent p llers an the eighty ita s 
or th synonym context test .er investigated 1n order 
to determine the level of the ord used in relation to 
tho spelling ord. 
In this inv tigation1 30 pupils from th x-
P rirnental group and 30 pupils from th control group 
ere solected from the section of exc llent sp llers , 
hich included the pupils bo scored 6. 7 or higher on 
tho etro»olit an Spelline Achievement Te t (World 
Book Co. , Boston, ss. )o Of these 30 pupils from 
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each group, 15 had taken orm A of th ynonym context 
t st and 15' h d tak n orm • 
Th follo in chart di play th distribution 
of th test : 
Excell nt 
«nor1Jngntal 30 
15 30 
In thes tests, a total of 80 respons 
a pos 1bl final scoro. ch one of th r spanses given 
by th pupUs s analyzed. 
In doing this analys 1o, a chart 
whieh recorded five items of information: 
s d v lop d 
1 . The spelling word expected s a response 
by th writer . 
2. Th recording of the n ber of correct 
re pan • 
3. The recording of th n ber of omissions 
or ong responses. 
4. The r cardin of lo r lev 1 ords hich 
er used as r spon s. 
;. The r cording of th high r lev l ords 
h1ch ere used 9 sponsos. 
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In determininB the level of the words, the 
Thorndik Lorg , Teq£bers ord Boolt or 30a000 WordqV 
was used as th source. The lov 1 of the pelling ord 
desir d as found first. this 1 v 1 was then compared 
ith the level or th ord hich the pupil us d as 
synonym. 
In making this comparison or lev 1 , any word 
which had a rrequency lo er than the spelling word as 
rated as a higher level word; any word which had 
frequency higher than the spelling word as rated as a 
lower level ord. 
Th se r sponaes re recorded on chart o 
that each category could be counted. 
1/ hornd1k,e and Lorg , The Teachers Vlord Book or 30 1 000 
Word§, Bureau or ~ubl cations, Teachers ~ollege, 
Columbia University 1952 
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A. sample ot th chort which r co~ded thi in-
formation was set up 1n the tollo 11ing mann rs 
Chart tor the Inv ti tion ot Response d 
by th Excellent Sp 11 r 
Form A Synonym Context T st 
Erperimental. _ Control 
G eor 
Cor• _os1on Lover Higher Cor-
0::0 In- Level Level rect 
correct ~ - R • 
eR 
recent 0 2 0 'l l l 0 ... 
bo 2 0 0 10 0 0 
2 0 0 5 5 5 0 
l.. l 0 2 4 0 
attend ll 1 0 2 10 3 0 
10 0 0 l. _4 0 0 
record 14 1 0 0 10 5 0 0 
-
t1tl: 5 6 0 , 10 3 1 .... 
million 0 0 l2 0 0 
0 2 ]. 6 1 2 0 
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Th data from th se chart ere then an lyzed, 
and th following p rcent g s r d t rm1n d. Th ox-
P riment 1 gioup ans re correctly 6~~ o th it s , 
whil th control group ano ered corr ct1y 33~ of th 
total numb r ot items. This was a differenc of 31~ 
which f vor d the exp r1mental group. 
Th numb r of r spons s h1cb had b en 1ther 
omitt d or s ered incorrectly by th xper1 ent 1 
group 23 • The control group omittod or an r d 
incorrectly ~ of the r sponses . The control roup had 
31 or incorrect or omitt d ords than the xp rim ntal 
groUpo 
Thirte n perc nt of the r panses rom in d to 
be analyz d for use of higher or lo r level ords. In 
the xp ri entnl group 11~ us d ords ot a lo r level, 
and 2 used word of a higher level. In the cont ol 
group, 12 used lo er lev 1 ords and only 1 us d ords 
of a high r lev lo The xperim nt 1 group us d l~ more 
ords of higher level than the control group us d . 
It is id nt that in the se.mpl1ng of the 60 
case of the excellent spellers from both the exp riment 1 
nd th control groups, v ry lo p r cent of hi her 
lev l ords a~ used by th t o groups . 
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The follo ing tabl 41 plays the percentages 
scored on aeh item investigated ~or both the xperimental 
and control groups 1n the ~ynonym context test . 
rable 72 .. 
Item Analysis or the Synonym Context Test 
£or the Excellent Speller 
Catogories 
Correct Resnonses 
issiana or Incorrect 
RespQQS@JJ 
tower Level Words 
2r Same 
Higher L@yel lords 
Expet1ment~ Control 
64i 
12$ 
Table 72 summarlees the findings as expla1De4 
an pa e 182, whioh 1Dd1oated tbe low ~ercant ot biaher 
leYel words u•ed by both groups. 
Notea la tbla iDYeat1aat1on of re•pansea aa 
th e1chty tt ... of the syaonym context test, a "•palliD& 
ord" 1a ord which w s inclUded 1n the 11•t ot •pelliftg 
words t ught durin& the elaht week period. 
Tabulation or Opinions or Pupils P rticipat 
in the ant 
pr fer nc he t as di tribut d to 11 pupils 
ho participated in the experiment. They ware nskod to 
express th ir opinions on 1) certain typ or ex rois s, 
hich th y had tried during th xp ri entJ 2) th te s 
in hicll th y ork d, and 3) tb r 
r c 1ved th o~t help. 
in which th y 
The qu tion us d in th pr f r nee ~h t era 
a f'oll sa 
l . \'lhich e~ rcise did you like bast? 
Thr e ord to con sentenc 
Wh t J:light you do u 
Topic to writ out 
Pilling in ords h!ch maa.n 
the same 
E. king up wh t-it storio 
II . It you had your cho1c , ould you r ther 
ork 
A~ In a team ot threo 
B. VIi th a partn r 
C. By your olf 
III . ould you like to chan team emb rs 
A. Every day 
B. c o o k 
C. Once mOA"'tth 
D. ot at all 
IV. In your team 
A. Everyone work d 
B. Qa parson dld the most 
c. On did not help 
V. Ho have the ord usage xerc1se helped 
you most? 
A. I ean write sentences b tter 
---
B. 
c. 
D. 
• 
I kno more meaning or ords 
I improved 1n thinking of ido s ----
I can sp ll better 
I lik to spell bett 
On surveying th prefer noe or tho pupils for 
typ or xercis , th hr e ords to rute one sent nc 
a~ selected s bes by 92 pupilc or 36~. Tho eoond 
choice as the xercis c lled "rlhat might you do if?", 
h1ch 66 pupil or 26~ el ctod as tho be t. 1111n 
in ords from the p lling list hich eant the am o 
the underlin d ords, aQ selected by ~pupils, 
reprcsentine 1?. • Thil'ty pupil or 12 cho e topics to 
writ bout as th 1r favorit type of ex rc1s • 
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!be "'Pte, Mklq 1IP ..... , It" at oriel, wu 
oho•a b7 28 puplla • ,.. ftl1 ea.ret•• wa1 a4cted Olll7 
•• a •uc•••tlaa tor the taat ~ atudeata. !be,J or .. tect 
their owa s1tuat1oaa for •Wbat 1t1•. ~·• probl ... were 
tb• exebaaaed wlth aaotber teu, wbo wrote 11111••ted 
•olutlcaa to the probl•. cal7 tboae no had oo.pletec! 
tbe •••laa.t work trled th1a oreat1•• uerol••· 
!'he foUowtaa !able 73. abowa the prefer•••• 
tor toploa •• 1ad1oate4 bY tbe papll•• 
!able '13. 
bill At ll~~:aa.a I JIM IE 
' 1 J'br• 1qr41 tg "'' ...... ,, ,,, 
&; Wha3i llllllii :1111 lag 1ft 66 ., 
3 Zelillll Iii IDSI Alllld ;sg :Ld 
!t ~- !t!i :L2i 
! 11~111 1m "~S ~ •. , .. 211 ii 
In ...... lac the que•'icaa, "Woa14 you pref'e 
'o work 1a a , ... ot tbree, witb a para.-, or by 'Jf1ar• 
••1ft", tbe Yote ••• deolctedly 1ft favor of the t .... ot 
three, as 1S2 expr•••ed tbelr pret•r•ee tor thla pro-
oedure. !'b11 NpNS-tecl m ot 'be total poup. 
Slzt7-aa• pupils, 23• of the total 1roup, preferred to 
work wlth a partaer. PoJ'tJ·•• pup111 were reoordecl •• 
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xprasa the d sir to ork o.lon • Th1 r pr s nts 
17~ of the pupilo. 
The follo 1n table ho s the size ot to 
preforr d by th pupil ho partieip ted in th x-
porim nt. 
Table 74. 
izc, oi' Tep.m 
152 59% 
A Pprtn 61 23$ 
BY ours.elt 42 , 16~ 
he pupils f vor d changing t am omb rs one 
a month :-~ith 192 pupils, or 74 of tho tot 1 numb ri 
xpro ing pr ferenca for the chan o t this tim • ~o 
one ant d to chang m rnbers very day, but 21 o ired 
to chang once a e k. Thea 21 ropr sent d only 8~ of 
the pupils. Forty-seven pupils or 18 did not wont to 
chang t am members at all. 
In order to 1nve tig to the fe ling of the pupils 
in regards to th effici ncy cf their team members, th 1r 
opinions ere sought on workers 1th1n tho roup. Th 
jority of pupils felt that everyone in the croup orked, 
a 177 pupils, or 68 , checked this item. Sixty-thr 
pupils, repr ntin 24~, felt th t one per on did th 
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most work 1n tho gro p~ Only 18 students, 8~7 said that 
one ember did not h lp t 11. 
In z lecting to y 1n hich•th pupil 
thought tha these exorc1 s helpe th most~ 194 pupils 
felt th t thGy could w~ita sentenc bcttero One hundred 
and o vonty aaid that thoy r~d 1cprov d 1n thinking of 
ideaso 
t1ons. 
h D two areas r ceived the mejo~ity o selec-
Seventy-an student checked the item that they 
kne mor moanillgs o ords. 'l,h bility to i;,)pell b ttor 
as sol ctod by 62 pupilu nhil the it m hich tated, 
"I llke to spell bett 1• 11 , was checked by 22 pupils. 
The d1r.tribut1on of pr f renoes is listed belo • 
fhe follo in table ho s the distribution of 
responses ontbne which pupils would lllt team m mbors to 
be changed. 
Tabl 7,. 
Chang of Team 'amber 
~2 Qhooge 
Ev~rY llay 
J?nce a eek 
rot At All 
-
Humber 
0 
21 
192 
47 
Table 76. shous how the pupils felt about the 
~o?k accomplished by team member~· 
Table 76. 
~eam P~ticipation 
~-----------------------------------
...l::Y...~.AY.rzn.o_\!P_rk(!9,,. --· ---~---~ 
.f&w feVs+"l ,PJ..t'W4QsJi _.. 63 
• ...Qn.e DU\.J30lL.!\elp_ J 8 
1th 177 pupils stating that everyone 1D the1~ 
team worke~, thia figure repregented 68• ot the number 1D 
the expe~im '• Sixty-three pUp11a felt that OQe person 
41d the moat work, which was 261C ot t he total number at 
pup1lao fbere were 18 pup1l.8 Who l!ltated that oa.e pupil 
41d mot help 1Jl the team, whloh represented only 6- ot 
the tot 1 number. It 1a eY1dent that the lars•at percent 
ot tbe pupils felt that • oh JDember ot th• team was 
ao.tive part1o1paat. 
Tabulation or the Preference~ of Teachers 
an the Plan and Proca(t~e of the Experiment 
1 0 
~he oight teachers who participated 1n the ex-
periment reported their preferences on the method us d and 
the procedures followed 1n group1ngQ 
F~ur teachers expressed th~ ~eeling that this 
method or t aching spelling was best suited to tb bright 
studentv hila three teachers fel~ that a11 students 
profited by tho actual usags of the wordsv The one remain-
ing teacher checked the average pupils as sho ing very 
good gains~ 
In c.:>mpar1:ng this me";hod with th one uaed 
previoQsly six teachers said that the us of the spelling 
words in language situations made the method st~onger. One 
teacher added the aol:li:llent 11Espac1c;,lly stx-onger for the 
bright child. •t 
Another teaaher ~aid that ·he r~lt that this 
method had helpod reatly in language~ but not as much in 
the actual 1earning of th sp lling words . 
In lining Up the st!"en thc. of this progrs.m, the 
teachers eontributed the following remnrksJ 
Th method hod s+rongt.h as it.: 
1 . Incrcesod the b12ity to uso dif£ rent 
forms o~ the words . 
l~l 
2. Increa ed the ability to use spelling 
words in v riety o~ interesting 
situations. 
3. Increased their kno 1 dge of words as 
they used them. 
4. Gave pupils the opportunity to use their 
imagin tions. 
'· Enlarged the writing vocabularies . 
6. Increased the ability to us good 
sentences . 
7. Aroused interest in riting, especially 
the ere tive type. 
a. Increased the power to use de cr1pt1ve 
ords more eccur tely. 
9. Developed an understanding of synonyms. 
10. Gave pupils the enjoymont or sharing 
1dens. 
11. Presented the opportunity to meat the 
spelling words in advance as the 
words of the month ~ere used in the 
exercises . 
12. Increased ability to use prerixes 
and suffixes as they ere needed to 
make the ord accurate in the 
sentence. 
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The weaknesses which the teachers round 1n the 
study weraa 
1. Kot sufficient practice 1n phonics as an 
aid to apellina. 
2. Not enough ti.Jile tor the slower pupils to 
develop ideas and write them. 
J. Not sufficient study time for the words 
baing learned. 
In cons1der1na the arouptnc, all eight 
teachers stated that group1n1 was succasstul 1n carry-
ina out this spelling study. The opinion was expressed 
that the alow groups had increased their interest 1n 
spelling, and enjoyed the sharing ot ideas and the im-
mediate Qhecking of the spelling. 
Four teachers felt that groups should be 
changed once a monthJ the other tour teachers talt 
they should remain the same. 
Seven ot the eight teachers preferred the 
team of three, while one thouabt that pairs might work 
out better. 
In questionin& the amount ot transfer, seven 
stated that there was a definite carry- over into their 
written language. One teacher expressed the tealinc 
that there was little transfer tor the poor speller, 
but much transfer tor the excellent speller. 
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11 the tanchers expressed the opinion that 
the gre teat value came from sharing ideas, and the 
actual usage ot the ords being studied. 
Xhe complete Preference Sheet ror Teachers 
may be fomld 1n the ppendix. 
G'4mB I 
'P"'V MQ C(ICLQIICIII 
Ia th11 1tud7, u 1Janat11at1aa was ooaductecl 'o 
dltocwer t be effect ot specific tra11l1ac throuch word uace 
exercises on transfer to written laacuac• s1tuat1<*•• 
1. Do oh114ra traaater the 1pell11l1 
words to writt• 1aaaua1• altuatloaa? 
2. Do oh114re lean to spell aore 
aocnaratel7 the alalpecl apelltaa 
words wbea the)' ba•• be• at11nalatect 
to use tba 1a wrl tt• l:aquaae 
a1bat1oaa! 
3. Do Obildr• leara 'o spell the 4er1ftd 
fona ot the • peUlal warda •• theJ 
are aeeded ill wr1 ttn laaluas• 
exero1•••· 
a.. Do ab11clr• 1aoreue their acter• 
ata.adlq ot •aatac• ot 1pell.1q 
words throqb wrlttn uaace? 
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1.95' 
To conduct this oxper1meat, eight olassroaa• were 
selected f'or th experimental croup, nnd eight elaaaroou 
tor the control group 1n a city which Is h1shly 1n4uatr1-
a11~ed. 
!he a1&ht cl sarooma wb1ob were aelected 1n the 
experimental croup aave a final population ot 262 pupils. 
fhe eight olaseroama wh1eb were selected 1n the 
control group !ave a final population ot 2~ pupils. 
Th teacher• were equated am the baai ot years ot 
experienoa and the rating ot the teacher ln the oplnlOD 
ot the supervlsora of elementary education and tba principal 
ot tb chool 1n which they taught. 
I oarrr1n1 out the plaAs ot t his study, word usage 
exercises were written by the pupils on thr e days ot 
the week, Tuesday, lledDesda)', d Thursday. n&e e ex-
ercises involved the words ot the month plua their 
derived £orma. ~o ohaok the aocuraay o~ spelllns, the 
pupils turned to the reference sheet, wb1oh listed 
alpbabetiaally the spelling ords ot the month and the1P 
deriv t1vea. the other two days or the week, Ko.Dday 
aad F'rid&J, tb erda er(;) 1Jltroduced d tha testedo 
The pupils orked 1D teams ot three, bamoganeouslJ 
grouped 1D order to discuss aad write tbe ord us ge 
exerolaos. 
The procedure ot the oaatrol croup ••• that sua-
aeated by Word Maater,r Speller,ll tbe textbook. 
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!o ••••ur• the calaa in tranater ot apelllac worda, 
the IJil<:aya coatezt teat aruS the ocapoalt1oD Masur•• 
were used. For determ1a1ac caiaa 1D accuracy or apell-
ial, the apelllnC iaveatory aad the Metropolitan Aoh1eve-
MDt Teatil' were presatec.t. 'l'be abUit7 to use cler1Ya-
t1Yea or apelliDI words aad spellial word• aa 1YilOJl71U 
waa .. asured by teats dea1gned b7 the writer. 
Ia deterailltnc the ca1aa, oompar1aoaa were made oa 
the era tire exper1meatal and coatrol grou" 1 ca 91 aatohed 
pair11 and en the experimental group, c.t1v1ded lato tour 
achleveaent aeotiaDIJ the excell .. t, the good, the tatr, 
and the poor. 
l/ Pattoa! DaYld H., lqrcl la•t•ry Spallar, c. B. 
llerrll Co. .1951 
~ Metropolitan AchleveaeDt Test, World Book 
Comp&Jl7, Bostoa, Kasaachuaetta 
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The data v re analyzed to a a certains 
1. The liken aa or the uperi&Dftntal and. control 
groups 1n chronological age, ~~~ental a e, 
1ntel11gence quotient, the r aulta of the 
•JDonJID context t~ t, the compoa1t1on teDt, tbe 
a;pcll1n v ntory and th Hetropo 1tan Achieve-
ment est. h ae data vere c01:1p!led 1n March. 
2. The ga1na or the total exper1mental and control 
groupe on the te,te of epellin t~anef r 1 the 
ynon context t t a.nt1 t!l Oompoa.1.t-o.n t t; 
on th te te or zpell1ng acourac , t c pell1ng 
inventor) and th <letro~ol an oh1ev ~nt 
Teat; on t e teat or 4e~1v d ror.a; and on the 
t "t or d r1n1t1ono. The sta.t1st1ca vP-re oom-
p11 d ~om M&rcb and May data. 
3. Th ae.1.ne or 97 tched pe.il'B rr0!!1 the exper1-
ntal and control groups o.'l th t e te of 
apell1ns tr.nsfe:r, the a;ynonyt~ context teat and 
the co.po 1t1on teat; on th teats or apell1ng 
acc~cy, the apel11ng Lnventor7 and the 
Metropolitan Ach1eveaent Teat; on the teat or 
d r1ved . formaJ and on the teet ot deE1n1t1ona. 
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~- The gains or four aohisvement sections f~om the 
ex:pcrimenta.l group on the t .sts of spelling 
transfer, "the synon;{In con-cext tost &..'"ld the 
composition testj and on the test of spelling 
accuracy, the spelling invcnto~y. 
'rheae follli' sections were selected !"rom the experi-
mental group an the basis of the results or the 
' )!P.tropol1te.n Spelling Achievement Test. The excellent 
opellers scorGd 6.7 and up; the good a~ller~ corEd5.7 
to 6.6; the fair ~pellcrs scored 4.7 to 5.6; the poor 
epellero scor d 4.6 and below. 
The statistics vere compiled on the March and May 
data. 
I. DETERMINING THE Lni.ENE8S 01 THE GROUPS 
A. Chronological Age 
There vas no algnifiau1t difference ae 
tLe mean age or th experimental group 
\las 10.23, a11d the mean age of the 
control group was lO.l6e Although 
sl.ght, 0.07~ the advantage favored the 
experimental group. 
B. Mental Age 
The mean mental age of the exper~ental 
group ~as 10.62 as compa~ed to 10.79 for 
the control group. There was no 
statistically significant difference 
between the two groups on mental age, 
although the advantage was slightly in 
favor of the control group. 
C. Intelligence Quotient 
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The mean intelligence quotient oi' the 
experimental group vas 104.92 as compared 
to 106.59 tor the control group. The 
critical ratio or 1 .59 ehowed no 
statistically significant differences 
but 1nd1~sted an advantage for the con-
tl'ol group. 
D. Synonym Context Test 
On the synonym context test, the control 
group had a mean score of 10.98 aa com-
pared to 8.82 for the experimental group. 
The critical ratio of 2.63 showed a 
statistically significant difference in 
favor of the control group. 
E. Compoeit1on Test 
There was no statistically significant 
difference between the exp~r1mental and 
control groupe a the ~tial mean acores 
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were 0.45 and 0.47 ~espectiv ly. The 
slight advantage favored the control 
group. 
F. Spelling Inventory 
On the spel ling inventory~ the mean ocore 
of the experimental group vas 38.01 ae 
com~red to 44.52 .for the control group. 
The critical l•atio of 4 . 30 shelled that 
the differ~nce betycen the gro~ps vas 
atat1at1oally vsry aignifie&nt . 
G. Metropolitan Spelling Achievem~nt 
On tbe Metropolitan Spelling Achievement 
Test 1 the mean score of the oxperi~ental 
group was 60.25 as compared to 66a91 for 
the control group. The difference vas 
favoring the eontrol group . There 
vas a statistically s1gnif1cant difference 
bet~een the groups. 
From the preceding data 1 it ~as determined that the 
control group Jas significantly higher an synonym context 
test, apelling 1nventory 1 and the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Teet. On the composition testJ and on 1nte~ligence 
quot1ent 1 the control group ~as slic~tly highe~. 
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Therefore, it vas necessary to match pairs of ca es 
in the experimental end the control groups in o1•der to 
comr.are the gains wi tl. accuracy. 
rhe writer anelyzed the total data before proceeding 
to the data on matched pairs. 
II. CONCLUSIONS FROl~ DATA ON 'TOTAL POPUIAT!Oll 
A. A b!l1 ty of Ghl.ldren to Transfer Spelling 
Words to Written Lang\~ga on Spelling 
Inventory and Metropolita.."'l ~ chievemsnt 
Teet 
1. Jt,rom the evidence it appears that the 
experim~ntal group hod more transfer 
~o vr1tten language from ~arch to 
M!ly~ 
a. The mean ga1..."1 of the experi-
mental group on the synonym 
c.;,ntext test wan 27 .21~ as com-
pared to 6.71 ror the control 
group 1 rom March to l~y. The 
mean d~ffer6nC bet en gains 
was 20.53 which favored the 
xper1mental group. The 
crit~cal ratio was 13.96 which 
sho1o1ed a eta t1stically eign.if'.i-
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ca.'"lt d1tf'erenoe. 
b. The mean gain or the experi-
mental group on the composition 
test was 4~18 ao co pa~ed to 2.20 
for the control~ The difference 
between mean gains was 1 98 
which ravored the exper~ental 
group. The critical ra t:to of 
11~. 45 sholt'cd a diffet .. ence in gain a 
which fl s sta. t1ct1cally a1gn..1..fj_-
cnnt for the cxperinental group. 
B. Det rmin1n~ the -~bilitJ to Spell ~·oro:1 
Accur~tcly on Spelling Inventory and 
Metropolitan Achievement T st 
1. From the evidence it appears thnt the 
expe~~ental group epell•d ~ords more 
accurately than the control group on 
the spelling inventor~ and the 
Metropolitan Achievement Teat. 
a. On the BP€111ng inventory test, 
tl1e mean gain of the experimental 
group ~as 20.02 and the mean gn1n 
of th control group vas 15.52. 
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The diffe~ence between the gains 
was 1.88, favor~g the experi-
mental group. The critical 
ratio of 2.39 indicated a 
statistically significant ga1n 
I' or the experimental group at 
the 5~ level. The ratio or 2 . 39 
was below 2.57 for significance 
at tlle l~ level . 
b. On the Mstropolltan Achievement 
Teat in Spelling, the mean gaL~ 
or the exper~entnl group vas 
4 .19, and the mean gain of the 
control group vas 1.80. The 
di£ference between the Bains vas 
2.39 which favored the experi-
mental gx-oup. The critical 
ratio or 1.57 ~dicated there 
was no statistically significant 
~ffe~ence between groups. The 
advantage did favor the experi-
mental ~oup. 
c. Deter~ing the Ability to Spell the 
Derived Forma or the Spelling Words 
1. From the evidence 1 t appears that 
there was no significant difference 
in the abili~y to use the derived 
for~s of the spelling words. 
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a. The mt:;an sool"e of the experi-
mental group was 35.12 and the 
mean score or the control group 
~ae 34 . 31. The difference be-
tween tha means wsa 0.81 which 
favored the experimental ~oup 
sllghtly. The~ was no 
statistically si~fioant 
difference betwGen the groupo. 
D. Determining the Ability to 'Write the 
Spelling Words as Definitions 
1. From the evidence it appears that the 
rasulte of the experimental group 
favored the expertmental group. 
a . The mean acol'e of the expel"i-
mental group was 15.13 ao cam-
pared to 11 . 28 for tle control 
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group. The difference between 
scorea was 3.85 favoring the 
experilllental group. The critical 
ratio of 6.59 showed that there 
was a statistically signifie&nt 
d1frerence between the scores. 
III. CONCLUSIONS FROM DATA ON 97 MATCHED PAIRS 
A. Determining the Likt:;ness of the Pairs 
1. F'rom the ev:idence it seems the.t the 
pairs are equated for three variables; 
mental age, spelling inventory antt 
Metropolitan Achievement Test. 
a~ The mean mental age of the 
exper~ental cases was 10.54 and 
the control group mean was 10.53. 
There was no statisticully 
significant differenco ae the 
difference was only 0.01. 
b. The mean score of the experi-
mental cases on the spelling 
inventory was 36. 46 and the mean 
score of the control group was 
36. 56. The slight difference of 
2o6 
0 . 10 favored the control groul). 
There ,.;a.s no sta t1Gt1oolly 
signifie&nt difference. 
c. The mean score or the experi-
mental group on the Metropolitan 
Achieve-ment Test ~as 36.46 as 
compe..rcd to 36.56 !"ox• the con.trol 
group. The sl:ght difference ~&s 
O. iO which favored the control 
gl'vl!Pv There vas no etatiati-
oal:y c1gn1t':tcailt d1ff'eza.ence. 
B.. DetermininG the Ah111ty to 'rrru: efer Spelling 
1/orda to Written language Situations 
1 . The matched. pa.~s of the XPP-I'i.nl(;ntal 
group gain d more ~ the ability to 
tranaf~r spelling words to written 
language on the synonym context test 
and the composition test. 
a . On the synonym context test, 
the experl.montal cases gained 
26 . 49 and the control cases made 
a mean gain of 6.59. The 
difference bet~een the gains was 
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19.90 which favored the experi-
mental oup. The critical 
ratio of 10.47 bowed a at t1 ti-
cally significant diffe~ence 1n 
favor of the experiment 1 group. 
b. On the composition teet, tho 
in of the xperj_mental 
g19oup s 3.39 eo c par d to 
2.1~7 for h oontrol group The 
difference b tween th lns \'.:l 
1.42. The critical ~at!o or 
1.42 did not hou c difference 
that wae tat1et1cally 
slgnif1cant, but th advantage 
did ravor the exp ~Lmental 
group. 
C. etcrm1n1ng the Abil~ty to Sp~ll ord 
ccur t ly on Spelling Inventory and th 
Metropolitan chievement Test 
1. The exp r1mental group of tched 
case spelled •ordo more ccurately, 
but the differ nee s not 
atatiat1cally significant. 
a. On the spelling ~ventory, tne 
mean gain of the experimental 
group was 21.89 as compared to 
17.25 for the control gl'oup. 
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•rhe difference bctveen the mean 
gains was 4.64 favor~ the 
exper~ental ~oup. The 
cr~tical ratio of 1.76 ~as under 
t a 1. ~6 1'or the ':J% level. 
Tnare ~as no statistically 
significant d11'!'e~o.nce between 
the groups. 
b. On the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, the experimental mean gain 
wes 3.57, and th control m~an 
&Qin was 2.0. T1e critical 
ratio was 0.710 which indicated 
that there was no statistically 
~1gn~f1cant difference. 
D. Determil11ng the Ability to Spell Derived 
Forms of the Spelling Words 
1. From the evidence it appeared that 
the ex_ rtmental group spelled th. 
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derived forms of spelling ~ords more 
accurately than the control group. 
a. Th ean score of the experi-
mental matched cases was 34.55 
as co pared to 30.13 ror the 
control group. The difference 
betwe n menn acoreo vas 4.42. 
The critical rat~o vas 2.55 
which was just under the figure 
of s1gni~icance, 2.57. There 
was a difference which va 
statistically significant at tne 
5% level. 
E. Determin1: g the • bility to Write Spelling 
Words ae Definitions 
1. From the evidence it appears that the 
exportm ntal group was able to write 
spelling words as dEfinitions. 
a. The exp~rimental mean ecore was 
14.41 and the control mean score 
s 10.76. •rhe 6if!'er nee o tw n 
mean scor s was 3.71. The 
critical ratio of ~.20 ~dicated 
t~~t there was a differ nee 
Ynich 1faS statistically 
algniricant at the 5~ level. 
The ratio 2 . 20 was under the 
figu:rte of 2.57. 
IV . CONCLUSIONS ON 'rBE DATA OF THE FOUR 
ACIIIhVE!o1ENT GROUPS 
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P. o Ability of Achievement Group5 to T.rc.n3fer 
Bpelling Wo~ds to W~itten Languag~ on the 
Sy~ony.m Context Test end the Composit~on 
Test 
1. Fr~ the evidence of s~onym co~tcxt 
teat it appears thst all four groups 
made gai~s in spelling t.ranofe~. 
e • On the aynonym context, the 
excellent spell a:rts :nade a 2;1ean 
gain of 32.6j . ·.rho critical 
ra. tio of 18.77 sno-wed th.a t th.e 
difrer ence waa statiat1cally 
significant. . 
b. The good spellers made n m&an 
ga:lil of 26 . 40 on the spelling 
rnventory. The critical rat~o 
was 16.90 wnich zhowed that the 
difference ~as statistically 
signi.ficant. 
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c. On the synonym context test, the 
fair spell ers made mean ga~ 
of 25.02 . The critical ratio of 
12.51 showed that there was a 
stat!ot1cally significant 
d1f:ference. 
d. On the ynonym context testJ the 
poor spellers had a mean gain of 
19.36. The critical ratio wac 
10.81 which showed that the 
d~ffapcnc ~ae statistically 
significant. 
2. From the evidence ~t appears that 
excellent epcll ore made aign1f1cant 
gains over the good e~llers on the 
synonym context tc3t. 
a . The meen gain or th excellent 
spellers was 32.65 as compared 
to the mean gain of 26.40 of the 
control group . The difference 
bct1~ en the mean gains waa 6.25. 
The cr1tical ratio of 2.75 
shoved that the difference was 
stat1st1cally aign1f1cant. 
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3. From the evidence it appears that 
thc~e was no statistically significant 
dif.rerence between the gains of the 
fair spellers and the good spellers 
on the synonym context test. 
a . ·l'he mean f1J. in of the geed 
spellers vas 26.40 as compared to 
25.02 ~or the fair spellers. The 
differ~nce b~tween the mean gaLns 
was 1.38. The crit~cal ratio of 
0.5~5 show6d there ~s no 
statistically significant 
difference.. 
4. From the ~vidence it appears that the 
fair spellers made gains aver the poor 
spellers on the synonym context test. 
a.. The mean gain of the fair spellers 
was f5.02 as compared to the mean 
gain or 19.36 for the poo~ 
spellers. The mean difference 
in gains was 5.66. The critical 
~at1o o 2 . 10 v und ~ the 
fi~e of 2.57 and so the 
21) 
diffe~ nc v not tat1 t1cally 
significant at the 1 1 vel. 
5. Prom th ev 1dence 1 t appears that all 
four groups made statist~c lly 
1gn1f1c~t gains on the composition 
t at. 
b. 
The an gain. or the xcellent 
ap llor was 1~ .. 87. The cr1t- ca.l 
r tio of 15.21 showed that the 
d1fferenc wao ste.t1atically 
s1 ~if .. _ca.'-.lt 
The can in of the good 
spellers vas 4.1l~. 
.1.be cr-t1cal 
ratio as 14.8 
th differ nc 
significant. 
mich ho d t t 
s statistically 
c . The mean gain of th f ir 
spell r wao 3.77. h ct-1t1cal 
r tio was 10.40 which how d 
tlla t t re a tat1et1c lly 
1gn1ficnnt d1rfereno • 
d. '!'he mean gain of the poo:r 
epellera -wa.a 2.66. 'l'he 
critical ratio ~ae 7.60 which 
showed that the d1frerence was 
statistically significant. 
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6. From the :results it appears that the 
~xcellent sp~llers made gainsover the 
good spF.llers; the good spclle~s made 
gains over the fair spellers; tne 
fair spellei•s made gains over the 
I poor s~llors on the componition teet. 
a.. The mean gain of thi.i nxcallent 
spellers was 4.87 aR a~mpared 
to the mean gain of the good 
epellersJ 4.45. Tho difference 
betvcen the mean gains was 0.42 
which favored slightly the 
excellent apellera. ~he 
critical ratio was 0.965 vhich 
showed tn<re was no statistically 
significant difference. 
b. The mean ga 1n of the good 
spellers Ye.e 4.45 as compared 
21S 
to the ~air ~pellers whose an 
gain was 3.77. The diftervnce 
between the mean ga1ns vas o. 68 
which favored the good spellers 
slightly. The critical r t1o 
vae 1.45 which shoved that there 
was no tat1at1cally significant 
difference. 
c. The ean gain of the fair spellers 
was 3.77 as compared to the me n 
gain. or 2. 66 for the poor spellers. 
The d1tferenc6 between tho mean 
ins was 1.11 which favored th 
fair spellers. The crit1oal ratio 
vas 2.18 vhich showed that the 
difference was statistically 
significant at the ~ level. It 
vaa not significant at the l~ 
level. 
B. Ability of Achievement Groups on the 
Accuracy of' Spelling on the Spelling 
Inventory Teat 
1. From the evidence it appears that all 
four achievement groups made 
significant gains on the spelling 
inventory. 
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a. The mean gain of the excellent 
apelle:ra vas 16.55. The critical 
ratio was 8.71 which showed 
that there wae a statistically 
significant difference. 
b . The mean gain of the good 
spellers vaa 22.45. The critical 
ratio or 14.11 indicated that the 
difference vaa atat1at1cally 
significant. 
c. The mean gain of the fair 
spell er• vas 26.83 on the 
composition test. The critical 
ratio of 10.73 showed that the 
difference was statistically 
significant . 
d . The mean gain of the poor 
speller a was 23. 39 on the 
spelling inventory. The 
critical ratio was 10.63 which 
INDINGS 
showed th t the difference wa1 
at t1stloally s1gnlt1o tg 
fh specitio practice 1n as1ac tbe spelling words 
lD ltten langua a resUlts 1n the tollow1 a 
1. at 1t1o t 1 in in the appearance of words 
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from th p 1 1DI list 1D the •synonym cant xt 
test.n Thi test requ1r d that the pupil 
aubstitute pell1n ord (ODe from the llst 
ot words t ht during this eight nek period) 
which ant the s or about th as the 
ord und rlilled 1n th test . 
2. A a1gn1t1cant gaiD ln uain the pell1D ords 
1D the ynony oant xt t st by 11 th ohleve-
e t group11 the excell t pell r•, tha ood 
e~eller t the t 1r spell rs , d the poor 
spellers. 
] . The oat a1gn1tiaant g 1n 1n tb use ot p ll-
1n words 1n tbe J~~onym ocmtext teat by th 
xcell nt spellers. 
lt. Th 1 t aignitioant s in 1n th use ot spell-
ing words 1r1 the aynony oont xt t t by th 
poor spell rs. 
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s. A alpltloaat cata 1n the •u•ber ot worda tr~ 
the 1pell1Ja1 lilt wld.eb appear.c! 1D the wrltt• 
ooapoaltloaa ot the puplla. !hla teat re-
qulrecl that tbe pupil• ue apelllDI wordl 1a 
expreaataa tb ... el._e aa Yarlou. toploa. 
6. A •lcaltloaat cala 1D the auaber at •pelllac 
warda uaed b1 puplla 1a all tbe aohleve .. at 
croupa to expr••• theasel••• 1n wr1ttea 
laacuace. Theae 1 roupa laolude4 the speller a 
wbo were exoelleat, aoocl, talr, aa4 poor. 
7. The moat slaaltloaat 1•1D. 1D the appearance ot 
spellilll warda ta wrltta laDIU&I• bJ the 
exoellet apeUera. 
8. !he leaat alpitlout l&la 1a the appearuoe ~ 
spelllllc word• 1a the wrl tten languac• bJ the 
poor apell•r•• 
9. A alpltloaat caln ln the ablllty to apell ac-
curately the word• taucht 1ll the apelltac llat 
ot 144 aew worda clurlnc the elcbt week period. 
Thll 1av.atory te1t te1ted 12 ot tbe 144 words. 
10. A cata 1n the abll1t7 to spell warda acourately 
•• •••ured by the lletropoll taD Aoh1n•eat 
Teat. The cr1t1oa1 ratio ot 2.30 by the 97 
oasea was aot atatl1tloal1Y slanltloaat, •• lt 
waa below the tlcure ot s1ca1t1oance at 2. '51· 
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11. A higher ean score by the experimental group 
1n the spelltna accurately ot derived tor.a 
ot the words 1n the spellinl ll1t. This t at 
required th t the pup11s write correctly tbe 
derived ro as th teacher 41ctates tbe word 
1n context. F1tty derivatives were tested. 
12. A higher mean soore 1n the use or words t:r 
tho apelliac 11at as sy.no yma aa test d b7 
t det1n1t1ana teat. The puplla read the 
word or roup ot words which were 11 ted aad 
ote the ford wh1oh they thought eant the 
a or bout the same. 
clus1o • 1n n•••r to the four questions to be 1nvea-
t1g ted 1D this atudy. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTI R RE EP~CR 
As the study in ord us g technlqu a re being con-
ducted. there oeemed to be opportunities Where further re-
search might be suggested in investigat ng other peot of 
the topic. The following re so a ~ntggeet1ons for further 
r soareh1 
l. Tho oxerc1aes 1n this study ere blocked off lfi th 
the spelling words of the month nd were preeentcG to nll 
of the pupils. The brighter students urcte more sentences 
nd did more of the exercises, but were at~lated to uao 
the wo~ds of tho month only tor th~ period of a month. It 
as uggeeted by the te~ohcra thnt these students might 
h ve moved on to the next month's work in a shorter time, 
or ns soon as they kne the epellins words an~ wero able to 
uve these wor~s correctly in written language situations. 
This suggested procedure ~ould have the teams moving through 
monthly blocks of ~ork nt their own rat~ • 
2. The tonms of three .ere found to be auecesatul b 
the jor1ty o£ pupilo p rtieipattng. but som tpilo felt 
t t they VIanted to work in palrti . Tho s o t a of .x ... t---
1ment might bO tr1 d US!ng pair I lnetCQO Of tOBMS Of th 
n the plan of organization. 
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5.. In observing and woJ~king lth the pupils, the 
~riter noticed th t one of the eaknesses of the atu-7 
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o me in the correction of the wr1ttcn lan@lnge ~ork . The 
team c ptnin oorroote~ tho pell1ng words daily, nd tho 
teachers oheol~ed the work of tho thrao aayo on Thursday. 
The oap1tal1znt1on, ond punctuation, ann the :Jentenee 
atruct1.1rG did not have C}Onsiatent o.haok1ng. The skill of 
proofre ding might bG ad ed to the atudy ne way of tho 
team momborD checking their w~itten material in a system-
atic manner. This kill would also give dded orol repe-
tition of tho spelling orde no well as promoting better 
entence otructure . 
4. A study or ord usnge techniques hich would use 
n 1 rger population might nlso be tried. 
5. A follov;- up study of transfer to wr1 tten language 
nituotlons a:ftor a longth of time has paasad may provo 
very helpful. 
Li t of T ble 
1. Comparison of tho Chronoloe1cal es of the Ex-
periment and Control Group 
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2. Co p ri on or the ental e or the Exper~ental 
and Control Groups 
). Comparison ot Intol11gonce Quotients of tho x-
per ental and Control Group~ 
~. In1t1 1 Scores on the Synonym Context Test in arch 
5. Initial Scores on the Co position Test in arch 
6. In tial cores on th Sp lling Inventory in arch 
7. Initial Scores on the otropolitan Achiev m nt 
Te t in reh 
8. Fin 1 Scores on the Synonym Context Test 
9. Experimental Group Gains on the Synonym Context 
Te t - • rch to y 
10. Control Group Gain on the Synonym Context Test -
rch to y 
11. Comp rison of 
T nt - roh to 
ean G 1ns on the ynonym Context 
y 
12. Final Scores on th Co position Toot - ey 
13. Experimental Group Gains on th Co position Test -
rch to 
14. Control Group Gains on the Composition Test -
eh to 
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15. Comparison of ean Gains on the Composition Test -
March to llay 
16. Camp rison o~ the Pin 1 Scores on the Spelling 
Inventory - ay 
17. FMper1mental Group Gains on the Sp lling Inventory 
- arch to May 
18. Control Group Gains on the Spelling Inventory -
arch to .llay 
19. Comparison or ean Gains on tbe Spelling In-
v ntory - rch to ay 
20. Final ~cores an the etropolitan ch1evement 
T st 1n Sp lling - y 
21. poriment 1 G ins on the etropol1tan Tast in 
Spelling - reb to ay 
22. Control Group Gains on the Metropolitan Test in 
Spelling - ttch to [ay 
23. C parison or ean Gains on the 
Achieve ent Test in Spelling -
etropolitan 
arch to ay 
24. Comparison or the Mean Scores on the Derived 
Form Test - May 
25. Comparison at the oan Scores on the Definition 
Te t - y 
26. Chronological e of the 97 Paired Cases 
27. ental Ages of the 97 Paired Cases 
28. Intolligence ot the 9? P ired Casas 
Initial Score 
etropolitan 
of the 9? Pair d Cases the 
ehievement Test 1n Spelling -
30. ln1t1al Scores of the 9? Paired Caseo an th 
Synonym Context T st - rch 
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arch 
31. Fin 1 Scores of the 9? Pair d C ses on th ynon.y:m 
Cont xt Test - y 
32. Experimental Group Gains of th 9? Paired Cases 
on the Synonym Context Test - ch to y 
33· Control Group G ins or th 9? Paired Case an th 
Synonym Context Test - rch to y 
)4.. Comparison of the ean Gains or the 97 P ired Cases 
on the Synonym Context Test - rch to Kay 
35. Initial Scor s of the 97 Paired Cases on the 
Composition Te t - March 
36. Final Scores of the 97 Paired Cases on the Co posi-
tion Test - ay 
3?. Exp rim nt 1 Group a ins or th 97 P ired Ca e 
on the Co po ition Test - arch to 
38. Control Group Gains of tho 9? Pairod Cases an the 
Co position Test - areh to ihu 
39. Comparison or tho ann G ins of the 97 Paired 
Case on the Co no 1tion Test - Karch to ay 
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4o. Final Scores of the 9? P ired Cases on the Spelling 
Inventory - May 
~1. Experimental Gains of the 97 Paired Cases on the 
Spelling Inventory - March to May 
~2. Control Group Gains of the 97 Paired Cases on the 
Spoll1ng Inventory 
43. Comparison of the Gains by the 97 Paired Cases on 
the Spelling Inventory - arch to May 
44. Ftnal Soares of the 97 Paired Cases on the 
etropoli.tan Achievement Test in Spelling - May 
45. ~ean Gains of the Experimental Group on the 
~etropolitan Achievement Test in Spelling - March 
to May 
46. Mean Gains of the Control Group on the Metropolitan 
chievament Test in Spelling - Karch. to Uay 
4?. C par1son of the ean Gains of th 9? Paired 
Cases on tho etropol1tan Achievement Test -
arch to Way 
48. Comparison or tha Mean Scores of the 97 Paired 
Casas on tho Derived Form Test - May 
49. Comparison of ean Scores on the Definitions 
Test - l!ay 
50 . Comparison or the In1t1a~ Scores on the Synonym 
Context Test by the Four Aeh1evomant Groups - March 
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5'1. Comp rison ot tho Final Saor s on the Synonym 
Context Test by the Four Achievement Groups - ay 
52. ean G 1n of th Excellent Speller on the Synonym 
Contoxt Test - oh to May 
53. an Gain of the Good Spellers on tho Synonym 
Cont ltt To t - arch to l!ay 
;4. an G ins or the Fair Spellers on the Synonym 
Cont xt Test - arch to May 
75'. an Gains or the Poor Spellers on the Synonym 
Cont xt Tost - arch to May 
56. Comourison of the ean Gnins on th Synonym 
Context Test - March to y 
57. Comparison of ~ean Gatns of the Exc~llont and Poor 
Spell rs on the Synonym Context Test - ·arch to 
7 
;a. Initial Scores of the our Achi vement Groups on 
the Composition T~st - rch 
59. Final Scores of tho Four chiev ment Sections 
on tbo Composition Test - ·arch to May 
60. an G ins of tho Excellent Speller on the 
Composition Test - rch to May 
61. Moan Gain of the Good Spellers on the Composi-
tion T st - March to y 
62. an Gains ot the Fair Spellers an the Composi-
tion Test - arch to Hay 
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63. ean G ins of the Poor Spellers on the Composition 
T st - March to May 
64. Comparison of Gains of the Four Achievement Group 
on the Composition lteasures - arch to l!ay 
65'. Initial Scores of the Four AchjevementGroups on the 
Spelling Inventory - March 
66. Fin 1 Scores ot the Four Achievement Groups on the 
Spelling Inventory - y 
67. an Gains ot the Excellent Spellers on the Spell-
ing Inventory - arch to May 
68. aan G ins of the Good Spellers on the Spelling 
Inventory - rch to ay 
69. ean Gains of the Fair Spellers on the Spelling 
Inventory - Karch to May 
70. •ean Gains of the Poor Spellers on the Spelling 
Inventory ... March to l!ny 
71. Comparison of G ins on the Spelling Inventory 
72. It m Analysis of the Synonym Context Test for the 
Excellent Spellers 
73· Preference tor Types ot Exercises 
?4. Preferenc for Sizo of Teams 
?5. Preference for Change of Team M mbers 
?6. Preference tor Team Participation 
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Synonym Context Test - A 
1 
1e man who was leading was climbing slowly but 1. ______________ _ 
3 4 2. 
lnly up the h~gh mountainous road whi ch 6as ~ 3.---------------4. _____ _ 
1 places, wet soil. The man had been full of 5. 
7 6.-------------
tance on t~is trip , and has found many new trails~ 7. ______________ _ 
8. ______________ _ 
l seemed daring at times and cautious at others. 9. 9 10 10-.------------
{ed in a way which brought chuckles to all in the 11. 
11 12.-------------
He did not try to set any unequalled time in 
~ the climb, and made the whole journey seem ~ 
natter .. 
13 14 
rhe policeman hastened after the robber who had 
15 16 
1 the gem, and blew his signal loudly. He had been 
18 
lng the good lonking man now for a long time. 
1ly the robber started t o 
19 
run, and so the policeman 
20 
nore rapidly, too, hoping 
21 
to catch him. This robber 
people's enemy" 
In the old days, pe~~le rode 
~ills. Today the~ speeds 
26 27 
arP wide and even with fine 
- - 29 
roads stretch out the long 
22 
in a ~' even over 
25 
across the main roads 
28 
cement covering. 
way and the breadth 
30 
e country . It is a hard to solve thing to con-
31 
the speed so that we do not cause accidents, ruin 
32 33 
and leave cars a total destruction , beyond fixing. 
35' 34 
he ~ of a book can 
U the book 1tself may 
37 
attract our attention, even 
36 -
be not known. With more than 
~dred thousand books and magazines on the market 
38 
1 many would more gladl~ read than watch television ~ 
book can create great i nterest and cause people to 
t+o 
quickly to read it. 
13 ·---------
14 ·--------5. ______ _ 
16. _____ _ 
17 ·---------
18 ·---------9. _____ _ 
20. ____________ _ 
21 . ____________ _ 
22. ____________ _ 
23. ____________ _ 
24. ______ _ 
25. ______ _ 
26 ~-------------27. _____ _ 
28 . ____________ _ 
29. ______ _ 
30 o ____________ _ 
31. ______ _ 
32 ., _________ _ 
33. _____ _ 
34. _____ _ 
35. _____ _ 
36. ______ _ 
37 . ______ _ 
38 . _____ _ 
39. ___ _ 4o. ____________ __ 
Synonym Context Test - A 
41. 
v. There ~\as a ~iae difference of gifts in the shop, 
42. 
and many were 
43 
of vulue ..... tifiy carved canoe with u golden 
14 
car 
44 
was only five dollars which di d not seem a careless 
spendi n~ of money. The o~ner hud ulreudy sturted to 
4G 
the }rices on muny things which bud goo d ~orth. 
45 
les~ 
4? 48 
On the articles for the house, there ~as ~n entire 
change of prices 8 as some of these had r ece1 ved 
50 
49 
hurm 
in a fire . There was certainly a great part of excite-
51 
ment over this sale , and no one wanted to be left ou t 
during this time. 
VU . The prisoner had been brought befor~ the judge for 
52 53 
the ai~ of hearing the aecision of innocent or not 
53 54 5..> -
innocent. rle hud displayed no sign ..>t ~nx i o ~1, tut 
seemea 1ndeed to be right t... t euse. tie al.d not seem to 
56 5? 
want to hurt anyone, and had full confia~nce in the 
decision of the court. 
58 
VII. The runger began to sketch over the lines of the 
59 
weather chart as he ~as anxious to know ~hat was ahead. 
60 
He wus in the 
61 
lookout highspot of the rungors where he 
62 
had slumbered in order to s top before hukpening a 
63 
fore s t fire on this 
64 
most valuable real ~~tute . The 
freedom from danger of these ~oodlands 
vhich these men could gi ve many u fine 
67 
.us a 
66 
65 
subject on 
t alk. It was 
6Er 
clear to see that they knew how very vuluable their 
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41 . 
42 . 
43 . 
- ----
44 . 
..t.b. 
4. 5. 
47. 
48. 
4.9 . 
ol . 
52. 
54. 
55 . 
56 . 
57. 
58 . 
59. 
60. 
61. 
"? o .... . 
63. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
~vnonvM 0on tex t ~est - ~ 
VIII . The very f t ffi{< 1 ~'!(: s huvl L0 U<;h ll hurd ti u t.o 
G9 'IC 
Lhe T' il of t.;. ter t the C.J... .:. st cub in . ' 1 th 
?r-
c ~:~.rry 
every movel"'lant o1' his b .:> 
' 
SO"'le •uter SJil.J..e ..... , una 
? 2 
he bego n t o f e Gorr 1 thu.t r e hul ....... ed to '- o thi s 
?.:; 
job. , e knew nO\'• th-t he sho .lu lu..,<;. •. ei ·ht , L.S he . 
74 
had a hard tir.1e to rt. i se Ut thu ::c .... ter . He ~\uuld not 
75 
wan~ to do uguin this task. 
76 
IX. Let's think of a r ar t of un uc t in u 1lay about 
a circus . 
7? 
The clo~n bl vlS u thin line of smoke into the u ir. 
The 
73 
7,_, 
dog does }LY. to 
80 
~ und is brushed 
7 9 
chuse i t. He f alls over 1:1. broken 
off by 1:1. big broom. 
2 
oJ • 
?u . 
71 . 
7 ~ . 
? 3 . 
?4 . 
75. 
?6. 
?? . 
?8 . 
?3 . 
sc . 
SynonYm Cont ex t ~ - B 
1 2 
he not so long ago a. ~ival of the daring hockey 
has caused much excitement wi t h cheer s from the boys 
3 4 
buckles f rom t he gi r ls. There ha s been even now a 5 
d f or tickets a s everyone wants 
6 
to be presente The 
7 
i s known for its force 7 and has set many unequal led 
. 8 
So They hold the~ of champion , and have been 
9 
d one t eam in a ten hundred t housande 
10 
cc i dents pre sent a hard to solve t hi ng to us i n the 
11 
and they have ruined many cars and people . The 
13 ~ know t horoughly t he importance of safet y 7 and 
14 
. prefer t o have everyone drive more slowlyo 
15 
It is 
.o see a 
16 
battered car 7 and know t hat this i s 17 
ld mending o The problem t oday seems less good 
tad of be tter o 
18 19 
The sun did shi ne down on the green f i eld wher e 
20 21 
mimals were gr azing o A bird had found a wigglY , 
.ing animal on the ground 9 and a r abbi t seemed to 
22 
hurrY as he hopped awayo The turtle jus t poked 
23 
t as he never went fast to get anywhereo A frog 
24 
be 
ced i n the wet soil banks of the river o Li fe in the 2; 
;ry s eemed so easy 9 26 
l baseball t eam needs a good man to l ead 9 who can 
27 
1nd the honor of the other members of t he team o 28 
the players are not playing i n the way in which 
29 
should 7 it i s his job to arou se them rapidlY to do 30 
!ro Baseball is t he game which can catch the spirit 
31 
Ll America 9 and will undoubtedlY br ing exc itement 
~ny this swmnero 
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1-~-------------2 . ______ _ 
3. ______ _ 
4. ______ _ 
5. _____ _ 
6 . ________ __ 
7. ______ _ 
8. ____ __ _ 
9. ______ _ 
10 . ____________ _ 
11. ____________ _ 
12. ___________ _ 
13 . _____ _ 
14 . _____ _ 
15. _____ _ 
16. _____ _ 
17. _____ _ 
. 
. 
18 . _____ _ 
19. _____ _ 
20 . ____________ _ 
21 . __________ _ 
22 . ____________ _ 
23. _____ _ 
24 . _____ _ 
25. _____ _ 
26. ____________ _ 
27 ., ______ _ 
28 . ____________ _ 
29. _____ _ 
30. _____ _ 
31. ____________ _ 
Synonym Context ~ - ~ 
32 33 34 
v. A speeding~ going u~5a !h!n, high road may be 
heading into trouble, even though the driver is a good 
36 37 
one. Even on a wide, main road, speeding is dangerous . 
-38 
The road may not be ~' or rain may have made the 
39 
pavement slippery. It is always of assistance to keep 
0 
checking the speedometer, especially on an unfamiliar 
road. 
41 
VI. With one swift moving of the arm, the axe cut through 
42 
the tree, leaving only the cut off trunk. The woodsman 
43 44 
then began to help in piling up the timber which had been 
45 
cut. This was the biggest number of logs yet) and was 
46 
the outcome of long weeks of hard work. 
47 
VII. Everyone was anxious for the game to start. This 
48 
was the minute that all had been 
49 
awaiting. The coach had 
50 
made a talk in which he had made the askin~1for everyone 
to be on hand to cheer the team over the final line for 
52 
It was of worth to win this game, as they a touchdown. 
53 
were the closest 
54 
to being champions. 
55 
VIII. The driver of the plane began to examine carefully 
the parts of the plane, to be sure that all was ready 
56 57 
for a trip of safe going. When he had finished this? 
58 
he knew that he would not feel anxious. It is wiser 
59 60 
sto~ b~fore having an accident, and not feel sorrz 
checked. 
62 
afterwards that everything had not been 
61 
IX. A savage battle was raging, and the foe was 
63-
advancing on our men. The ~l~e~a~d~e~r~o~f~t~h~e~w~h~o~l~e~a~r~m~y 
64 
called the soldier closest to him to 
to 
call for help . 
65 
The sudden attack had given the men a feeling of terror~ 66 
but now they seemed to know they could put their faith 
-2-
• 
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32. ___ _ 
33 . ___ _ )4 . ___ _ 
35. ___ _ 
36 . ___ _ 
37. ___ _ 38. ___ _ 
39. __ 4o. ____ _ 
41. ____ _ 
42. ___ _ 
43. ___ _ 
44. ___ _ 
45. ___ _ 
46 . ___ _ 
47 . ___ _ 
48. ___ _ 
49. ___ _ 
50 . ___ _ 
51 . ___ _ 
52. ___ _ 
53. ___ _ 
54. ___ _ 
55. ___ _ 
56 . ___ _ 
57 . ___ _ 
58. ___ _ 
59. ___ _ 
60. ___ _ 
61. ___ _ 
62. ___ _ 
6). ___ _ 
64. ___ _ 
65. ___ _ 
66. ___ _ 
Synonym Context ~ - ~ 
in their leader. 
67 
X. The Princess did slumber for a hundred years in the 
68 
hi~~ point of the palace. She could not b7
0
awakened by 
riches, as the witch bad cast a spell to make suffer 
the King. Only a Prince 
71 
could win in awakening this 
72 
lovely Princess. All others would meet with no success. 
left to be done, and he had already 
74 
XI. There was much 
73 
brushed 75 
a pail, 
the floor. Now, he must raise up the 
76 
rake up the whole surface and pull up 
78 
water into 
77 
the~ 
plants. He would always~ to make his father ' s own 
79 80 
land better, here, in the low place of two hills. 
- 3-
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67. ___ _ 
68 o ___ _ 
69. ___ _ 
70. ___ _ 
71. ___ _ 
72 o ___ _ 
73. ___ _ 
74 o ___ _ 
75. ___ _ 
76 o ___ _ 
77 . ___ _ 
78 . ___ _ 
79 . ___ _ 8o. ____ _ 
Composition Test 
1 . Choose two of the topics listed below and write a 
paragraph abou~ each of ~nem . 
The Exci tlng L 1fe in a Lumber Camp 
If I Had Magic Power 
Mystery of the Stolen Gem 
Safety of ~ne Hignways 
2 . Write two phrases wnich might a escribe each or tne 
roll owing . 
1 . Robin Hood 
2 . A Truck Driver 
3 . The Danger of Fire 
4 . A Farm 
o. A Big City 
6 . Ted lill iams 
241 
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SPELLING TEST - IQHH A 
DIRECTIONS a 
Dictate each word to the class. Use the word 1n a sentence. 
Then, r epeat the word. 
1. scarce 37. source 
2. muddy 38. moment 
': 
power 39. example 
public 40. slept 
!). county 41. goal 
6. highway 42. lumber 
7. repair ~: acre 8. possible cork 
9. steep 45. selfish 
10. understand 46. speech 
ll.. will.ing 47. shown 
12. rush 48. omitted 
13. opposite 49. complete 
14. someone 50. request 
15. 'Wreck 51. plain 
16. million 52. enclose 
17. promise 53· prevent 18. unless 51+. waste 
19. twenty-five 55. greatest 20. surely 56. valuable 
21. handsome 57. result 
22. seventeen 58. fright 
2~. jewel 59. worry 2 • debt 60. failure 
25. patch 61. weed 
26. laughter 62. f19rce 
27. flight 6~. safety 28. following 6 • succeed 
29. worm 65. tower 30. although 66. inspect 
31. rather 67. low~r 
32. likely 68. attempt 
3~· manner 69. pump 3 • bother 70. pilot 
35. already 71. offend 
36. however 72. repeat 
•••••••••• 
24 
SPEIJIRG !E§! - EQBH _ 
Diet te each word to the claaa . Use it in a s ntence. Rep at 
the word . 
1. automobile 25'. thief '+9. deal 
2. wagon 26. l eader 50. otion 
3· worse 2? . capture 51 . sa ple 
4. broad 28 . habit 52. envy 
5. length 29. pasture 53. e g r 
6. pavement 30. whiatle 51+. r duce 
? . level 31. d stroy 55. stump 
a. narrow 32. helpfUl 56. eneJ117 
9· atra1ght 33. useful 51 . auilty 
10. ai ple 31+. bold sa. d ge 
11. necessary 35. unknown 59. neither 
12. respect 36. discovered 60. bucket 
13. hurried 31· 1 port nt 61 . scene 
14. above 38. wealth 62 . COl WilD 
15. qu1ckl.7 39. variet7 63. swept 
16. recent 40. nearest 64. property 
1?. record 1+1 . furniture 65. purpose 
18 . problem lt-2 . paddle 66. support 
19. seventh 4) . valu 6?. area 
20. title 44. auppl;r 68 . valle7 
21. attend 45. r gret 69. trace 
22. robber lt-6 . general 10. as 1st 
23 · whom lt?. topic ?1 . pun1ab 
21+. pa)'Jilent a.a . satiat7 ?2. trust 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SPELLING LIST- FORM R 
For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries R 
(Complete and Partial) 
Note that fifth-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 50, sixth-grade pupils words 
6 to 55, seventh-grade pupils words 16 to 65, and eigh th-grade and ninth-grade pupils 
words 26 to 75. 1 n the case of Grades 6, 7, , and 9, the words are to be read as though 
they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word first and caution pupils to 
write the word on the line tha t has the number of that word. If the Intermediate 
Balfery is given at the beginning of Grade 7, use lhe sixth-grade list. 
Fiftlt grad~ b~gin.s her~. 
1. let Let us walk. 
2. keep Always try to keep your promise. 
3. cent A penny is a cent. 
4. grass In summer cows eat green grass. 
5. care I did the dangerous work with care. 
let 
keep 
cent 
grass 
care 
Sixth grad~ b~gin.s lurr. (Call these \Yords numbers 1 to 50 instead of G to 55.) 
6. because The baby cried because he was alone. because 
7. sorry She was sorry for her sick kitten. sorry 
8. wrote I wrote a letter. wrote 
9. cutting The tailor was cutting the cloth with shears. cutting 
10. cost The book cost a dollar. cost 
11. hold This is all t he: box wi ll bold. hold 
12. walked They walked slowly up the hill. walked 
13. stood H e stood so that he could see the race. stood 
14. does Helen does well in her studies. does 
15. begun The work has begun. begun 
S('f'nzth grad~ b~gins /uri'. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 16 to 65.) 
16. excuse The teacher will excuse his lateness. excuse 
17. sore My hurt finger is sti ll sore. sore 
18. thread The eye of the needle hold s the thread. thread 
Hl. listen The class will lis ten to the song. listen 
20. promise She kept her promise to me. promise 
21. worst The storm was the worst in yea rs. worst 
22. garage I keep my car in a garage. garage 
23. guide A Boy Scout was our guide in the woods. guide 
24. ourselves \ Ve saw ourselves in the mirror. ourselves 
25. different Many English customs are different from ours. different 
Eighth and ninth grada b~gin lur~. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 26 to 75.) 
26. knot I tied a knot in the string. knot 
27. library Our school library contains many books. library 
28. screw The screw driver is in the tool chest. screw 
29. decide I must decide which to keep. decide 
30. against The Reds played against the Blues. against 
31. cellar Our coalbin is in the cellar. cellar 
32. certainly She must certainly correct the error. certainly 
33. celebrate On July the 4th we celebrate. celebrate 
34. patient The doctor's patient entered his office. patient 
35. instructor One who teaches is an instructor. instructor 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicaeo, Dlinois 
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30. nephew 
37. envelope 
38. enemies 
39. source 
40. gradually 
41. response 
42. session 
43. campaign 
44. engineer 
45. legislation 
46. superintendent 
47. delicious 
48. enormous 
49. physical 
50. prior 
51. sincerity 
52. extension 
rl3. similar 
5-l. necessity 
55. immediate 
50. affectionately 
57. coarse 
58. intimate 
59. achievement 
GO. lieutenant 
61. duly 
62. ordinarily 
63. efficient 
64. anticipate 
65. extravagance 
66. tuberculosis 
07. candidacy 
68. tonnage 
69. millinery 
iO. legitimate 
il. adieu 
72. accommodate 
73. canvass 
74. indefinitely 
75. zephyr 
MtuopoliWl: Spellina: R 
My sister' s son is my nephew. 
The "'riting paper fits the envelope. 
Animals fight their enemies. 
A spring was the stream's source. 
The tide comes in gradually. 
The Red Cross drive brought a hearty response. 
At 9 o'clock :>Ur class is in session. 
The school has started a ~ood speech campaign. 
A driver of a locomotive is an engineer. 
Making laws is called legislation. 
Some schools have a superintendent. 
It tastes very good; in fact, it is delicious. 
In size, an elephant is enormous. 
We have physical training every day. 
Prior to coming here, Ed traveled with his parents. 
Fifth grad( stops lur(. 
He convinced me of his s incerity. 
An extension was added to the building. 
Things thJt look alike are similar. 
Food is a necessity. 
His honesty brought him an immediate reward. 
Sixth grad( stops luu. 
The dog ltcked my h:md affectionately. 
She was se;wing with a coarse thread. 
She is an intimate friend. 
A brave deed is an achievement. 
He was promoted from second to first lieutenant. 
The letter was duly answ<;red. 
Ordinarily we have supper at six. 
The city needed an efficient police force. 
We anticipate a pleasant trip. 
\Vomen show more extravagance in clothes than men. 
SromtlL grade stops ltu(. 
Tuberculosis is a serious lung disease. 
The papers announced his candidacy for mayor. 
The heavy load increased tht boat's tonnage. 
Hats are bouf;ht in millinery shops. 
His claim to the property was quite legitimate. 
The French word for farewell is adieu. 
The hotel will accommodate us. 
lie began a canvass for voters for mayor. 
Their visit was postponed indefinitely. 
A zephyr is a gentle breeze. 
Eighth and nintiL gradu stop l&,·r.:. 
nephew 
envelope 
enemies 
source 
gradually 
response 
session 
campaign 
engineer 
legislation 
superintendent 
delicious 
enormous 
physical 
prior 
sincerity 
extension 
similar 
necessity 
immediate 
affectionately 
coarse 
intimate 
achievement 
lieutenant 
duly 
ordinarily 
efficient 
anticipate 
extravagance 
tuberculosis 
candidacy 
tonnage 
millinery 
legitimate 
adieu 
accommodate 
canvass 
indefinitely 
zephyr 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SPELLING LIST - FORM T 
For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries T 
(Complete and Partial) 
Note that fifth-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 50, sinh-grade pupils words 
6 to 55, seventh-grade pupils words 16 to 65, and eighth-grade and ninth-grade pupils 
words 26 to 75. In the case of Grades 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read as though 
they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word first and caorion pupils to 
\vrite the word on the line that has the number of that word. If the Intermediate 
BatleTJI is given at the beginning of Grade 1, use the sixth-grade list. 
Fifth grade begittJ lure. 
1. soon How soon will the teacher arrive~ 
2. game Mary played a game. 
3. his My son loved his father. 
4. better You must study to do better than he. 
5. ride We went for a ride on we bus. 
soon 
game 
his 
better 
ride 
Sixth grade begin.r here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 6 to 55.) 
6. around The earth passes around the sun. around 
7. still Do you still go to school? stiU 
8. spend Here is a cent to spend. spend 
9. garden Flowers grow in the garden. garden 
10. hole The dog dug a hole. hole 
11. ready The class will soon be ready to go. readu 
12. gather A crowd will soon gather. gather 
13. sugar Suga.r is sweet. sugar 
14. eighty After seventy-nine comes eighty. eighiJI 
15. organ In church he played the pipe organ. organ 
Sromth grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 16 to 65.) 
16. coffee Most men drink coffee for breakfast. coffee 
17. wheel A wheel rolled off the car. wheel 
18. stool A seat without a back is called a stool. stool 
19. tight After eating, his belt felt too tight. tight 
20. feel Do you feel sorry for him? feel 
21. except Everybody went except me. except 
22. tease Boys like to tease their younger sisters. tease 
23. wait While she dressed, I had to wait. wait 
24. kept This closet is where our books are kept. kept 
25. preparing We are now preparing for graduation. preparing 
Eighth a1uJ ninth gradu begin here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 26 to 75.) 
26. beauty I saw the beauty of the rose. beauty 
27. dangerous Fire is dangerous. dangerous 
28. canned For winter use, fresh fruit is canned. canned 
29. whistle The officer blew his whistle. whistle 
30. fm1ure llis failure in the test made him unhappy. failure 
31. further The plane needs a further tryout. further 
32. earliest He who arrives first is earliest. earliest 
33. straight Try to draw the line straight. straight 
34. ache My tooth does not ache. ache 
35. government The President is at the head of our government. government 
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Copyright l!HS by World Boolc Company. Collyri1dn in Great Britain 
.11/l riglus ruerrud. PlllNTIW 1N u.s .... a 
l\lctropolitu : Spdlio& : 1' 
36. subscription I signed for a magazine subscription. subscription 
37. confirm The Senate will confirm the appointment. confirm 
38. omitted A word was omitted from the sentence. omitted 
39. insignia That emblem is the Scout insignia. insignia 
40. sense The dog has a keen sense of smell. sense 
41. anxious H er illness gave me many anxious hours. anxious 
4e. grammar In school I study nouns in grammar. grammar 
43. personally He is personally responsible for this. personally 
44. initial M is my initial. initial 
45. delegates Two delegates will represent our dub. delegates 
46. grateful The man was grateful for my help. grateful 
47. regretting The boy was regretting his hasty action. regretting 
48. circumstance His arrival was a fortunate circumstance. circumstance 
49. advertisement Many answered the newspaper advertisement. advertisement 
50. necessary An early start is necessary. necessary 
Fifth grade stops here. 
51. arrangement The arra.ngement of the titles was alphabetical. arrangement 
52. enthusiastic The dog gave him an enthusiastic welcome. enthusiastic 
53. continuous From noon t ill midnight the show is continuous. continuous 
54. partial He received partial credit for his answer. partial 
55. adjournment He made a motion for adjournment. adjournment 
Sixth grade stops here. 
56. recommend Mr. Hall will recommend promotion for J ohn. recommend 
57. commissioned A captain ranks as a commissioned officer. commissioned 
58. equipped Our gymnasium is fully equipped. equipped 
59. descend With no more gas, the airplane must descend. descend 
60. pageant Our school had a history pageant. pageant 
61. anesthetic An anesthetic is given before an operation. anesthetic 
62. i{J1loramus A dunce may be called an ignoramus. ignoramus 
63. memorandum He had a memorandum pad on the desk. memorandum 
64. temporarily T he storm stopped work temporarily. temporarily 
65. initiate It is the custom t o initiate new members. initiate 
Sroenth grade stops here. 
66. bazaar A church fai r may be called a bazaar. bazaar 
67. conceit T hese low marks may lessen her conceit. conceit 
68. exhibition The class went to the art exhibition. exhibition 
69. appropriatior. Congress made an appropriation for education. appropritltion 
70. accommodation T he loan of the money was an accommodation. accommodation 
71. efficiency A successful factory is run with efficiency. efficiency 
72. acquaintance Acquaintance deepened into friendship. acquaintance 
73. guarantee The watch carries a year's guarantee. guarantee 
74. melancholy Her long ill ness made her melancholy. melancholy 
75. definitely Definitely, I will not go. definitely 
Eighth ami ninth grades stop here. 
o Teachera 
Read the paragraph!: orally f1111r.,, 1 n t:1a bl.~nks 'ilth t· .. ~ word s 
isted balo"d. Children YT ite in t he b1.t'n· s tho wor ds dictatt!d, 
• 
Ia 
• ~. 
I 
• 
I. 
bold"st 
followed 
ce.ptur1ng 
destroying 
j ewels 
poverful 
robbers 
thieves 
t. respected 
.0. titles 
.1. recently 
~2. hurrying 
.3. broader 
llt. patcheD 
. 5o repaired 
~6. straightened 
L7. highways 
18. mil.llonn 
19o automobiles 
20. rushing 
21. underst~ndine 
22 o f·ollow 
23. scarcely 
· 2)4. helping 
25. someone 
26. nearer 
27. fiercely 
28. frightened 
29. trusty 
30. safe 
3lo lumbering 
32 .. assisted 
33. towering 
35. s cenes 
36. Cl')llp..:etsly 
37. requ~st:J 
38. worried 
39. guilt 
40. punishment 
41. trusted 
ta2. piloting 
43. succseded 
44. moments 
45o regretted 
L.6. satisfied 
47. valuable 
48. prevention 
'+9. weeds 
50. steep'3st 
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Name 
--
• ch ol 
DERI VED FORU TES1 
I 
...t.. l. Pirates were the adventurers, who t he 
wild WBVes to far distant lands o They were al ways ....:/ 
other ships, ~ and hiding ... - and many, away 
other treasures. They '" 7 , and were men, 
, r 
_, but not by other men o 
2o The /tl or the books published // were listed 
at the 11braryo The students ,~ to see which new were 
books they would be reading o 
/J 
3e The road was than before, and there were /~ of 
concrete w here the men had / .. - it o They had /4. 
many of the /f ''thich improved them greatlyo 
lt. With 
,, 
or 
"'' 
.... 
across t he 
country, everyone is thinking about travel . We are .a./ 
more about our neighbors ~ ..... the road ... as ve open 
5o There is ,)..J day that by that we don ' t have B goes an 
opportunity for .J.,t. 
_,_ .. -
who really needs ito 
6. The savage c:nimal was creeping ...... and growling so ~;' 
The was not ~ &s he ranger held his P-1 rifle 
in his hando He was ---~-·o--- inside th.s tower o 
7. All the men in the ___ .3_.~ _ _ __ _ camp seemed to enjoy their work 
g 
.3~ 
as they---- in c•.Jtt.ing down the 
The childl't'ln wert3 awalting --~-"'---
treeso 
-~~-
the funny ---------- of the 
Play. The tickets were sold out ""'-_______________ and there were many 
~.P for more ticl:ets .- Everyone was------- that he 
might not see this comedy ~ 
The lawyer had proved the of the prisoner, and now the 
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Derived Form Test 2 
judge would give the 
J,ll be _______________ o 
t th semen who u1ld n 
lOo Jack White had been---------------- the plane for three years Lnd 
llo 
had in winning an air medalo 
thrilling __ ..,.._'~-____ .. 
He had had many 
~-
However he never --------- his 
..,. 
choice of being a pilot and was very ------------- with his life in 
the airo 
The gardener had planted many ~7 plants and sprayed them 
for the "~' of 'I? growing among theme Some 
were growing on the ....-~ hillo 
ame ------------------------
School 
DEl•'HliT I.QE.Q TE[~ 
FA:TIONS: 
---~-- -----------
What word does th! definition muke you think of? Do you know 
ther word which means about th~ s&~e? 
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Look at the definitions in the sample belo~. Think of a word which 
ns the same or about the same~ 
A. The first ot:d in Column I is rnuch mm :;x. ._ n the word .!:~~1 th 
has been written beside it. ~lth mer-.1r. about the s£Jme as 
much monex. Now try the second 0neu 
B. Write a word which tlleans to nwke smalJ ~· The word I.~!!£!! 
may be used to mean the same. 
c. Write the word which means left o~. Did you write the word 
omitted? 
A. much money WEALTH _____ _ 
B. malte smaller ~;;..U;;.C;;.;E-._ __ _ 
c. lef't out 
1. name of a book 12 ruin 
2. good looking l)c daring 
3· def1n1 tely _ l'+o found 
4. gem 15. closest 
'· 
sieze 16. timber 
6u something owed 17. minute 
7. asy 
---
18. oar 
8. go rast 19., lecture 
9. big number 
--
20. ask for 
10. hard to solve 2lo anyious 
11. :field 22o finish 
25( 
Definitions Test 
-2-
23o jealousy 
------=--
20. w1n 
--- _._... 
24. hurt 29o betwe€'·1 htllv 
25. pail 3C. airplane drive>r __ 
26. golclenr()d )) " rlu ·:el."Ad 
2?. unauccess ul 32. help·~ 
--
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IAITER.G..ST I~VE/tJToR.y 
l . Whi en we u.L d you l11Ce to wr1te about . 
A Golr Game Football Hockey 
Baseball Saillng Swi mming 
2 . Whom w:>uld you llke to write abOU t'l 
A cowboy __________ ~A ~~ Sta r __________ A carpenter ______ __ 
Someone in History _________ A Big Leaguer ____ A ramous person ____ _ 
A baker A doctor Anotner Child ----------~ --------{ Boy or girl ) ____________ _ 
3 . Which things yousee would you like to write about? 
Circus Spor1.s games Trees , rlowers , etc . 
Animals People St orms 
TV program !>lac es Boats , Tr alns , etc . 
4 . auld you li!Ce tO wrl'tie about-
Sounds you hear Things you do 
Places you go Things others do 
5 . Do you lik e t o pretend you 're someone else? 
Yes ________ _ No 
--------
6 . auld you 111ee t o pretend you are a 
A reporter _________ a big 1eaguer __________ a ramous person ____ __ 
On a ~uiz ~rogram ______ ~News broadcaster ____ __ 
in another land . ______________ __ 
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?. Would you l1ke ~o write about 
A bold robbery ______ __ A v1s1~ to ano~ner Land 
--------
An exc1~1ng game ____ __ A TV pr ogram. __________________ _ 
A sailboat A baker ________________________ _ 
A trip to Mars ______ __ A s t ory ________________________ _ 
A ramous person. ______ _ 
You have tried many kinds 01 exercises , using 
the spelling words . Read the exercises below oare-
fully and decide wnich ones you llked best . 
If you llked the exercises very much , put a vf 
beside Exc ellent . 
If' you liked it pretty well , put a ( beside 
Good . 
If you did no t like it at all , put a V be• ide 
Poor . 
Exercises 
1 . Can you use the three words 1n the groups below, 
in one sentence- or perhaps you may need two sen-
tenoes to use them. Ould you like to try? Re-
member 3 words to be used in 1 sentence (if you 
can) or in 2 sentences . 
Listed below are words in groups or 3 : 
plan angry view praise lively 
collect s1ngle beauty Judge parade 
ret'use policeman golden enjoy arrive 
Exoellen• Good Poor ~----------- -------- ----------------
2. ord Photograpny •• Have you ever seen an exciting 
baseball game? Have you ever been to a colorf'ul 
circus? When you use words to describe , we get 
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a better picture in our minds or the very -uning you 
saw . et your mind camera clicking to use words to 
make clear pictures or the words be~ow . Using thes e 
woras , describe: 
1. A bold robbery 2. A raoe 3 . A Sailboat 
ords listed : Excellent ___ Good Poor ____ _ 
3. Extra l Extra l Head~ines Needed l 
The stories are r eady to go to press t The news 
is written , but where are the headlines? can you be 
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the headline reporter and give -uhese stories headlines 
wn1cn w1ll maKe everyone Know wna-u the stories are about . 
Excellent UOod Poor 
---
4 . Who? 
A sailor could decribe a storm at sea; a rarest 
ranger could tell about the forest; a f ootball player 
about his game . Decide which ot the rollowl~g people 
you will be ; and describe yourself . ~hen we will try 
to gue s s wno you are . Let ' s pretend you are: 
1. a baker 4 . a nurse 
2 . a big leaguer b . a oarpenter 
3 . a secretary o. a doctor 
Excellent Good Poor 
------- -------
5. A ras~ way to send a message is by ~elegraph . 
rite a ~elegram and be : 
1 . the one who has jus~ won the 64 1 000 question. 
rite your parents the news . 
2 . the rather of a big league player wno jus~ hit a 
home run . ire him to tell him how you feel . 
Excellent ______ Good ________ P_oor ________ _ 
6 . To win a ~uiz lrogram, you must use words clearly. 
Be a contestant in our "!dr . • U." l ord User) and 
answer the questions below . 
1 . What kind of' a ballplayer is 'l'ed Williams? 
2 . What would you do if' you saw a masked man coming 
in the window? 
Excellent Good Poor 
------ ----~ -----
7 . Exolamation t FrightS Surprise ! Anger l 
Have you ever h eard a terrible no1se and been 
frightened . Have you ever had a big surpr1se? At 
times ot fright or anger or surpr1se , we speak 1n a 
sharp sentence tha~ snows our reel1ngs . ~hese are 
exclamatory sentences . Let's try some exclamatory 
sentences . What would you say if : 
1 . you saw a storm approaching . 
2. you heard a terrible crash . 
3. you relt sometning crawling up your bac~ . 
Excellent Good Poor 
------
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s . Be a word aruist and palnu tnese senuences so they 
will really live . 
Ex . The boy walked to school. 
The laugning , lively boy walked rapldly uo 
school . Try tnese : The outfielder leaped. etc . 
Excellent Good Poor 
-------
9 . Let ' s ualk abouu sounds . rite phrases to describe 
sounds at nighu- sounds in a church- au a toouball game etc . 
Exceblenu Good Poor 
-------
10 . How m1ght you feel if you-
saw a ghost , 
rite your feelings in phrases 
heard an owl screech 
got all A~s on your card . 
Exoellent. ____________ Good ______ ~Poor ________ __ 
11 . It ' s time tar news on TV. Be tne reporter anQ give 
2 
uhe news of 1 . a nurri cane 3 . Arrival ot· Eisenno•• 
2 . a train wreck 4 . The Coronauion 
Excellent Good Poor 
-------- ------------ ------------
12 . Did you ever wonder wnau tne mounta1ns mignt say 1f 
tney could talk? Or the Rooks? This suory was writuen 
but wnat the oeaoh said was left out . ould you llKe to 
fill it in? 
Summer vaoauion is tun. The oeach Wluh its rolling 
waves oalls out, " 
Excellenu Good _______ ~Poor _____________ _ 
1. 3 . 11' you could ask any questi on you want , wha t 
might you ask: 1 . Eddie b·isher 
2 . A hunte r about his lion hunt . 
~ . A big leaguer about or l d Series . 
Exc ellent _______________ Good __________ ~~oor __________ __ 
14 . Would you like to solve a mystery by writing the 
ending? 
Exc ellent ________________ Good ____________ Poor __________ __ 
lb . ant to play "What if?" Wri t e what you would do 
i f : 1 . your t eacher s aid , "Don ' t c ome to school tomorrow." 
2 . a r u naway horse ~as coming towards you . 
~xcellent Good Poor 
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Preference Check 
1. In our spelling, Which exercise did you like bes~? 
2. 
Put 1 beslde the one you liked bes~. Put 2 beside 
the one you liked second best . 
A. Three words to make one sentence. 
B. What might you do if? ----------. 
c. Topics to wr1te abou~. 
D. Filling in woras Which m--e-an--~t~h-e __ s_am __ e--.------
E. Making up " ~at ir" stories. ______________ __ 
ould you prefer to work 
{Put a beside one 
which is correc~) 
a)in a team of three 
b)with a par~er -----
o)by yourself 
-------------
3. In you ~eam-a. everyone ~orked 
~------~-------------b. one person did the most 
o. one did not nelp --------------
4. Would you prefer to change ~eam members 
a) every day 
b) onoe a we-e~k--------------
c) once a mon~h 
-------------
o. Check the sentences which tell how these exercises 
helped you mos~. Check only the two which helped 
most. · 
a)I can wri~e sentences bet~er. 
b)I know more meanings oi word~.---------------
c)I improved 1n tninking of ideas. __________ __ 
d)I can spell be~~er. 
e)I liked to spell be~t~t-e-r-.-------------------
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Prererence Check For Teachers 
1. In presenting spelling tnrough this method , which 
group do you think gained most? 
1) Slow 2)Average 3)Bright 4)All 5)None 
-- - - - -
2. Did you ~nink this method was stronger or weaker than 
the present one? ___________ __ 
What were strengths? ________________________________ __ 
What were weaKnesses? 
----------------------------------
3. In grouping the children, did you rind that groups 
a) should be larger or smaller _______________ ~? 
b) should be cnanged often kept the same ________ ~? 
o) were successful were unsuccessful ? ________ ....;.. 
4. Did you think that spe~l1ng taught through word usage 
exercises had little ___ much __ no __ oarry over in lan-
guage situations? 
5. In what ways do you feel ~hat your pupils made ga1hs? 
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A-I 
This exercise is called_, 11 Three can make one. 11 That t-rould aotmd very at.range 
f' you l-mre doing arithmotic. However, in ·hllese exercises, it means that three 
~rda can be used to m:llce one sentence. 
For example, if the three wrds wre1 
he sentence might be, . "The thie£ stole the jewal. and dasb&d g;uiclclJ do1m the street." 
Another sentence might bas 11Quicklz, the thief cut ~the glass and reached 1n 
or the precious Jewel.n 
You may ohs.nge the endings o~ the words it it is necessary- to make the sentence 
:nmd righto 
For ex.9.mple1 you might want to sq, "The thief saw the trq of jewels and 
wuted, t Qu:l.ck, Tcm\ • n 
An! ws added to the word jewel, and the 1t was dropped from qlWslcll• Yon mq 
se 8Xf3' form or the word which is needed in the sentence. All roms will be .totmd on 
>ur Reference Sheet. Be sure to check the spelling there. 
Listed l}elow are the groups of J words. 'tli th the members of your team, use these 
wrds to lilSke one sentance. Underllne the spelling wordso 
Everyone think\ Everyone share ideas~ Everyone writel 
*****************************~************ ~ 
I ~CeSSIU7 
repair 
ghway 
2. <=eaq 
co.pture 
robber 
3. <steep 
narrow 
llagon 
4. <lmders1ial!d seventeen 
broad 
7o <:though 
recent 
attend 
a. <irlight 
discovered 
evel. 
S. <lilceq 
possible 
million 
2ol 
l·lord Usage Exercise ••••••••• • A-n 
Yesterd8\Y' you made three nords malce one sentence or t-w-o. You found that. trorda 
rro:rking together gave us many different ideas. Let' e see if you call now unlock netJ 
ide aD 1d th the words belm-1. 
'\'1e are learning to share om- ideas with our team members. We a...-e al1 writ.ing 
the .sentences on our paper. We are Ullderlining spelling words• We are uaing deri1 
forms of the rrord and checldng on the Reference Sheeto 
Here are some more groups of words to try our thinking ono Let us try the .f'1r 
ODe z· 1dliat1e "--> 
"' pramise / 
I. rather handsome II. scarce rush III. VOl'm pas 
ha1ptul neoesaar;y . broad 
IV. laughter mudd;y Vo reoord promise VI. whom Ed 
following power robber 
VII. bother paJJnent VIII. shone sure]Jr IX. wagon :mll 
debt attend pasture 
!. ____________________________________________________________________ __ 
2·----------------------------------------------------------------------
3·----------------------------------------------------------------------
4·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
$0·--------------------------·------------------------------------------
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Word Usage Exercioo ••••••••• A-III 
This i s the l est t:i.zns this week for you ·to be e. sentence buil.der. The groups 
~ words listed below are wai t:ing to say scmething. 
Share your ideas with your team members. Write the sentences suggested~ 
am.embering that you may change endings 'Which are found in the Reference Shee·ll. 
Ike your sentences good ones which real.:cy' sw something. 
·<=: 2. $blem ). <::rture 4. ~rusb unless public thi.ef p::ent :tmderstand ~ :t;hough 
, <:ather 6.\ 1·~ s.~te usefUL worse narrow 
alresdj" repair 9'ricKcy straight 
I:r you have m"it.ten alJ. the sentences, you ~ select an;r three words .f'J."':D. the 
rt which you can make into a sentence o 
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lroRD USAGE EXFRCISES 
B - I 
Th1a letter came £rom a boy in Hungary. He is one of the maey, mo.ny refugees 
1omo Jll.ey' be coming to our shores, to live here in America. He wants to lalow many 
things about people and places in ~rica. Can you answer this part ot his letter 
rith same good sentences, using the words listed? I! you need more space than is 
given belcm, uae another paper. 
Dear Americans, 
I v1ll be coming to your wondertul. country- to start a new 11fe1 without fear. 
I lalov you luclcy' Americans live in a democracy W&l"e everyone has the opport\mi-ey 
to .,rship as he wishes, and to l-rork at the kind of job he chooses. 
You have many ld.ndo of workers, doing DJ.BDY in·lieresting ld.nd8 ot work. Can 
you describe the work of these people that I will be seeing soon? 
I. What is a cab driver? What does he do? 
A cab driver is a men liho _____________ _ 
II. What is a Big Leaguer? 
A Big Leaguer is a ball player mw ----------
In. What does the President do? 
Tho President is a man who --------------
:tollow:i.Dg 
al.reaq 
willing 
h1ghwa.y 
pqment 
autamobil..El 
manner 
quic1cly 
public 
vh1atle 
although 
bold 
power 
record 
respeat 
helpf'Ul 
seventh 
rush 
title 
qn.ickJy 
destroy 
leader 
possible 
tolloTiing 
willing 
sureq 
problem 
helpful 
public 
power 
understand 
vhom 
lvord Usage ExerciEie ........... B-II 
Today, tve are going to use spelling words :in sentences about many d.ii'ferent 
)pies. 
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~le - Topic: Farming-The acmtences might bo: 
~Tlie f'armer promised that this crop would be good even though there were 
m31W' problems. 
(2) Thero were :man;y worms as he plowed up the lengl;h of the cabbage patch• 
v1ords to uses worm patch 
promise useful 
problem length 
lti-Let' o Go\ Read the topic - write the topic's sentenoeso Use your Reference 
neet to check spell.:ing of derived forms. 
, Television 
1 Baseball 
1 Scouting 
recent 
simple 
understand 
power 
rush 
bold 
rLlSh 
steep 
public 
1 The Higl'rpv Patrol. 
automobUe 
problem 
repair 
1 The Forest Ranger 
laughter 
thief 
attend 
possible 
surely' 
record 
broad 
unl.ess 
willing 
wreck 
pavement 
qu]ckly' 
habit 
already 
discovered 
t1tle 
likeq 
length 
rather 
respect 
leader 
worse 
straight 
although 
-------------·------------~--~~----------~~--~----------------coun·t;y s·~raight understand 
however public wil1.ing 
help:ruJ. surely destroy 
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Word Usage Exercise •••••••••• B-m 
The topics for -t.odey are listed below with the 1=."0rds from tmich you tdll make 
sentences. Use your Ref'erence Sheet. Underline each spelling word. 
TOPICS 
l o A mvaterv 
wagon 
hurried 
handsome 
2. The policeman 
power 
broad 
capturo 
)a Life in the countr,y 
4. A movie 
sbons 
pasture 
worm 
unless 
attend 
title 
S. The circus 
steep 
jewel. 
llhistle 
manner 
scarce 
length 
public 
rather 
likely 
laugh·oor 
although 
narrow 
following 
quic:lcq 
problem 
bother 
destroy 
straight 
understand 
respect 
million 
respect 
recent 
hovever 
opposite 
steep 
rush 
tlrl..ef 
capture 
repair 
public 
habit· 
level 
laughter 
narrov 
level 
discovered 
bold 
prcmiise 
wi1Hng 
rather 
possible 
'WORD USAGE EXERCISES 
C- I 
tve you ever been so afraid that you seemed to shiver and shake? 
Lve you ever been so surprised that your eyes seemed to pop? 
IW did you feel----
deep 
inside? 
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Let' s pretend that you were walldng do1m the street when suddenq you were 
rallowed by the earthi Dmm you wentl You were on a coal chute, going dc:nm, 
11m on a dark, frightening ridet\ 
Using the worda .from the spelling list, you might describe bow you fe1t with 
lS following phrasess 
You might be:. down in a narrow dark place 
2 destroyed by coal. 
: heading straig}lt into trouble 
• re~ to whistle for help 
: on a Sldf't £light 
: a compl.ete wreck 
Can you add to this list of phrases to tell how ~ might feel? Underline t.b.e 
rd from the spelling list 'Shieh you used. Be sure you use a phrase which 
scribes the feeling. Remember you may use an:1 derived form by checld.ng the 
terence Sheet. 
Using the words fron1 your spelling list and Reference Sheet., tell how you 
ght feel and llhat you might do IF----
= 
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Word Useae ~ciae ••••••• o •• C-II 
YesterdS\V, you l-rorked on phrases wilich told horr you felt and 1-mat you might do 
if you had a surprising adventure. Today, let's find some other times when you 
might need to take action. 
Let1 s think about this one togethero 
Using the words from the spelling list1 what might you do ita 
Io You saw a masked man coming 1n the w1nd.ow? 
Imi~---------------------------------------------------
Nov, let us join our team members to try these belova 
n. How would you descril:>e 'What kind of man Dav Crockett was? 
He was 
IIIo What woul d you do if' you had magic power for one dq? 
I woul.d 
- -
IV. How could a person travel. to California? 
He vou1d 
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l'ord Us ge ExGrciso ••••••••• oC-III 
This is our last day to use phrases from our spelling list which describe 
ru T.~o"e feel or what vm might do. TodS3' let's use the 't-10rds listed in the righ·t; 
~umn to ansrrer our questions. 
First ono is f or all of us together. We all tld:ak\ 1-Te a11 vritel 
- -
What might you have done if you had been - -
A bold pirate, who salled the high seas? 
• A magician who has great power with hie magic. 
What can he do? 
---------------------
Io Ted Williams is a great baseball pl.a1er~ 
Can you write some phrases to describe him? 
• Cowboys are daring men who ride fast and far 
in the West. Con you urite phrases which td.ll 
tell about cowboy'8? _______________ _ 
'rHIEF 
WHISTIB 
DISCOVERED 
MILLION 
CAPTURE 
LEADER 
JEWEL 
BOm 
DESTROY 
HELPFUL 
LA.UGHrER 
POSSIBlE 
POWER 
USEFUL 
lfiLLING 
RESPECT 
PROMISE 
NECESSARY 
MANNER 
DEBT 
QUICKU' 
RUSH 
SHONE 
't-XlRD USAGE EXllltCI SES 
D- I 
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The exercises for this t-reek are calJ.ed,"Say it in another mw•" Sentences 
are listed below with vords underlined. Select one of the words tram the Reference 
Sheet which means the same or about the same as tho word or 110rds muierl:ined. Then 
you will be stqing t.he sentence in another WS¥o Write the whole sentence over with 
the spelling word underlined. 
EXAMPIE1 The conct:ete covering was certainl;t in need of £iz1.ni• 
1. The pavement lmB surelz in need of reP!ir. 
~~:HfltJ(lf)t~)ft(t()(~~~~'*** 
lo The policeman blew his signal at the man in the old~ who was riding dollll 
the ~ main road so very slcnrly. 
2" The beauti.f'ul. gem did shine very bri.ghtq. 
3. The 2!!:. had even now gone lllEley" miles before the driver discovered that he had 
been going af'ter the wrong road. 
4o The engine had great force and 1ma £ull of assistance on the job. 
So The detective found that the robber had gone directl.y to the safe, and then 
ent fast through the door. 
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D- II 
SAY IT n~ ANO'I'Hl:m WAY! 
, I do want to f{O to the ball game and cheer f'or the daring Pl.Ewers and their 
fine man who leads them. 
• He was the moat handsome of the group, but he vas lm.f'amiliar to the group. 
No one reall:y' knew hie name or position. 
-
, The soldier had caug}lt one of the ~and now had him standing across from 
the door" 
, The fireman would prei"er to serve the Reople than to do anytb:!ng else. 
, Children have Il1Bey good practices for working which~ them 1n learn:lDg. 
, The high jumper set a new unequal.led mark which no one thought was 
able to be done., 
2?1 
D - III 
lc lva could hear the chuck1es of the chlldren, as they' rM across tha lmt soil 
fuld. 
2. The thief had said he uoul.d never steal. again. 
3. The book with the lollg !!!!!!! bad been published not so long yo. 
4~ The carpenter had ~one fast to get the lumber 'Which l78S !:!!:!.• 
S. The head of the ~ pointed to the ~ ~ road which 1mnt directJ;r 
up t.he mountain. 
6. The acci.dent tms one of the most awi"ul ever, and the car tms a compl.ets 
ru:2n. 
D- III 
• Traffic is a big hard to solve thing, md GVery driver must drive ~ a wa;z: 
that is safe. 
• There are a hundred thousand people who are agreeable to 'Wrl.teo 
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l·10RD USAGE EXERCISES 
B-I 
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We have alra~ tried to put three words :into one sentence or two sentences. 
m, we have new words to try. l.fake three words :1n a group into one good sen·iieJlce -
:- tuo sentences. 
-
' 
assist 2. fierce ,. fl!tlVY 4o acre So self'ish 
pilot va1lq ill1portant inspect punish 
request enem;r wealth neither neither 
' 
damage 7. regret Bo bucket 9o stump 10. goal 
inspec·t attempt fright sceno important 
reaul.t paddle pump prevent attempt 
Hord Use.go Exercise •••••••••• E-II 
This is a brain t easer\ 
Now the groups or \-lOrdS have gratm to include .four wrds. 
Can you make a sentence or two sentences to use these wrds? 
You mq need to use the Reference Sheet, and you ma:y need two sentences. 
You will have to think very hard. 
lo furniture 
neither 
sample 
valuabl.e 
CAN YOU DO IT? 
2. slept 
prevent 
damage 
propert7 
)o acre 
eager 
greatest 
enclose 
4. guilty 
assist 
pump 
mamen:t 
So waste 
l.muber 
value 
st~ 
2?4 
2?o 
Word Usage Exercise •••••••••• E-m 
Todq, letts bu:Ud sentences fram groups of two .. three and then four words. 
Start 1fi th the groups of tl-~ and buUd to groups ot four. Remember ·(io 
use the Reference Sheet to get new endings it they are needed. How tar can 
you go? Step I ... n - III or IV? You ma;y need to "Nl'ite the sentences on 
another sheet. lvork with your team members. 
Step I - Groups of tw-o 
1. :tierce 
result 
2. topic 
speech 
Step n - Groups ot three 
lo goal 
wealth 
greatest 
2. valuable 
succeed 
tower 
Step III - Groups o£ four 
.3o scene 
plain 
.3. value 
WOri7 
lumber 
1. bucket 
lo"Smr 
pump 
attempt 
2. pllot 
enemy 
swept 
motion 
Step IV - Groups of five 
CAN YOU DOS? 
4. important 
complete 
4. eager 
complete 
f'nrldture 
1. property 
inspeet 
nearest 
safety 
important 
C.AH YOU \tmiTF. SOME SEN'l'mCES OF YOUR 0\"m'? -
vith these words 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
tv USI.GE EXrnClS7S 
2?6 F-I 
We have 1-r.dtten m.an;y sentences about many d.iff'erent topics using the spelling 
ords. Today, :Let us try using one word in a sentence, describing a person, a place~ 
r a thing. MAKE YOUR SFN'l'ENCES SAY SOMETHING. 
'WORD 
-
o prevent 
• paddle 
• regret 
• fierce 
• enem;y 
o acre 
• furniture 
• fright 
• greatest 
• goal 
o s&ret)r 
.. topic 
• reduce 
• eager 
• area 
• goUty 
, important 
I pump 
, repeat 
, stump 
1 speech 
I trust 
1 tow"'Br 
wod 
TOPIC ON WHICH 
To WifiTE 
-
police 
travel 
report; card 
jungle 
war 
farm 
house 
accident 
sports 
football 
driving 
speech 
overeeight. 
schoo1 
farm 
priscm 
job 
water 
school 
forost 
politico 
bank 
travel 
fa:i:r:7 story 
garden 
~CE 
!he pgl1ce tried to prevent the robbeJ7. 
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Word Usage Exercise •••••••••• F-II 
UNSCRAMBLE 
These 'h'Ords have a job to do to tell about t he topics below. But--they are all 
Lxed up. They have lost their topics. They need t.o be put in sentences so that 
LCh one ~ describe a topic. Be sure that every word oan describe or tell about a 
Jpic in a phrase. So-unscramble them. Put a v beside the word after you hava 
1ed it. Remember you can use ~ending. Write your phrases on another sheet o~ 
aper. Try to 1n-ite at least S phrases £or each topic. 
Phrases 
EXAMPm z Topic - On a .rarm, w might see-- acres of iiDd, 
e~ water, 
valuS.ble crops, mul 
a bUCiCe't of water 
• In the forest, we -----------------· 
At sohoo:t, we ------------------• 
area 
assist 
damage 
wasta 
110rTf' 
oager 
prevent 
property 
importent 
valuable 
sa.f'et,-
satis.t;y 
support 
tower 
example 
, At the Police Station, we -------------o 
At war, ua -------------------· 
enenu 
fail.u.re 
tieree 
punish 
result 
pilot 
trorry 
greateet 
genera1 
purpose 
nearest 
suept 
, At the circun, wa -----------------· 
Word Usage Exercise •••••••••• F-II 
At the ball park, we ----------------·· 
campl.ete 
assist 
column. 
trust 
deel 
eager 
inspect 
fierce 
goal 
valuable 
lower 
moment 
request 
motion 
neither 
2?8 
succeed 
safety-
shown 
Word Usage Exercise •••••••••• F-III 
How are your imaginations t~? Are you ready for a trip to the moon? Let• s 
pretend that we are a satellite like the Explorer whirllng around the worl.d. Using 
the words below, .t'rom the spell.ing list~ 'Write sentences to tell about our tripo 
From the Explorer, I can see 1 • 
----------------------------------~-----
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
On the E:xplorer, I plan to 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
-----------------------------------------· 
attempt .tierce lo-wer sample 
assist fright inspect satisf';y 
enger fail'Ul'e omitted shone 
C!lWJIJ1' goal pUot slept 
area greatest purpose speech 
dem.aga guilty reduce supply 
inspect important safet7 support 
valuabl.o walth 'WOITY' VLllue 
WORD USAGE EXmCISF.S 
G ... I 
ve you ever played a game called, Wha-t if? 
It makes you think 
It makes ;you write 
Think indeed 
And get it riglrii 
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1rldng in your team, decide tdrl.oh words listed below might be used in a good sentence 
' answer, What if'? 
7 the example below £-.Lrat • 
.ample: What if you were wal1d.ng dawn the street and saw a child crying beCt'.usa a 
big dog was running towards her? 
I would =ifP€ bis bi.tmg her. 
I uould att to rush the child awas to eatetzo 
I wuld c the fierce dog to another .!!!:!!!• 
'What i.f' the teacher said to you, "You have dane so very well 1io<iq that you 
may have tomorrow of£.11 
I~ • 
-------------------------------------------------------
complete 
attempt 
eager 
goa1 
greatest 
request 
worry 
succeed 
sa.tief.y 
shcnm 
slept 
neareGt 
t. What if -you valked into The White House and there sat President Eisonh.owar? 
I TroUld 
deal fright important request 
env;y .tumiture moment reaul:li 
example greatest purpose val:ae 
[I. VJha.t if a runm·~ horse 1·rere galloping down the street? 
I wuld 
waste tower inspee·~ succeed 
variety stump damage nearest 
trust scene failure prevent. 
• 
• 
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l-IOl'd Usaee Exercise ••••••••• o-n 
11''1hat if" is a game vhich makes you think of BllB\i·era in sentenceao .Aeything 
may happen 'Uith trords 'tfuen we use our im.agmation. Using erry of the rTords at ·the 
end of each queation1 or any others from the Reference Sheet, answer the follaiiDg 
questions. '\'Trite your sentences on another paper, so you will have plenty of :roomo 
I. What if the trees changed suddenl¥ into c~ 
inspect motion offend regret request succeed 
lumber neither reduce eager result. tright 
II. What U' you were all dressed up in your best clothes on 
your wq to a party, whan-you slipped-and fell into a 
mud puddle? 
complete 
eager 
exmnpl.s neither 
guilty plml 
regret truat 
aatisf'y' worry 
nio l'lhat if SUperman came right ·to th1a school? 
property .fi.e:rce bucket GneJV' :tnapcct tower 
safety acre column greatest lower trust 
IV. \-lhat it a circus parade were going by and the elephant 
started to tmlk toward the crowd and yau.? 
guilty saf'ety attempt wealth result regret 
important area value worry request reduce 
~ER THE REE'ERENCE SHEET WILL GIVE YOU ANY ENDINGS YOU MAY NEED AND 
AlSO MORE \fORDS*** 
U you have time, can you th1nk up a "What if" story? 
1-Iord Usage Exercise. •••••• ••• a-m 
Wa1 t Dian.ey can make anything happen in his cutoons. He 
makes animals t alk, clocks run ~' ond treea ual.k. What if you 
had t he power Halt Disney has in his cartoons, what would you do? 
Use the words below and anm-mr the questions below. 
I. What would you haw Mickey Mouse do on one o£ his adventures 
in the jungl.e? 
n. What would you have Popeye do to show hie strength? 
In. 'What would you haw a little rabbit do who meets a huge 
elephant? 
IV. What would you have Robin Hood do? 
'WORDS.. .. USE REF'ERE!ICE SHEET FOR ANY ENDDroS HElmED 
J.LSO ANY OTHER 'WORDS 
auept 
acre 
o.asist 
bucket 
complete 
cork 
tmalth 
tower 
eager 
deal 
elle:Iq' 
example 
cnclosa 
worey 
topic 
greatest 
goa1 
:important 
motion 
lower 
~ 
trust 
offend 
pilo-~ 
plo1n 
prevent. 
pump 
succeed 
se11"isb. 
punish 
reduce 
repeat 
satet7 
scene 
weed 
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' WORD USAGE EXERCISF..S 28: 
H-I 
A newspaper reporter must lmol.,. how to spell words and how to use words to tell 
a story exact:cy as it happened. 
Could you be a newspaper reporter? 
Answer the questions 1n good sentences, using the words 118ted below. Make 
your sentence tell what might have happened. Remember~ )"'U nuq use arrJ' word from 
your Reference Sheet~ too. Use another sheet of paper for your ansvers. 
1. What do )"'U think happened tthen the hunter went on a lion hlmt? 
attempt 
regret 
satet," 
greatest 
fierce valuable 
2 o How did Davy Crockett tight in the da;rs ot the Old West? 
eager important punish BC8D8 
result aat184 
3. What might have happened to a boy lost in the torest? 
4. 
s. 
tower 
st'tD!JP 
worry 
paddle nearest 
What did Mickey l.fantle do in the World Series? 
eneD.\1 neither support 
mvy- shcnm value 
What happened at the big robbeey? 
assist column damage 
bucket complete deal. 
area 
attempt, 
waste 
motion 
repeat 
wealth 
valley 
wealth 
succeed 
lumber 
important 
value 
aaurce 
t.race 
T 
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Word Usage F~rcise •••••••••• H-2 
A reporter thinks fast and can write good sentences about 
arry kind of a situation. Yeste~, we practiced. Today, let's 
think fast and complete these sentences. Use the words suggested 
or any from the Reference Sheet. 
lo The farmer had 
damage suppq 
~. In the huge forest 
lumber p8dd1i reSUlt 
•• 
Tho pilot 
satet;y attemPt greatest 
~· Down in the vall.ey' 
acres important shotm -
, 
During ths war lo 
enemy f'rigb.t Herce 
lo In school 
requeSt repeat tiilure 
I The boya 0 
epoeOh preriiit Clli1iliig9 
• In the new house 
-tiiriilture completed smD;Pie 
• The water 
pump bucket proP3i"tj 
Do They- he.d senrehad 
trncC3 regret near~st 
Word Usage Exer ciae •••••••• •• H-3 
Nou·, you have had reporter-practice. Can you think ot words 
to take the place ot the ones underlined? Use a word f'rom the 
Reference Sheet and be sure it has the con-eot ending~ Write the 
words used below each sentence. 
1. The farmer had plowed the gtound spaCe and now stood aa1de to 
to examine caretu;LJ;y; the end work of his bard work. 
2. The teacher had hfUped. the student in .finishing their work, 
which they had start.ed so emited.JJ. 
3. The fire had SW\Dli over the forest and cauaed much ~o Now 
onq short trunks were lefi on this valuable ~· · Ever,yane 
should realize the worth or the forest and not spend careleaal{' 
this wood. 
-
4o The ranger had climbed up to the high point and looked at the 
lowland below. 
So The fireman had tried in putting out the .fire in 'the !2.2S. pUe. 
The owner who had dropped the cigarette te1t verr responsible. 
6. The long columns held u~ the high point of the biggest building in 
the cit;y. 
7. The farmer t:Uled the ~?!:!! with water for the ,!!:! o£ feeding 
the horses. 
8 o The fat man lmev he shoul.d lose waigb.t before he decided to ~ 
the canoeo 
J 
,_ 'v , 
NOW CAN YOU WRITE SO!>IJi: SEZtTENCES WITH '\-lORDS TO BE FILLED m FROM 
THE SPELLING LIST? TRY IT ON AH<mtrn GROUP. 
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